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Controls 
PS4 Description 

   
Character movement 

   
Camera movement 

 

Up: Switch equipped spells 

Down: Switch consumable 

Left/Right: Switch equipped weapons 

   Interact 

   

When pressing direction: Roll, Sprint (Hold) 

When not pressing direction: Backstep 

   Use consumable 

   

When near an action: Change action (read message, examine, etc) 

Duel-wield right-handed weapon 

Duel-wield left-handed weapon (Hold) 

  

When equipped: Attack with left-handed weapon 

When duel-wielding: Guard with right-handed weapon (Hold) 

  

When equipped: Attack with right-handed weapon 

When pressing forward: Kick 

   

Parry 

When duel-wielded: Weapon skill attack 

   
When equipped: Strong attack with right-handed weapon 

   
When dashing: Jump 

   

When enemy is nearby: Lock-on 

When enemy is not nearby: Resets Camera 

   
Open menu 

   
Open gesture menu 
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Basics 

Because Dark Souls 3 tosses you in with little in the way of a tutorial 

the basics of gameplay can only be learned through the messages in 

the Cemetery of Ash. To resolve this I will be covering the general info 

you'll need to know to make it through the beginning of the game. 

 

Health & Death 

Your character's health is determined by your Vigor, with the red gauge 

at the top left of the screen indicating your overall health. When your 

health reaches 0 your Champion of Ash will die and return to the last 

bonfire you activated, dropping your Souls on the ground. 

There are a few ways to regain your health: 

• Rest at a bonfire to refresh your HP, FP, remove status ailments, and 

repair your equipment (provided it has not reached a durability of 

0). 

• Use a healing potions known as an Estus Flask. These items are 

automatically refilled each time you sit at a bonfire, though they 

are limited. 

• Cast a spell that restores your HP. 

• Use an Ember to increase your max HP pool, if you are running 

around unkindled, and heal you to full HP. 

Note that death while Embered will result in becoming unkindled, losing 

a large portion of their max HP pool until you become human again. 

While this may seem horrible, learning to fight on the limited HP will 

make you a better fighter and it also protects you from being invaded 

by other players. Get used to dying and playing unkindled, saving your 

Embers for when you want to fight Dark Spirits or need the addition 

HP. 
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Souls & Leveling Up 

Souls are the form of currency in Dark Souls 3, used for purchasing 

everything from items at the Merchants to leveling up your character. 

They are obtained by killing enemies or using items and will be stored 

on you until you use them or you die. If you die, your Souls will drop 

on the ground near the area of your death, marked by a glowing green 

bloodstain, so make sure to pick them up before you die a second time 

or you will lose them forever. In order to level up you'll need to head to 

Firelink Shrine to speak with the Fire Keeper, who will allow you to 

exchange a certain amount of Souls for 1 point in any stat of your 

choice. Each time you exchange Souls for a stat you'll be required to 

exchange more the next time, no matter which stat you are leveling, as 

your overall character Level determines the cost. 

 

Saving & Loading 

Dark Souls 3 uses the auto-save feature, saving periodically at random 

points in the game. This means that if you die you can't simply reload 

the game and try again, as the game saves after the death, and you'll 

need to fight through the area again. The only exception to this is 

backing up a save file to an external device, such as a USB Flash Drive. 

This will allow you to beat the final boss, obtaining the ending 

trophies/achievements, and then overwrite the save file with your old 

file to complete another ending, without having to play through the 

whole game again. 

 

Weapons & Equipment 

Weapons and other equipment makes up for the majority of your 

character's combat abilities. Without weapons you'll be unable to fight 

the foes in the game and without armor you'll take heavy damage from 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=5#Merchants
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enemy attacks. Use the details page when equipping new items to 

determine how they will affect your character’s stats and which ones 

best suit your play style, such as using light gear will result in a fast 

character with little defense. 

 

Unlike other role-playing games that have equipment, Dark Souls has a 

stat known as Equip Load that is determined by your character's Vitality. 

This stat will affect the mobility of your character based on the 

combined weight of each item you equip, from weapons to rings. 

 

Equip Load % Effect 

< 30% The fastest state, your rolls and backsteps will be extremely fast 

30.1 - 70.0% This is a normal state, with your rolls and backsteps being a normal speed 

70.1 - 100.0% This is a slow state, where your rolls and backsteps will be slow and your Stamina regeneration is decreased 

> 100.1% The slowest state, you will be unable to roll or even run 

 

Weapons 

There are multiple types of "weapons" that you can equip to your 

Champion of Ash, each serving a different function. Standard weapons 

such as swords are your primary form of attack for melee characters 

and are usually equipped to the right hand, while shields are often 

equipped to the left hand so you can block and attack at the same 

time. In addition to those two obvious weapons you can also use 

ranged weapons, such as bows, and catalysts, used for casting magic. 

All of these "weapons" must be equipped to either the right or left 

hand and can be switched quickly through shortcuts during battle. 

Weapons have basic stats that can be increased by reinforcing your 

weapons with upgrade materials or infusing them with gems that 

enhance a type of attack. Both of these options can be performed by 

visiting Andre the Blacksmith in Firelink Shrine and each has a 
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material/gem and Soul cost dependent on the item and level. Note that 

only certain weapons can be infused with gems, as some are unique in 

their design, so be careful when upgrading a weapon if you plan to 

infuse it later. 

 

Armor 

Armor is equipped to four slots that make up your general defensive 

capabilities: Head, Chest, Gloves, and Legs. Each piece of gear will affect 

your overall defense either positively or negatively, but most will also 

affect your resistances to things like Poison and Fire. In general, there 

are two types of armor: light and heavy, determined by their weight vs 

your Equip Load. Remember that heavy armor will result in limited 

mobility in exchange for added defense, while light armor has less 

defense. 

 

Rings 

Rings are unique pieces of equipment that offer a wide range of 

supportive abilities, as the cost of very little weight. You can equip up 

to four rings at a time and other than a non-magic character using 

magic boosting rings, there is no wrong choice. Experiment with 

multiple different rings and don't be afraid to switch them up on a case 

by case basis. 

 

Character Creation 

This section refers to the different elements that make up a character, 

including their original creation at the beginning of the game and the 

Stats that make up how they ultimately play. 

 

 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=0#Stats
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Classes 

The class of your character determines their starting Stats, but you'll 

quickly customize these stats to your liking as you level up throughout 

the game. In the end the class you begin with is fairly meaningless, but 

you might want to read the back story of each for some a thematic 

selection. 

 

Stats 

The stats of a character make up everything from how much Health and 

Stamina they have to how much damage their attacks do. These stats 

can be increased 1 point by collecting Souls from enemies, using items, 

or selling things to Merchants and then speaking with the Firekeeper in 

Firelink Shrine. 

 

Combat Basics 

Combat is the most important part of Dark Souls 3, with intricate 

features that can be the difference of an area being easy or difficult. 

Mastering combat is going to be the deal breaker of whether or not 

you like this game, with many people finding the harsh punishments for 

failure as a reason to give up. 

 

Stamina 

Stamina is used for everything from attacking and rolling to dashing 

and backstepping, so you need to make sure that you use it 

appropriately in order to prevent death due to the inability to avoid an 

attack. Luckily, Stamina regenerated naturally if you're not using your 

Stamina, so make sure that you give yourself time to recover in 

between attacks or battles. 

 

 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=0#Stats
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Lock-On 

When near a target you can lock-on, allowing you to backstep and 

side-step easily around them. If there are multiple targets you can 

switch targets or unlock and then lock a new target. While this can be 

great for aiming your attacks, there are a few cases in which you may 

wish to not lock on. When?! Well, the lock-on for most enemies is their 

head, meaning that when fighting large enemies with weaknesses in 

their arms or legs you may want to avoid lock-on to focus on their 

weaknesses. 

 

Attacks & Backstabs 

There are two types of attacks, not including weapon skills, basic and 

strong attacks. Basic attacks are weaker, use less stamina, and can be 

chained together easily. Strong attacks are much slower and can be 

charged to do significant damage, but don't chain well with basic 

attacks. In addition to the above, all weapons can be two-handed to do 

additional damage and access Weapon Skills. 

 

Sneaking up behind enemies, or getting behind them mid-combat, will 

give you the chance to backstab them with a normal attack. This lethal 

form of attack will deal massive damage and kick the enemy to the 

ground, or off a ledge if they are silly enough to stand by one. Use this 

to your advantage, sneaking up behind tough enemies, but don't fish 

for these mid-combat and prolong a battle. 

 

Ranged Attacks 

Ranged weapons and some tools offer you the chance to attack 

enemies at range, which many enemies are unable to perform. While 

crossbows can be used off-hand, bows must be two-handed to perform 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=0#Weapon%20Skills
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an attack and you can either aim to fire or lock-on and then fire the 

same way you'd perform a normal attack. No matter your build, having 

a bow equipped to you character is great for pulling enemies or dealing 

free damage before a target reaches you. 

 

Spellcasting 

Magic is a strong form of attack that uses FP to cast spells and deal 

massive damage to enemies, unless they have high Magic resistance. 

Casting requires Attunement slots to equip spells, Catalysts to use the 

spells you have equipped, and Intelligence and/or Faith to increase 

potency of the spells. Note that if you are a spell caster you'll want to 

allot your Estus' to a mixture of Estus Flask and Ashen Estus Flasks, to 

allow for HP and FP healing. 

 

While builds that focus on magic require a lot of your levels to be 

devoted to Intelligence or Faith, any melee unit can benefit from at 

least some INT/FTH and one attunement slot. Why?! Take a place like 

Farron Keep, which has a poisonous swamp that constantly deals 

damage over time, a Miracle like Caressing Tears, which heals status 

ailment, will only cost you 12 Faith and 1 Attunement slot while saving 

you a ton of Estus Flasks. 

 

Advanced Combat 

In addition to the basic combat features there are some additional 

advanced combat features that more advanced players will want to 

explore and master to help them while exploring Lothric. 
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Weapon Skills 

Weapon Skills carry over from Bloodborne's trick weapon feature, 

making each weapon a bit more unique. There are a variety of skills, 

most of which do more damage or give you an advantage in battle, but 

most skills have a FP cost attached to it. This means that if you are a 

magic user you will likely avoid weapon skills and save your FP for spell 

casting, but don't forget that FP can be recovered by consuming an 

Ashen Estus Flask. 

 

Shield Parry 

Some shields have the ability to parry and if timed right you can stun 

the enemy during their attack, allowing your to perform a critical attack 

to them. While parrying was a critical part of the previous Souls games, 

the addition of Weapon Skills has removed Parry from some shields. 

Experiment with shields to determine if you want one with Parry or not. 

For players who had trouble with parrying in the previous games, you 

now have the option to gain something else by equipping a different 

shield type. 

 

Status Ailments 

When you encounter a status ailment a status bar will appear in the 

middle of the screen, slowly filling up over time until it is completely 

full. Once full the ailment will take affect and the bar will begin to 

diminish rather than rise, counting down until the ailment is removed. 

Some of these ailments can be deadly unless cured, so keeping curative 

items on your hotkey bar is a very good idea when you know the 

ailment is encountered in an area. 
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Walkthrough 
At the start of the game you'll need to create your character, choosing 

their Gender and Appearance. The most important part is the Class of 

your character, as this dictates the starting stats of your characters. You 

should view the Stats section of this guide before choosing which Class 

you want to make sure you are completely happy with whatever you 

select. Make sure to review the Combat Basics section of this guide for 

more information. 

 

Cemetery of Ash 

After being summoned from ash, make your way forward toward the 

steam while reading the handy messages that act as the tutorial for the 

Souls games. You'll quickly come up on your first enemy, a Grave 

Warden, who doesn't pose much of a threat as long as you guard or 

evade their attacks. 

Grave Warden - The most basic enemy in the game, Grave Wardens 

are not very dangerous unless you find them in groups or 

underestimate them. Be wary of their chaotic attacks that can tear 

through your newly ashen skin, as you will likely take significant 

damage in the early game. Drops: Cleric's Sacred Chime, Fading Soul 

 

Take the side path to find a dead end with a Soul of a Deserted 

Corpse, which can be used to obtain additional souls, and then 

backtrack and continue forward. There is a Grave Warden sitting 

between you and the glowing item ahead, so take the initiative and 

attack him before he can stand up and then collect the Ashen Estus 

Flask. 

 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=0#Stats
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The path split here, with a Grave Warden on the right being the tutorial 

for backstabbing and a Grave Warden to the left charging you as the 

tutorial for parrying. Backstab the Grave Warden and then cross the way 

and take out the other before you head down the middle to deal with 

the Grave Warden with a crossbow. There are two more Grave Wardens 

in the water near a side path, so attack the nearest while it sits and 

then roll back to avoid the attack of the other. 

 

The side path in the water leads to a Ravenous Crystal Lizard, which is a 

one-time enemy that drops fixed items, but be wary as they are very 

difficult. The trick is to learn its attack patterns; the most deceptive of 

which is when it crawls away from you only to slash across the space in 

between. Take your time and attack when you have the opportunity, 

but don't get greedy or you'll find yourself in danger. You'll gain a 

Titanite Scale when the lizard is dead and can then collect the Soul of 

an Unknown Traveler before returning to the main path. 

 

Rest at the bonfire when you reach it for the "Rest" gesture and 

continue down the hill, defeating some Grave Wardens around the 

corner. There is a path near the cliff's edge that leads to a Grave 

Warden carrying a shield, as well as one with a crossbow, and then 

collect the Firebomb x5. 

 

Head back up toward the bonfire, but take the right path instead of the 

left toward the bonfire to spot a lower section with an item on a stone 

coffin. You'll need to dash and jump to reach the top of the coffin for 

the Titanite Shard and then you can plunge attack the Grave Warden 

below.  

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=7#Titanite%20Scale
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Boss: Iudex Gundyr 

Stage 1 

As soon as you pull the sword from the boss' chest you can attack to 

inflict damage, even though the health bar is not displayed to reflect 

this. Iudex's attacks are extremely heavy and will tear through any 

Stamina you have while blocking, so focus on dodging while your 

weapon is two-handed for additional damage. Most of his attacks can 

be avoided by rolling under them, but any that are vertical will result in 

taking damage from Iudex's body. Keep your stamina topped off and 

wait for the openings to perform a nice 2-3 hit combo. 

 

Stage 2 

At about half health Iudex will begin to transform into a mutated beast 

of black ooze. In addition to his previous attacks he'll now use his newly 

grown claw and beastly mouth to attack you, but the majority of his 

new attacks are medium to long range. Stick close to him and he'll 

primarily use his Jumping Slash to try and come down on you, which is 

easy to spot because he'll use his mutated claw to push himself 

upwards, and the rest of his attacks you should be used to by now. 

Drops: 3,000 Souls, Coiled Sword 

Stage 1 

Lunging Attack Medium Stabs forward with his halberd, often the start of a combo of 2-3 attacks 

Fast Sweep Attack Medium Slashes across the area in front of him, usually performed in a combo 

Backhanded Sweep Attack Medium A slower version of the Fast Sweep that is never performed in a combo 

Downward Slice Medium Slashes down into the ground, followed by pulling the halberd upward 

Shoulder Plow Short Arches back and then rams his shoulder forward, pushing you backwards 

Jumping Slash/Stab Long Jumps across the area and slashes or stabs downward into the ground upon landing 

Stage 2 

Claw Sweep Long Rakes the ground from back to front with his mutated claw 

Claw Punch Long Punches the ground in front of him with his mutated claw 

Bite Medium Bites across the area in front of him with a sweep of his mutated head 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=10#Iudex%20Gundyr
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Open the double doors on the other side of Iudex's boss arena and 

collect the Broken Straight Sword straight ahead. Take the ledge on 

the left side of the path that leads to two Grave Wardens and a 

Homeward Bone and then head up the stairs to find two more Grave 

Wardens sitting in the grass near some tombstones. Be careful when 

fighting these enemies since there is another Grave Warden nearby with 

a crossbow. 

 

Backtrack a bit and search the right edge of the cliff to find a Grave 

Warden looking out on the landscape, allowing you to backstab him 

and kick him off the ledge, and then continue up the steps. The 

archway straight ahead leads to Firelink Shrine, but rather than entering 

you'll want to head down the path to the right to find a Starved Hound 

and Ember. 

 

Starved Hound - These wild beasts attack quickly and although they 

are weak on their own they can overwhelm you when encountered in 

groups. Watch your back as they can easily flank you and keep your 

shield up, blocking their initial attack and then countering. 

 

Head back across the front of the Firelink Shrine and continue to the 

other side of the area. Take the first set of stairs to grab the East-West 

Shield and then turn around and kill the two Grave Wardens before 

taking the stairs. This path will lead to an Ember and a dead end with a 

Homeward Bone behind a large tombstone. You can now backtrack to 

the other side of the shrine and head up the stairs to the right, leading 

to the Sword Master adversary. 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=7#Broken%20Straight%20Sword
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The Sword Master is your first encounter with a skilled adversary, similar 

to PvP encounters, and he duel-wielding a katana. With powerful 

lunging attacks and combos, the Sword Master can kill you with only a 

few strikes. Lure him into a charged attack and then go in and perform 

a long combo, making sure to save enough Stamina to roll away at the 

end of your combo. Don't be afraid to back up and heal when you get 

an opening, making sure that the Sword Master is not charging forward, 

and you should be able to defeat him (Uchigatana, Master's Armor 

Set). 

 

Firelink Shrine 

On your first trip to Firelink Shrine you'll need to place the coiled sword 

into the center of the area to create a bonfire. Introduce yourself to 

your surroundings and the NPC's that make it their home: The 

Firekeeper will exchange collect souls for an increase in one stat 

attribute of your choice; the Shrine Handmaiden serves as the primary 

merchant until you recruit other NPCs; Andre the Blacksmith will 

upgrade and infuse weapons, allow you to change the ratio of Estus to 

Ashen Estus Flasks, as well as upgrade your Estus Flasks; and 

Hawkwood the Deserter sits on the steps near the entrance and will 

offer information on your objectives, as well as some items after key 

bosses. Once you are done exploring the area, place the Coiled Sword 

in the center of the chamber to create a bonfire and travel to High Wall 

of Lothric. 
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High Wall of Lothric 

Open the doors and head down the stairs to find the first bonfire and 

two paths on each side of the area. The path to the right is a dead end 

that should be explored first, so look for a crack in the wall and kill the 

Hollow Soldier with a crossbow hiding on the wooden platform. 

 

Hollow Soldier - Basic foot soldiers, Hollow Soldiers are equipped with 

basic weapons and have some combat knowledge. Attacking with a 

flurry of weaker strikes, keep your shield at the ready and counterattack 

when the opportunity arises. The most annoying of the group is the 

shielded foes, as attacking their shields will result in a counterstrike, so 

bait them before you strike or use a weapon that can piece through 

shields. 

 

The area below contains multiple praying Hollow Soldiers that won't 

attack, making them easy targets for soul farming, and two Starved 

Hounds. Try and lure the hounds individually to avoid being flanked 

and then move forward to encounter your first major foe, a large 

variation on the Hollow Soldier with a Halberd. Watch your back for 

another Large Hollow Soldier with a Greataxe that comes up the stairs, 

as it can be a shock if you take too long to defeat the first one, and 

then take the stairs down to find a Soul of a Deserted Corpse and 

another basic Hollow Soldier resting against the wall. 

 

Large Hollow Soldier - Heavy damage dealing enemies with slow 

attacks, these Hollow Soldiers should be taken with caution. Bait them 

into attacking before you counter and watch out for the large sweeping 

attacks of the Halberd. Time it right and you can roll behind them 
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during an attack, giving them a nasty backstab to deplete a majority of 

their health. Drops: Halberd, Greataxe, Titanite Shard, Raw Gem 

 

Head back up the stairs and take the other set of stairs to the left to 

find a Hollow Soldier with a crossbow and some more praying. 

Although you might think that your target should be the one with the 

crossbow, there is actually a dangerous foe hidden within the praying 

soldiers. Rush up the stairs and attack the praying soldier at the back of 

the group on the right, near the crossbow one, as it stands up and 

defeat it before it has the opportunity to transform. 

 

Pus of Man - These transformed beasts are deadly in the early game, 

using wide sweeping attacks that can tear through your health and 

stamina. It is best to avoid them or defeat them before they transform, 

but in the worst case scenario you can always attack them with ranged 

weapons or Firebombs. Drops: Ember, Titanite Shard 

 

If you fail it will become a Pus of Man, transforming into a black oozing 

beast similar to Iudex Gundyr. Finishing off the other Hollow Soldiers 

shouldn't be difficult and then you can grab the Longbow with some 

Standard Arrows nearby, equipping the bow if possible. You can now 

return to the bonfire and head to Firelink, where you should buy at 

least 99 Wood Arrows for an upcoming ranged battle. 

 

Head down the other set of stairs and take out the first Hollow Soldier 

behind some more praying ones before you move forward. The soldier 

carrying the lantern will call others to attack if you give it a chance, 

making your life a lot more difficult in later encounters, so taking it out 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps4/168566-dark-souls-iii/faqs/73376?page=8#Longbow
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quickly before it calls in all surrounding soldiers to the fight is a priority. 

Grab the Soul of a Deserted Corpse and then take the stairs up to 

courtyard with another lantern wielding Hollow Soldier. 

 

Unlike the previous area, there are plenty of Hollow Soldiers that will be 

alerted if given the chance. Rush in and defeat the soldier quickly or 

use a spell like Spook to sneak up on him, since the remaining soldiers 

will remain seated. If the other Hollow Soldiers are alerted, back up to 

the stairs and bottleneck them while avoiding fire from the crossbow 

above. You can now head up the stairs to find the Binoculars and then 

check behind the dragon's tail on the lower level to find a ledge that 

leads to Gold Pine Resin x2. 

 

The window drops you into the building you would have entered if you 

took the stairs down, rather than up to the courtyard above. There are a 

few more Hollow Soldiers and Firebomb x2 under the table, so clear 

out the area and then take the ladder downstairs. Collect the Soul of a 

Deserted Corpse and then carefully exit the building to find more 

Hollow Soldiers. 

 

There is a crossbowman in the back, who fires on you while you try and 

fight the shielded soldier, so take him out and then back up to avoid 

the fire of another crossbowman further down the alley. As mentioned 

before, attacking through a shield with a pierce weapon like the Estoc's 

Weapon Skill or baiting the shielded enemies to attack first is the 

easiest way to defeat these enemies. There's no need to defeat the 

enemies in the alley just yet, so head up the stairs until you see an 

dragon come flying down and return down the stairs. 
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The dragon will breath fire on the area above, killing all the Hollow 

Soldier, and you can bait it to breath fire on the alley below to finish off 

the soldiers you ignored. The dragon can be defeated rather easily with 

about 80 Wood Arrows by standing near the top of the stairs with your 

head below the ground level, shooting at its body until it flees (Large 

Titanite Shard). You can now enter the upper courtyard to collect a 

Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse, Club, Ember, and Claymore. 

 

Enter the tower and head down the stairs to find a treasure chest, but 

don't open it as it is a Mimic. Mimics are strong enemies that pretend 

to be treasure chests, but devour you upon opening them. Start out 

with a strong attack and them use up the majority of your stamina 

while it stands up, leaving enough to roll away if needed. There are 

three primary attacks, two of which are deadly to you this early in the 

game: 

• At close range the Mimic will slash forward with its right arm or arch 

its back with both arms to devours you. While the arm attack can 

be easily avoided by rolling to the side, the grab attack can still 

get you unless you roll away. 

• At medium or long range the Mimic will either kick forward with one 

leg or do a jumping spin kicks that deals heavy damage that will 

likely kill you. Be careful of both of these attacks and try and stay 

close to avoid having to deal with them. 

 

Defeat the Mimic to obtain the Deep Battle Axe and then take the 

ladder and open the gate. A Lothric Knight patrols from the opposite 

building to the stairs on the right, while two Hollow Soldiers on either 
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side of you prepare to attack you from behind. Deal with the two 

soldiers first and then focus your attention on the deadly fast Lothric 

Knight. These enemies have great defense and excellent combat tactics, 

switching between using their shield or two-handing a weapon to 

penetrate yours. Roll past their attacks and get behind them to start a 

combo, but be prepared to roll out of attack range at any moment 

when they go to attack. 

 

Lothric Knight - There are three types of Lothric Knights: the aggressive 

sword/shield and greatsword ones and the more defensive 

spear/greatshield. While some versions are deadly than others, all three 

should be handled with caution. The aggressive versions need to be 

dealt with by rolling under their attacks and then performing an attack 

combo, while the defensive greatshield version needs to be baited to 

attack before you can bypass their heavy shields.  

 

Collect the Soul of a Deserted Corpse and enter the next tower, being 

careful of the Hollow Assassin to your left that can throw knives or rush 

in when your back is turned, and then cross the beam to grab the 

Firebomb x3. You can now exit the tower and take the stairs up to find 

a Titanite Shard and bonfire. 

 

Hollow Assassin - These stealthy assassins are not dangerous, when 

you see them coming! Their strength lies in the fact that they are often 

placed in corners and dark alcoves with the element of surprise on their 

side. Drops: Dagger, Deserter Trousers, Throwing Knife x5, Titanite 

Shard, Raw Gem 
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Enter the tower again to kill the Hollow Assassin across the room and 

then take the stairs down to deal with two more assassins, one walking 

around the room and another behind some barrels. Take the ladder 

down, dealing with the Large Hollow Soldier, and take the only path 

into a room full of barrels. There is a Hollow Soldier on the other side 

of the room, preparing to toss a Firebomb into the explosive barrels, so 

bait him before you go in and clear the room. You can now collect the 

Throwing Knife x8 in the room and then enter the next room with a 

Hollow Assassin and Mail Breaker. If you follow the path you'll find a 

locked cell with an NPC behind it, but at this point you'll be unable to 

unlock the door. 

 

Return to the ladder and make your way out the other side of the 

tower to find some more praying soldiers, but be careful of the Hollow 

Soldiers that climb up to try and ambush you from behind. Grab the 

Soul of a Deserted Corpse near the exit to the tower and then stop 

next to the ladder leading down to the rooftops. There is another Pus 

of Man in the praying group ahead, so rather than go down in fight it 

you should pull out your bow and deal with it from a distance. This 

should allow it to actually transform into a Pus of Man, granting the 

better drops when you defeat it. 

 

Cross the roof and pick up the Firebomb x3 and then rush around the 

outside of the rooftops to spot a Crystal Lizard (Raw Gem). These 

creatures drop fixed items upon death, but given the opportunity they 

will flee and vanish until you refresh the whole area. You can now 

collect the Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse on the roof before taking 

the nearby ladder. 
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Take out the Hollow Soldiers on one side of the building with Firebomb 

x3, since they are an annoyance, and then search the opposite side for 

Black Firebomb x3. 

 

Enter the building near the ladder you originally came down and then 

enter the room on the left, killing the Hollow Soldiers inside. Attack the 

pots to find a corpse with Undead Hunter Charm x2 and then check 

the back balcony for a Titanite Shard, with even more enemies ready to 

ambush you. Backtrack to the main part of the building, where a Lothric 

Knight patrols, and collect the Soul of a Deserted Corpse before 

heading further into the building. 

 

A room on the left has a Hollow Soldier ready to strike when you pass, 

as well as a Broadsword, and if you continue down the stairs you'll 

come to a room with more enemies. Head around the upper level to kill 

some minor enemies and open a chest with the Silver Eagle Kite Shield 

and then deal with the Starved Hound and Large Hollow Soldiers in the 

room below individually. With the area clear you can now grab the 

Titanite Shard under the stairs, Estus Shard from the anvil, and Cell 

Key from the stairs. 

 

If you exit the opposite side of the building you'll be able to shoot the 

Winged Knight from the balcony above, allowing you to ignore actual 

combat with this enemy type for now. Head back through the building 

and when you reach the room where the Broadsword was turn left to 

find a hidden path behind some boxes. Grab the Green Blossom x2 at 

the end of the path and then roll through the barrels to find a chest 
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with an Astora Straight Sword. You can now drop into the courtyard 

where the Winged Knight was to grab the Rapier and Ember x2 below. 

 

There are two exits from this courtyard: one is a dead end with a ladder 

that leads back up, while the other leads outside. Turn right and kill the 

Hollow Soldier hiding behind a pillar before dealing with the 

crossbowman on the stairs and then take the stairs. There is another set 

of stairs on the right that leads to a Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse 

and a Ring of Sacrifice, reached by jumping to the wooden awning, 

and then return to the stairs and head straight. In the courtyard, kill the 

Hollow Soldier and then back up into the building to prepare for the 

ambush. You can now grab the Green Blossom x3 near the exit before 

taking the lift in the opposite building, grabbing the Throwing Knife x6 

at the top. 

 

The gate is a shortcut that leads back to the area near the first bonfire, 

where you encountered the Starved Hounds and Large Hollow Soldiers 

for the first time. 

 

Firelink Shrine 

Make sure to turn in your Estus Shard at the blacksmith, granting 

additional Estus Flasks, and then head to highest throne to find 

Ringfinger Leonhard. Leonhard will only hand over Cracked Red Eye 

Orb x5 for now, but remember his location in Firelink for later. You can 

now return to High Wall of Lothric, but instead of heading to the first 

bonfire choose the Tower on the Wall bonfire instead. 
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High Wall of Lothric Cont. 

Head all the way down the tower, taking the ladder down to the Large 

Hollow Soldier, and this time make your way to that locked cell 

mentioned earlier. With the Cell Key you obtained earlier you can now 

free Greirat of the Undead Settlement, who will ask you to find a 

woman named Loretta, and give you the Blue Tearstone Ring. 

 

Return to the bonfire and travel to the first bonfire in High Wall of 

Lothric and take the shortcut once again, rushing through the area to 

avoid being ambushed. Head straight toward the Soul of a Deserted 

Corpse and then lure over each of the Lothric Knights individually 

before entering the church behind them. Emma is the priestess that 

protects the entrance to Lothric Castle, but for now she will provide you 

with the Small Lothric Banner and the Way of Blue covenant. 

Exit the church and take a left, encountering another Lothric Knight, and 

then pick up the Lucerne. You can now follow the stairs down pass 

some shielded Hollow Soldiers to a boss arena. 

 

Boss: Vordt of Boreal Valley 

Stage 1 

The first half of this fight is pretty simple due to Vordt's slow sweeping 

and overhead strikes that can be easily avoided by rolling under him. 

Vordt's attacks cause Frostbite, which weakens your defenses, but it isn't 

especially deadly. You should easily be able to get under his belly and 

behind his back to pull off a long combo, but be wary when he hops 

back since he sometimes follows this up with a strike to the ground. 

Never deplete your stamina fully, leaving a small bit for at least one roll 

in case of emergency, and you should plow through the first half of his 

life bar rather easily. 
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Stage 2 

At half health Vordt will slam his mace into the ground and roar, 

indicating that he has entered the second stage. This will always be 

followed by Vordt jumping back and performing three charge attacks, 

which you'll need to roll under, but as soon as he finished the third 

charge you'll want to charge him and perform a devastating combo to 

interrupt his Ice Breath attack. After this predictable opening he'll switch 

up his attacks with dual combo attacks and slams throughout the 

remainder of the battle. While Vordt does perform a single Charge 

Attack, this version is hard to predict since he won't jump back 

beforehand. 

 

Stage 1 

Sweep Attack Medium Sweeps an attack in front of him, easily avoided by rolling under him 

Downward Slam Medium Slams his mace lengthwise into the ground, so roll right or left 

Sideway Slash Medium Rakes the ground from back to front in a wide sweeping attack 

Jumping Slam Long Jumps a short distance and slams the top of the mace into the ground 

Stage 2 

Triple Charge Long Charges back and forth across the area three time, must be rolled under 

Ice Breath Long A deep breath followed by a deadly ice breath, can be interrupted 

Body Slam Short Slams his whole body downward into the ground, preventing your from hiding under him 

Dual Ram Medium Rams forward with his body twice, left and then right 

Charge Long Single charges attack forward, this attack is hard to predict due to no telegraph 

Drops: 3,000 Souls, Soul of Boreal Valley Vordt 

 

Undead Settlement 

Exit Vordt's boss arena toward the broken road and raise the flag when 

indicated to teleport to the Undead Settlement. Check the opposite side 

of the rampart for a Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse and then head 

down the stairs toward the main gates. When the gate begins to rise 

you'll want to back off, as multiple Starved Hounds will enter the area 
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and begin to kill the praying Hollow Soldiers. Lure each of the hounds 

individually or pull them with your bow and then head down toward 

the gate, but turn around and head down the road. 

 

There are two more Starved Hounds hiding behind the overturned 

carriage, guarding Alluring Skull x2, and at the far end is a large 

ground of pilgrims. One of the pilgrims on the right wall is Yoel of 

Londor, an important NPC that needs to be recruited in order to 

achieve one of the four endings to Dark Souls 3, so accept his service 

before you return to the gate. You can now use the nearby lever to 

raise the gate, defeat the Peasant Hollow, and then light the bonfire 

beyond it. 

 

Peasant Hollow - These enemies are slow and weak like the Grave 

Wardens, but with some additional health that is closer to that of 

Hollow Soldiers. Hollow Peasants are often found in groups that make 

them deadly, especially if the additional foes contain anything other 

than other peasants. Take the initiative and attack them before they 

attack you and you should take them out without ever allowing them a 

chance to fight.  

 

Defeat the two Peasant Hollows near the building entrance and then 

knock down the corpse with a Small Leather Shield. Head down the 

stairs and walk toward the Charcoal Pine Bundle x2, quickly turning 

around to deal with the Hollow Slave that drops from the rafters above. 

Hollow Slave - These little buggers are kind of cute, especially when 

they wield an oversized sword, but don't let that fool you. Hollow Slaves 

are deadly due to their speed and element of surprise, but they are still 
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weak in defensive and offensive capabilities. Keep your guard up, 

blocking their first attack, and then counter with your own to quickly 

deal with them. Drops: Thrall Axe, Flamberge, Thrall Hood, Titanite 

Shard 

 

Head outside to defeat a Peasant Hollow guarding some Repair 

Powder x2 and then knock down the corpse hanging from the roof. 

Check out the courtyard below to spot the trouble ahead and then use 

your bow to deal with the large enemy, a Evangelist, kneeling before 

the burning tree. Head back inside and look across the rafters to spot 

another Hollow Slave across the way, shooting it with your bow to draw 

it over, and then clear out the two on the bottom floor. You can now 

grab the Charcoal Pine Bundle x2 in the corner before exiting outside. 

 

Grab Loretta's Bone off the corpse you dropped from the building and 

then carefully deal with the peasants around the area. Check the area 

for a Soul of an Unknown Traveler, Estus Shard, and Ember and then 

head down the steps to find some more peasants. The hall on the right 

side of the building has two Hollow Slaves inside, which will ambush 

you later if you don't kill them now, and then collect the Titanite Shard 

 

As you approach the Charcoal Pine Resin x2 use the lock-on feature to 

spot a Cage Spider masquerading as an environment piece and then 

knock down the corpse with a Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse above 

the stairs. Back upstairs, find a hole in the floor that leads to the 

Warrior of Sunlight covenant and an Estus Soup, which will heal you 

for free, and then unlock the door. Pass down the hall, dealing with the 

Cage Spiders, and then defeat the red-eyed Hollow Peasant at the end. 
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Cage Spider - Blending in with the environment of Undead Settlement, 

these foes seek to trick you by getting you close and then wiggling 

their limbs in an attempt to hurt you. Use the lock-on to spot them and 

then deal a heavy strike, but stay close as they can also spew balls of 

nasty liquid if you stand at range. Drops: Fading Soul x5 

 

Hug the right side of the building and roll through the gap between 

the two building to find a Soul of an Unknown Traveler. As you head 

down the road you'll need to deal with some Peasant Hollows while 

avoiding the ranged magic of the Evangelist in the background, but be 

wary as you approach the boarded archway at the bottom of the hill. 

Defeat the peasant that breaks through the archway and then enter the 

building, dealing with the Hollow Slave that drops from above, and then 

grab the Whip. 

 

Hide from the Evangelist by standing under the ledge, dealing with the 

Peasant Hollow carrying a large hammer, and then check the side path 

near the cliff edge to find a Titanite Shard. The Evangelist is a pain to 

fight on the small ledge above due to its sweeping attacks, so defeat it 

from the ground with your bow and then head under the ledge and up 

the ladder on the left to find another Titanite Shard. 

 

The rooftop across from the ladder leads to an area overlooking a 

bonfire, an item on a wooden ledge, and a Crystal Lizard. Drop down 

and deal with the Crystal Lizard first, obtaining a Sharp Gem, and then 

circle back through the building to the same rooftop and this time 

jump to the Rusted Coin x2. You can now drop down and like the 
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Dilapidated Bridge bonfire and head to Firelink if you wish to gain some 

levels. 

 

If you are embered you'll encounter the Mad Spirit Holy Knight Hodrick 

at the bonfire, but don't go out seeking this NPC. Instead, pull Hodrick 

back toward the bonfire to avoid dealing with him near other enemies 

and prepare for a battle. Hodrick is a decent fighter that switches 

between his shield and two-handing his weapon for maximum damage, 

so lure him into attacking before you unleash a combo on him to deal 

a flurry of attacks before backing up. If you succeed in defeating 

Hodrick you'll obtain a Vertebra Shackle, which is for a covenant you 

current have not encountered. 

 

Make sure to rest at the bonfire before moving on toward the large 

Hollow Manservant with a large machete and proceed with caution. 

These hulking enemies have wooden planks on their backs that protect 

them from being backstabbed and they are hard to stagger, so don't 

get greedy with your attacks. Lure them into attacking and watch their 

attack patterns to pick up where you have the opening to perform a 

long combo and then go in for the kill. 

 

Hollow Manservant - Large enemies with wooden planks on their 

backs, Hollow Manservants can't be backstabbed and pose a series 

threat due to their poise. The good news is that these enemies are slow 

and predictable, allowing you to roll away from their attacks and 

counter. Drops: Great Machete, Rubbish, Titanite Shard 
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As you progress into a graveyard ahead you'll notice large arrows 

sticking into the ground with some corpses impaled. Be wary as you 

move forward and listen carefully to the sound of incoming arrows. The 

first will always strike the group of Peasant Hollows straight ahead, as a 

warning, and then they will begin to follow you. Don't bother fighting 

the peasant and lure them into the arrows, but make sure to time your 

rolls to avoid damage to yourself. 

 

Grabbing the items in this area can be dangerous due to having to 

stand still when you pick them up and the Undead Bone Shard on the 

small island to the right is even harder, due to the fact that a single 

arrow impact can fling you off the ledge. Carefully grab the Fading 

Soul, Ember, Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse, Young White Branch 

x3, and Reinforced Club and then head to the back of the graveyard. A 

Hollow Slave will ambush you when you try to grab the Blue Wooden 

Shield and Cleric's Armor Set, but the item you want to make sure to 

get is the Mortician's Ashes. 

 

Firelink Shrine 

Start by burning the Undead Bone Shard in the shrine's bonfire to 

increase the potency of your Estus Flasks and turn in the Estus Shard to 

Andre the Blacksmith. Hand over the umbral ash to the Shrine 

Handmaiden and make sure to purchase the Grave Key from her 

expanded inventory and then hand over Loretta's Bone to Greirat, 

located to the left of Andre the Blacksmith. Speak with Yoel, in the dead 

end past Greirat, to obtain the "Beckon" gesture and depending on the 

number of times you've died you may be able to use the "Draw Out 

True Strength" option for your first Dark Sigil. 
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Obtaining 5 Dark Sigils by using Yoel's "Draw Out True Strength" option 

is vital for obtaining one of the four endings. 

 

Undead Settlement Cont. 

Return to the Dilapidated Bridge bonfire and make your way across the 

dangerous graveyard to enter the building across the way, but be 

careful of the Peasant Hollows hiding just inside the buildings entrance. 

Once inside, head up the stairs and turn around to jump across the gap 

and collect the Great Scythe. If you continue you'll reach the boss 

arena, a large room filled with some peasants and flower, but ignore 

this for now and instead open the large double doors before returning 

to the bonfire. 

 

Travel to the Undead Settlement bonfire and enter the building again to 

reach the courtyard with the burning tree, but this time head across the 

bridge. Defeat the two Peasant Hollows and then head around the right 

side of the building. There are multiple Hollow Slaves on the rooftops 

across the way and some hidden around the corners, but these can be 

handled fairly easy with your bow due to their small health pool. Collect 

the Fading Soul and check past the ladder for a Plank Shield before 

heading up the ladder for Homeward Bone x2. Cross the rooftops to 

the left to find Firebomb x6 and then return up the ladder and drop off 

to the right. 

 

There is a Hollow Manservant with a cage on his back that paces the 

area, but rather than kill him you'll want to sneak up behind him and 

examine the cage. This will teleport you to the Pit of Hollows, where 

Holy Knight Hodrick will hand over the Mound-makers covenant and 

a Homeward Bone. The altar behind Hodrick is where you can turn in 
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the Vertebra Shackles for to the covenant, but you likely only have one 

at the moment. You can now grab the Wargod Wooden Shield and 

return to the last bonfire with the Homeward Bone. 

 

Return to the Hollow Manservant that teleported you to the Pit of 

Hollows and knock down the corpse at the back of the area for the 

Flame Stoneplate Ring, but don't worry if it drops to the ground. Head 

back to the bridge with the two Peasant Hollows, near the burning tree, 

and enter the barn to find some Peasant Hollows in the stalls to the 

right before grabbing the Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse. The next 

building has a Hollow Slave hanging from the ceiling and outside is a 

Caduceus Round Shield that you can grab before crossing the bridge. 

 

There are three firebomb tossing hollows on the top of the buildings 

who will become a nuisance as you check the area below, so use your 

bow to defeat them before moving forward. There is a Soul of an 

Unknown Traveler on the torture device and collecting it will likely 

draw the attention of the Hollow Manservant with a large pot. Grab the 

Fire Clutch Ring on the wooden platform behind the torture device and 

then return to the bridge and drop to the ledge below with some more 

hollows and a Titanite Shard. The ledge below leads to a bonfire and if 

you head out the other side of the building you can reach the roof with 

the three firefomb throwing hollows. The cage behind the other side of 

the building has Cornyx of the Great Swamp, who will move to Firelink 

Shrine, and then collect the Hand Axe nearby. As you backtrack toward 

the bonfire and head down the stairs, turn around and look toward the 

cage where Cornyx was to spot a corpse hanging from the rooftop that 

is holding a Partizan. 
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Drop off the other side of the rooftops, toward the Hollow Manservant, 

and take the stairs down until you reach the last set. Check around the 

back of the building to your left for a Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse 

and then quickly turn around to deal with the Hollow Slave that 

ambushes you from behind. The large set of stairs with the Evangelist 

leads to the boss arena again, but ignore it for now and head the 

opposite direction. 

 

There are two Hollow Manservants across the bridge, which you'll want 

to pull over individually, and then collect the Ember on the small 

bridge. Note the Hollow Manservant in the far corner overlooking the 

ledge, as it will try and perform a plunging attack on you later when 

you are below, and then head up the stairs nearby. Collect the Large 

Soul of a Deserted Corpse and then defeat the two Starved Hounds 

around the back of the building to grab the Alluring Skull x3 before 

entering the large church. 

 

The lift ahead will rise as you approach and Siegward of Catarina will 

appear, confused as to why he can't go up the lift. Go ahead and take 

the lift down, but be careful as you enter the next room since a 

dangerous Boreal Outrider Knight will stand guard in front of the 

doorway to Road of Sacrifices. These enemies are rare in Dark Souls 3, 

but are one-time spawns that offer some great fixed items when 

defeated. 
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Boreal Outrider Knight - Savage enemies that do Frostbite with each 

of their attacks, Boreal Knights are dangerous beings that should be 

taken very seriously. Keep your distance and use ranged combat, such 

as spells or arrows, or fight them at close range by taking a few strikes 

in between their sweeping attacks. If you are having serious issues, 

strike them and then run so that they give up the chase and then catch 

them off guard as they return to their resting spot. After obtaining the 

Irithyll Straight Sword by defeating the Boreal Knight, collect the 

Ember and exit the doors to activate the bonfire. 

 
Firelink Shrine 

Speak with Greirat to obtain the "Curl up" gesture and Cornyx, located 

to the right of Andre the Blacksmith, for a Pyromancy Flame and 

"Welcome" gesture. I personally use the Irithyll Straight Sword for the 

rest of the game, but if you aren't a light melee build you probably 

won't need to use it. 

 

Make sure to check with Yoel each time you stop at Firelink Shrine, 

since depending on the number of deaths you may or may not be able 

to use the "Draw Out True Strength" option. 

 
Undead Settlement Cont. 

Return to the Road of Sacrifices and take the lift up to return outside 

and then head across the bridge to enter the sewers across the way. 

There are three Hound-rats in the open that can be dealt with by 

blocking their first attack before you counter attack, and then grab the 

Caestus. The fog straight ahead hides a Large Hound-rat and two 

smaller rats, but an arrow into the left side of the fog will pull the Large 

Hound-rat over. Defeat the Large Hound-rat for the Bloodbite Ring 
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and then pass through the fog and climb the ladder to open a shortcut 

to the Dilapidated Bridge. 

 

Hound Rat - Rats aren't deadly on their own, doing minimal damage 

and having weak defense, but they often appear in groups with other 

Hound-rats. Focus on guarding their initial attacks before you go in for 

an attack of your own, since they have speed on their side, and don't 

be afraid to roll back if they start to surround you. Drops: Soul of a 

Deserted Corpse, Large Soul of a Deserted Corpse 

 

Drop back down to the water and check the barred alcoves to use the 

Grave Key you purchased early, unlocking a path that leads to a 

Loincloth and the statue of Velka. Velka will offer you the chance to 

request absolution for your sins, but provided you don't accidentally 

attack an NPC you won't need to remember where this is. 

 

Follow the tunnel to a Red Hilted Halberd and then enter the next 

room, walking slowly as you approach any bones as they will combine 

to become a Skeleton Soldier. There are a total of five skeletons in the 

first room with the Soul of an Unknown Traveler, but if walk slowly 

and then back up whenever one begins to form they won't pose much 

of a threat on their own. The versions with the shields can be annoying 

due to their ability to block your attacks, but don't underestimate the 

scimitar carrying ones that perform a spinning strike. 

 

Skeleton Soldier - Weak undead, skeletons usually attack in groups and 

come in a variety of versions. Unlike most enemies up to this point, 

skeletons have the ability to parry you and should be dealt with 
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carefully, using your shield to deflect their attacks rather that going at 

them with brute force. In addition, later version have the ability to 

respawn an addition time, indicated by white glowing eyes, but overall 

you should be able to handle them fairly easy. Drops: Scimitar, Falchion, 

Human Pine Resin 

 

The next tunnel is an ambush, with a skeleton forming ahead and 

behind you when you reach the center of the tunnel. Wait for the one 

ahead to begin to form and then roll backwards into the previous room 

so they are both in front of you, making them easier to handle. 

 

Exit the tunnels to arrive outside in the pit below the Hollow 

Manservants near the sewer entrance and then rush the Crystal Lizard 

for a Heavy Gem. Remember when I mentioned that one of the Hollow 

Manservants above will plunging attack you when you are below? Well, 

this is that time and you can avoid this by shooting him with an arrow, 

if you didn't kill him on your way into the sewers, allowing you to 

collect the Titanite Shard x2. 

 

Follow the path outside while looking up to spot a corpse hanging with 

the Blessed Red and White Shield +1 and then enter the archway. 

While it may look like there is only one Hound-rat in this area, moving 

forward will result in many more entering from the small alcoves at the 

back of the room. Proceed with caution and either strike them as they 

enter the area or run back and take the short ladder to stand on the 

ledge and defeat them with your bow. 
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You can then collect the Saint's Talisman and climb the ladder to find 

Irina of Carim, who you can touch add her to Firelink Shrine and obtain 

the "Prayer" gesture. Exit through the gate to find Eygon of Carim, an 

NPC who will stand in Firelink Shrine doing nothing provided you follow 

Irina's "good" storyline, and then return to the large church where you 

met Siegward. 

 

WARNING: Do not purchase any of the dark miracles from Irina for her 

"good" ending. 

 

Activate the lift and then roll off before you get stuck going down and 

then look for a wooden platform about halfway up the lift. This platform 

requires you to roll off the lift as it passes by and missing it will result 

in death, so don't be afraid to take the lift up and down a few times 

until you know exactly where it is. While learning the platform's location 

you can also visit to top of the tower to find a Soul of a Nameless 

Soldier and the Giant that tosses the large arrows toward the 

Dilapidated Bridge. 

 

There are two options you can choose when dealing with the Giant: the 

first is to befriend it and it won't throw arrows at you if you carry a 

Young White Branch, while the other is to kill it for the Hawk Ring. I 

personally kill it because I use the bow heavily during my playthrough 

and the Hawk Ring is a great addition, but keeping him alive has the 

benefit of allowing you to draw any enemies toward a white birch tree 

to have the Giant kill them. Note that if you collect all the Young White 

Branches you'll earn the Hawk Ring without defeating the Giant, so the 

choice is yours. 
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When you finally land on the wooden platform halfway up the lift shaft 

you'll find Siegward again. This time he warns you of a dangerous 

enemy ahead, but ignore his advice and drop down to approach the 

Demon. Siegward will come to the rescue and join the fight, but that 

doesn't mean you can get cocky about it. Watch out for the demon's 

sweeping attacks and when he engulfs in fire he'll explode in a blast 

that will likely kill you. Attack when he is focused on Siegward and 

make sure to stay at full health to defeat him for a Fire Gem. 

 

Speak with Siegward multiple times to obtain a Siegbrau, the "Toast" 

and "Sleep" gestures, and then check the area for a Homeward Bone. 

You can now head down into the courtyard to find a Large Club, Pale 

Tongue, and the Northern Armor Set and then look for the only 

building you can enter. 

 

The first floor has some Red Bug Pellet x2 and upstairs you'll find 

Alluring Skull x2 flanked by some Cage Spiders that drop from the 

ceiling. Head to the other side of the building, dealing with two Starved 

Hounds, and then turn around and kill the Cage Spider before you 

continue. As you approach the chest you should note the many Cage 

Spiders on the ceiling, so open the chest and quickly roll back to deal 

with them before you collect the Human Pine Resin x4. 

 

Head up the stairs and spot two Evangelists with their back to you, but 

don't try and take them both on. You can either pull each individually 

and fight them in the room below or rush past them and exit to the 

rooftop. If you want to fight them, you'll likely be doing so for the first 

time on even ground. 
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Evangelist - With ranged magic, close magic, and sweeping mace 

attacks that are hard to avoid these religious fanatics pose some serious 

threat. The easiest way to deal with them is to stand at medium to long 

range and bait them into casting magic, going in for some strikes as 

they recover. Their mace attacks, which you can see coming and are 

heavily telegraphed, are a bit more difficult due to the fact that they 

strike low to the ground and will hit you when you try and roll through 

them. If you're going to fight close range, roll into these heavy strikes 

and around the body to get in a few hits where it counts. Drops: 

Spiked Mace, Evangelists Armor Set, Titanite Shard, Blessed Gem 

 

Collect the Flynn's Ring from the rooftop and then roll to the adjacent 

tower to find Homeward Bone x2. The fall down the tower will kill you 

in one go, so jump across to the wooden platform about halfway down 

the tower before dropping to the ground to collect the Mirrah Armor 

Set and Chloranthy Ring. The tower exit drops you near the large steps 

leading to the boss arena, but head back toward the bonfire to grab an 

Ember. 

 
Firelink Shrine & NPC Quests 

Make sure you've turned in all your Estus Shards and Undead Bone 

Shards, since your are going into a boss fight soon, and then speak 

with Greirat and send him out to pillage Undead Settlement. Provided 

you do this before defeating the next boss he'll return when you defeat 

the boss with and expanded inventory of very useful items. You can 

now head to the highest throne and speak with Leonhard to obtain the 

Lift Chamber Key, which is a short side quest you might as well head 

out to complete. 
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Travel to the Tower on the Wall bonfire in High Wall of Lothric and 

make your way to the bottom of the tower, where you can unlock the 

gate that leads to a Darkwraith. These powerful enemies are a pain in 

the ass, but this one was dumb enough to race away from the lift. 

There are two easy ways to defeat this enemy: backstab him and then 

run for the lift to reset him over and over or pull him to the lift and 

have him do an attack as the lift rises, causing him to fall down the 

shaft. Either way, defeat him to obtain the Red Eye Orb and then return 

to speak with Leonhard for the "Applause" gesture. 

 

Boss: Curse-rotted Greatwood 

Stage 1 

During the first part of the fight you'll have to worry about the Peasant 

Hollows that surround the battle arena while you deal with the boss 

itself, but many of the boss' attacks will also hit them. The object is to 

rush through the first stage of the fight to allow you to fight the boss 

on the lower level without the hassle of dealing with the smaller 

enemies. 

 

The hard part is that this isn't a boss you can brute force to death, since 

hitting the body won't do any damage. You need to focus on finding 

the white fungus-like tumors located across the boss' body and attack 

them until they burst, causing a set portion of the boss' health to 

disappear. The easiest of these to spot is the one right on the front, 

basically the genitals area, so strike it a few times before you back off 

to avoid whatever attack the Greatwood tosses your way and then go 

back in. 
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Stage 2 

After destroying one of the fungus tumors the floor will collapse and 

you'll be in the Pit of Hollows, poor Hodrick just got smooshed! The 

remainder of the fight is just like the first round, but now the 

Greatwood has an additional arm on the belly that performs additional 

attacks. Focus on taking out the tumors on the left ankle, left hand, 

back, right thigh (where the leg meets the body), and leave the belly 

for last. Why?! 

 

Well, the new belly tumor is right near the new arm that is the deadliest 

part of the Greatwood and is usually what will kill you in this fight. 

Attacking near the front of the Greatwood will result in being grabbed 

and then tossed for significant damage, so try and attack from the left 

side and rolling back after a few slashes. This will cause the arm to miss 

you the majority of the time, since your are standing right under the 

part where it connects to the body rather than in the open where it can 

attack. 

 

Stage 1 

Slam Attack Short Arches the arm back and slams the ground with his fist 

Foot Smash Short Raises the leg to slam the ground with his foot 

Body Slam Medium Rises and slams the ground, creating a corrosive pool around the body 

Roll Back Short Rolls backward in an attempt to crush you 

Spin Attack Medium Spins 180 degrees damaging anything it hits with the arms and legs 

Plant Rain Medium Creates a rain of plants full of corrosive liquid, doing damage where they fall 

Stage 2 

Grab Toss Short Grabs and tosses you with his third arm, avoided by rolling back 

Drops: 7,000 Souls, Soul of the Rotted Greatwood, Transposing Kiln 
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The Transposing Kiln can be turned in to Ludleth of Courtland, located 

on one of the thrones in Firelink Shrine, to transform boss souls into 

spells or weapons. I suggest you wait to do this until just before the 

end of the game, making a backup save before using the soul, to allow 

you to get all Sorcery, Pyromancy, and Miracles in one playthrough 

(since some boss souls are used multiple items). 

 

Road of Sacrifices 
Head into the Road of Sacrifices from the bonfire you already lit and 

approach the Corvian straight ahead. These enemies are weak at first, 

but given time to sprout wings they become furious enemies that jump 

into the area and claw at your face. When alone you'll want to rush 

these enemies to kill them before they transform, but never rush them 

while they stand in a group. Drop off to the left to plunging attack 

another Corvian and then collect the Shriving Stone. 

 

Corvian - Weak for a short period of time while they transform, 

Corvians become deadly winged beasts afterward. Alone they pose little 

treat due to you being able to take them out before the transformation, 

but in a group their frenzied attacks are deadly. Try and fight them 

alone and hold up your shield, especially when they take to the air, and 

look for an opportunity to attack. Drops: Corvian Greatknife, Great 

Corvian Scythe, Shriving Stone 

 

Stick to the wall and head up another ramp to plunging attack another 

Corvian on the other side near the cliff edge. This is a dead end, but if 

you ignore this you'll find yourself under attack when you proceed 

toward the two Corvians in the center of the area. Pull over the 
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Corvians in the center one at a time with your bow and then rush 

around the corner to the Corvian Storyteller, who primarily casts Poison 

Mist when he's not drawing more Corvians with his scream. 

 

Corvian Storyteller - The leader of a Corvian pack, Storytellers use their 

screams to transform all Corvians in the area. This causes the Corvians 

to become aggressive before you have a chance to do any damage and 

usually results in a flock of deadly foes coming your way. Try and take 

these enemies out before you approach a group by using ranged 

damage or rush them first and then back up as the remaining enemies 

transform. Alone they pose very little threat and will simply cast Poison 

Mist over and over again. Drops: Storyteller's Staff, Hollow Gem 

 

Grab the Soul of an Unknown Traveler near the carriages and then 

drop off the ledge near the Corvian Storyteller to find some Brigand 

Twindaggers. This path leads to an unkindled with a Butcher Knife, 

who does some heavy damage though she is easy to interrupt. Collect 

the Brigand Armor Set and Brigand Axe as you head up the hill and 

then head through the arch and take the path to the left to deal with 

two more Corvians protecting a Titanite Shard. 

 

You can drop off the ledge to return toward the bonfire if you need to 

refresh your Estus Flasks after the fight with the unkindled or head back 

down and approach the bridge. There is a Corvian on the bridge that 

will likely attack you, but your objective should be to take out the 

Corvian Storyteller on the ledge to the right of the bridge with your 

bow. This will stop the three remaining Corvians across the bridge from 

rushing you. 
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Drop off the right side of the bridge to a small ledge below and then 

pull the Starved Hound over, since there is another around the corner 

that will ambush you, and then collect the Braille Divine Tome of 

Carim and Morne's Ring. Follow the path to another Corvian and then 

drop down to the other side of the bridge, collecting the Ember where 

the Corvian Storyteller was standing. You can now head to the bonfire 

and speak with Anri of Astora and Horace the Hushed, gaining the 

Blue Sentinels covenant. 

 

Firelink Shrine & NPC Quests 

As soon as you enter you should spot a new NPC sitting on the steps, 

Sirris of the Sunless Realms has her own duty to fulfill and 

unfortunately it is a pain in the ass to follow to its conclusion. At the 

moment she wont do much other than make an appearance, but you 

will likely come to hate her quest line in the future. Speak with 

Hawkwood on the steps to gain a Heavy Gem, if you didn't do this 

after defeating the Curse-rotted Greatwood, and then check with Yoel 

again. 

 

Road of Sacrifices Cont. 

At the bottom of the path are Lycanthrope Hunters, weak enemies that 

aren't much of a threat if you catch them off guard. Focus on dodging 

their attacks by rolling past them and then strike them before they have 

a chance to recover. There are more enemies at the bottom of the area, 

so pull them one at a time to limit the danger and then follow the 

water to the right to find a Titanite Shard. 
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Lycanthrope Hunter - These enemies have weak defense, but they back 

this up with some heavy attacks that can eat through your stamina. 

Rather than blocking their attacks you're better off backing up or rolling 

around their attacks to get in with the most stamina, hopefully killing 

them in one good attack combo. Drops: Pike, Titanite Shard 

 

Return to the top of the hill and look for a plateau that you can drop 

to, followed by another with a Soul of an Unknown Traveler, and then 

drop to the ground. Straight ahead are three Poisonhorn Bugs that are 

of little threat, but watch out for the Lycanthrope behind them. After 

dealing with the mushroom looking bugs, walk forward and spot the 

cross that looks like it is laying sideways on the ground, which is 

actually attached to the back of the Lycanthrope. Start the fight with a 

heavy attack by sneaking up, but don't be afraid to back up after a few 

strikes to prepare for a counter attack. Lycanthropes are fast and wild, 

swinging their lanky arms or jumping at you to strike, but a well timed 

roll will easily dodge them and allow you to strike while they recover. 

 

Lycanthrope - Fast and agile, Lycanthropes can tear through you if you 

give them the chance. Evade their attacks by rolling back or to the side 

and then get in a few strikes, but don't get greedy. Give a Lycanthrope 

an opportunity to do a slash combo and you'll find yourself back at a 

bonfire. Drops: Ember, Titanite Shard 

 

Deal with two more Poisonhorn Bugs and then pass around the left of 

the trees, walking slowly, to find another Lycanthrope. Once again you 

have the advantage and can start the fight with an advantage, but don't 

push yourself into a situation where you leave yourself vulnerable. 
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Afterwards, kill off the remaining Poisonhorn Bugs and enter the nearby 

doorway. 

 

There is a Black Knight ahead, but ignore it by taking the path to the 

right to find the Sellsword Armor Set. You can drop and backstab the 

Black Knight if you are careful, but don't stand close for too long. Black 

Knights are similar to the Lothric Knights you fought before in fighting 

style, but they are much deadlier and will kill you without much 

hesitation. In this particular fight you can run away to where you 

originally dropped down to lose the Black Knight and wait for it to reset 

and backstab it again or fight it straight out by baiting it to attack 

before you go in for a combo. When you're done dealing with the Black 

Knight collect the Sellsword Twinblades and Farron Coal and then exit 

the building. 

 

Hug the wall as you enter the water and walk toward the gap between 

the tree and wall, which creates a choke point that the Giant Crabs can't 

pass through. The nearby crab will start to run toward you and get 

stuck, allowing you to kill it with ranged damage to obtain a Great 

Swamp Ring. Try and stay close enough that you keep its attention 

because if it starts to walk away it may end up walking around the tree 

and attacking you face to face, which is pretty deadly. 

 

With that one crab dead you can collect the Great Swamp Pyromancy 

Tome and Conjurator Armor Set by the tree and Green Blossom x4 in 

the water. Head back toward entrance with the Lycanthrope Hunters 

and you'll encounter more near the edge of the water, on the other 

side of the path you came down earlier. You can now collect the Grass 
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Crest Shield nearby, but be careful of another Giant Crab. 

 

Pass along the wall to a Titanite Shard hidden in the corner near some 

Poisonhorn Bugs and then follow the wall to an even larger group of 

Poisonhorn Bugs protecting another Titanite Shard. The woods have 

more Lycanthrope Hunters scattered throughout, so move slowly and 

deal with them one on one as you search for the Twin Dragon 

Greatshield. If you get lost at any point, find the edge of the water and 

follow that to encounter a Starved Hound, near a Fading Soul, and then 

circle around the hill to a bonfire. 

 

Head toward the building and follow the small path on the left side to 

find some Lycanthrope Hunters and then hop down to grab the Estus 

Shard below. As you walk toward the fire you'll find two Lycanthropes, 

but luckily they are far enough apart and facing away from each other 

that you can deal with them individually. Grab the Ember by the fire 

and the Soul of an Unknown Traveler as you leave and then hop into 

the water for Green Blossom x2. 

 

Search for the doorway on the side of the building with a Lycanthrope 

inside and then pick up the Sorcerer Armor Set and Sage Ring. Exit 

and take the stairs to enter the building to encounter a Sage's Prentice. 

These enemies are not very different than many of the other basic 

humanoid enemies you've encountered, but they do have a variety of 

weapons they can use. Upstairs you'll find another Sage's Prentice and a 

Sage's Devout, who uses sorcery magic to blast you at a distance while 

you deal with the other enemies. 
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Sage's Devout - Strictly casters with dangerous spells, standing at a 

distance against these enemies isn't an option. Use the environment to 

break the line of sight as you approach them from a distance to avoid 

their spells and then rush in and finish them off quickly at close range. 

Drops: Sorcerer's Staff, Crystal Gem 

 

Head through the crack in the wall halfway up the stairs to find the 

Golden Falcon Shield and then drop to the ground to grab the Large 

Soul of an Unknown Traveler nearby. The Fallen Knight Armor Set is 

on the edge of the water across from the stairs, but don't get too close 

to the stairs until you're ready for a fight with an unkindled. 

 

There are actually two unkindled on the stairs: one is carrying a Great 

Club while the one is further back and has a Exile Greatsword. The 

club carrying foe uses heavy attacks that are well telegraphed and at 

about half health he'll kneel to use a healing spell, leaving himself open 

to a long combo that can easily interrupt his spell and finish the battle 

quickly. On the other hand, the greatsword carrying unkindled uses fast 

sweeping attacks with almost no recovery time and this makes it 

difficult to get in a good combo. Watch out for his spinning attack of 

sweeping strikes that can hit you on the back end if you go in for an 

attacks, making it even more difficult. 

 

You can now collect the Homeward Bone x2 and take the ladder down 

to the Farron Keep bonfire. Return to the stairs again to enter the 

building and enter the opposite hall to encounter a Crystal Lizard with a 

Crystal Gem. Defeat the spear wielding enemy and turn left to enter 

the adjacent building with some more more enemies. Focus on the 
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Sage's Devout on the upper level first before you deal with the 

remaining enemies on the upper level. There are more enemies 

downstairs, including a lantern carrying one that will call the others to 

arms, and then collect the Heretic's Staff. 

 

Backtrack to the split and take another left to reach the upper level and 

recruit Orbeck of Vinheim by promising to find him new sorcery magic. 

Look down below to spot a number of enemies and then head to the 

other side of the upper level to find some broken stairs with Blue Bug 

Pellet x2. Drop down and watch out for the huge gap in the floor and 

then use the pillars to break line of sight from the caster as you deal 

with the melee targets. You can now exit the back of the room and 

continue to encounter the boss. 

 

Boss: Crystal Sage 

Stage 1 

The Crystal Sage is a magic caster that specializes in sorcery, making 

ranged combat a dangerous situation. Start the fight by rushing the 

boss, while avoiding any spells he sends your way, and then throw 

everything you have at him when you get close. The Sage is easy to 

interrupt and has limited close range capability, which results in him 

teleporting to another location on the map whenever he ends up in a 

bind. You'll then need to find and repeat the process multiple times 

depending on how much damage you can do at each encounter. 

Stage 2 

The second half of the fight is a frenzy and you'll find yourself in a race 

to do as much damage as you can before you run out of Estus Flasks. 

The reason for this is that each time the Sage teleports away he'll 

reappear with a group of clones, each with the came spellcasting 
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capabilities. You'll need to keep moving to avoid fire from all directions 

and strike at any clone you get close to in order to eliminate them from 

the fight. The easiest way to spot the real Sage is the purple hue to his 

spells, so if you see a blue spell coming from your nearby target you 

can slash and move on. Use the environment for cover, to the best of 

your ability, but you'll likely find yourself getting clipped by a Soul 

Spear here and there. 

If you find that you're unable to do enough damage before you run out 

of Estus Flasks the you likely need to upgrade your weapon and/or 

armor. Don't be afraid to equip gear that has a high Magic Resistance 

even if the remaining defense is poor, since you can replace it after the 

fight. 

 

Both Stages 

Ice Crystal Long Creates a slow moving ice crystal that follows the target 

Soul Spear Long Shoots a spear of fast magic straight ahead 

White Dragon Breath Long Creates a crystal breath of ice that travels across the ground 

Homing Crystal Soulmass Short Creates a group of soulmasses that hover around him until a target is near 

Crystal Hail Long Summons a hail of crystal soulmasses that rains from the sky 

Drops: 8,000 Souls, Soul of a Crystal Sage 

 
Farron Keep 
Travel to the Farron Keep bonfire and exit the building, turning left 

around the side of the building to find some Rotten Slugs and a 

Ragged Mask. Entering the swamp will result in Poison build-up and 

eventually inflict you with Poison. For the most part this will be 

impossible to avoid, so carrying Purple Moss Clumps or equipping the 

Caressing Tears miracle to help save a ton of Estus Flasks. 
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Follow the islands nearby until you reach the largest one with a fire 

burning and then look left to spot a Titanite Shard in the distance. This 

will likely cause you to become poisoned, but don't bother removing it. 

Cross back toward land and head straight toward the stone ramp and 

overturned building to find an Estus Shard and then return check 

behind the nearby fire for a Titanite Shard. Ignore the stairs and turn 

left to find another small section of land with Prism Stone x10 and then 

turn toward the area of dense trees. 

 

The dense woods has two items: a Stone Parma and Rotten Pine Resin 

x4, but be careful as you exit the other side of the woods because a 

Darkwraith waits on the other side. Unlike the previous encounter you'll 

have to fight this Darkwraith on even ground without being able to use 

the environment to your advantage. Roll past the fast attacks and get in 

a strike or two, but back off quickly to avoid being grabbed. Take your 

time and only strike when he is vulnerable and you should be able to 

handle him. 

 

Darkwraith - These deadly foes use a sword, which they often two-

hand for added damage, and a magic shield to block incoming attacks. 

Roll past their fast attacks and take every opportunity to strike, but 

don't stick around for long because they have high Poise and will strike 

back right through your attacks. They also have a guard-breaking grab 

attack that will suck the life out of you, so when you see a white light in 

their hands you need to roll sideways to avoid this. Drops: Dark Sword, 

Dark Armor Set, Pale Tongue, Cracked Red Eye Orb 
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Grab the Sage's Coal from behind the Darkwraith's location and then 

backtrack to the stairs you passed earlier. As you reach the top of the 

stairs you'll encounter two Ghru: one with a shield and the other a 

dagger. The dagger Ghru uses sweeping attacks that can be easily 

guarded before you strike and the other acts similar to other 

spear/shield enemies. 

 

Ghru - Wild beasts that aggressively attack, the Ghru use weapons or 

crawl around like feral beasts. While these two varieties pose little threat 

and can be blocked before you counterattacks, they do have decent HP 

pools. The most deadly of the group are the unarmed Ghru standing on 

hind legs, as they use wild sweeping attacks and are relentless. Watch 

out for their jumping attacks and grabs, as they do significant damage, 

and defeat them quickly to avoid a prolonged battle that is in their 

favor.  

 

Approach the small altar to the right of the arch and extinguish the first 

flame and then head through the arch. Grab the Rotten Pine Resin x2 

on the right side of the area and then exit the other side of the island. 

There is a Titanite Shard in the swamp straight ahead that you can 

grab and then turn around and head toward the island with a fire. Here 

you'll encounter the first Mad Ghru, which uses deadly jumping attacks 

and also grabs you, so proceed with caution and never attack more 

than twice before rolling back to avoid its counter. You can now cross 

to another piece of land with a Titanite Shard and then take the stairs 

up to defeat a Ghru, collect the Purple Moss Clump x2 and extinguish 

a second flame. 
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The bridge behind the flame has three Ghru, two with spears and one 

of which is a conjurator. This version is extremely weak and is easily 

defeated if you get close, but they stand back and use a cloud of 

Poison Mist to try and poison you. Use ranged attacks to pull the spear 

Ghru or defeat the conjurator and then activate the bonfire on the 

other side. Make your way toward the large stone doors and drop off 

the ramp to the left to find a Titanite Shard. There are a number of 

feral Ghru in the dense woods and a Giant Crab near the white birch 

tree. 

 

If you befriended the Giant in Undead Settlement he'll aid you by 

throwing large arrows at the crab if you lure it around the area. If you 

killed the Giant, lure the crab back toward the ramp and use the arched 

under it to get the crab stuck and allow you to easily kill it for the 

Lingering Dragoncrest Ring. You can now collect the Large Soul of an 

Unknown Traveler, Gold Pine Resin x6, Ember, Soul of a Nameless 

Soldier, Young White Branch x2, and Crown of Dusk near the tree. 

 

Follow the wall to a section of land with three more Ghru and some 

mushrooms, which you might recognize from Dark Souls 2, and then 

pick up the Sage's Scroll. If you follow the further you'll encounter 

three Elder Ghru surrounding a Poison Gem, but these enemies are 

deadly when fought in groups. Use your bow to deal a critical shot to 

the head and then run behind the trees to break the line of sight, 

allowing the Elder Ghru to reset to its original location. This is a slow 

process, but it will guarantee that you don't have to fight these 

dangerous enemies up close and can obtain the Black Bow of Pharis 

and Pharis's Hat. 
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Elder Ghru - These slow hulking enemies use heavy attacks from their 

tree-like staffs to pound you into the ground, while also releasing magic 

skulls that do decent damage if they all hit you. Due to the delay 

between their initial attack and the slow magic reaching you, you'll find 

that you get very little opportunity to strike the Ghru itself. Keep 

moving as you circle around their bulky bodies and strike when you 

have the chance, since the Elder Ghru has a small HP pool. Drops: 

Stone Greatshield, Ember, Poison Gem, Heavy Gem 

 

Backtrack to the bonfire and travel to the Farron Keep bonfire and head 

right when you exit the building. Collect the Purple Moss Clump x3 

and Iron Flesh spell that is in the deeper water and then note the rocky 

wall straight ahead. Follow the rocks left to some stairs leading up onto 

the island and then extinguish the third flame, while being careful that 

the Elder Ghru that was facing the stairs isn't following you. Check 

behind the right side of the flame for a Rusted Gold Coin and then 

head through the arch to collect the Homeward Bone x2. 

 

The nearby stairs leads to a Mad Ghru, the deadly ones that jump in the 

air, so proceed with caution to defeat it. If you're embered you'll get a 

message notifying you that Yellowfinger Heysel has invaded, but she 

won't attack unless you continue down the stairs. A magic caster, Heysel 

is almost invisible until she attacks and will use Farron Dart and Farron 

Hail. Lure her into casting Farron Hail before you attack and don't let 

off until you are almost out of stamina. In the end, she isn't much of a 

threat unless she attacks with her enchanted pickaxe or you take every 

Farron Dart she tosses (Heysel Pick, Xanthous Crown). 
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Head down the stairs and turn left to behind the building for a Large 

Soul of a Nameless Soldier and then head back up toward the flame 

you extinguished. From this area you should be able to target the two 

Elder Ghru in the swamp below, shooting them with your arrows or 

luring them to the archway to get them stuck. If you use the archway 

remember that their magic can still hit you, so don't get let your guard 

down just because they can't reach you with physical attacks. 

 

Head down to the area where the Ghru were to collect the Titanite 

Shard x2 and then follow the wall of the island to find the Nameless 

Armor Set. Nearby on some land is another Titanite Shard and then 

head toward round building straight ahead, which contains a ton of 

Rotten Slugs and an Undead Bone Shard. The ramp near this building 

leads to the other bonfire, but head out the other side of the building 

to spot a ladder. 

 

Ignore the ladder for now, unless you need Estus Flasks since there is a 

bonfire up there, and hug the wall of the building to find a Wolf's 

Blood Swordgrass near an island with an Estus Soup and Sunlight 

Talisman. The dense woods has a number of feral Ghru in the deep 

water and two stone ramps. Make your way carefully through the area 

and check both ramps for the Purple Moss Clump x4 and Greatsword 

and then backtrack to the ladder and climb up. 

 

Head right at the top of the ladder and rush up the stairs to find a 

Crystal Lizard for a Twinkling Titanite and then backtrack to the top of 

the stairs and strike the wall to reveal a hidden path with the 
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Dreamchaser's Ashes. Drop down to join the Watchdogs of Farron 

covenant and gain the "Legion Etiquette" gesture and then activate the 

bonfire. 

 

The lift in the Old Wolf's tower leads to a crumbled bridge with a Stray 

Demon. The demon is extremely deadly at a distance, tossing stones in 

a wide arch while fighting in front of the demon leaves you open to 

attacks from his large club that sweep or smash. The worse attack is his 

grab, which will crush you and even if you were to live through it he 

will likely throw you off the edge of the bridge. Stick close to his right 

side, always turning with him to try and stay behind him, and he'll jump 

into the air to try and crush you. This leaves him open to attacks and 

you can punish him with a long combo before backing up to avoid a 

tail sweep counterattack. 

 

Defeating the demon will grant you the Soul of a Stray Demon and 

then collect the Greataxe and Ember x2 nearby. If you head toward the 

other end of the bridge you can fall off the right side to find a small 

ledge that leads past the locked gate. There are two Crystal Lizards 

ahead, but ignore them for now and turn left to head up the crumbled 

road to find another Crystal Lizard. This one you can defeat for a Heavy 

Gem and then defeat the remaining enemies. 

 

From the upper ledge you can sneak closer to the two Crystal Lizards 

further down the bridge and drop next to the first. This will cause it to 

run into the side of the bridge or to the right, away from the second 

lizard, and you'll be able to kill them both for Large Titanite Shard x2. 

You can now collect the Lightning Spear spell and Dragon Crest 
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Shield. With the swamp area cleared out you can now return to the 

bonfire and travel to the Keep Ruins, walking straight down the ramp to 

enter the large stone doorway. 

 

Stick to the left and head up the unlit path to find a Corvian Storyteller, 

which you should kill before it calls on the other Corvians, and then 

backtrack to the lit path. With the Storyteller dead you should be able 

to collect the Shriving Stone and easily kill the remaining Corvians. 

Follow the path to the top, where you might notice two Darkwraiths 

killing the Ghru in the area ahead, and then hang a right to find more 

ruins with another bonfire. 

 

Head deeper into the ruins, defeating some Ghru on the path, and then 

deal with the Ravenous Crystal Lizard at the end for a Titanite Scale x2. 

The gate at the end of the road leads to the Road of Sacrifices, near the 

Black Knight, and don't miss the Great Magic Weapon spell on the 

corpse nearby. Head back toward the bonfire and look for a crack in 

the wall that leads to a ledge with the spell Atonement and a Hollow 

Gem. 

 

Drop off the left side of the cliff to collect the Large Soul of a 

Nameless Soldier on a corpse and then head the opposite direction. 

There are a number of Basilisks that breath a yellow cloud that causes 

Curse, which will instantly kill you, so back away and wait for the right 

opportunity to attack. There is a corpse with Repair Powder x4 near the 

other end of the area and then turn around to spot an entrance to a 

cave. Inside, collect the Golden Scroll and Antiquated Armor Set and 

then follow the wall to eventually make it back to the bonfire. 
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At this point you'll need to make a decision: 

 

If you want all gestures in one playthrough you should skip fighting the 

Abyss Watchers and head forward to Cathedral of the Deep. Once you 

reach the Rosaria's Fingers covenant, join it and offer a Pale Tongue to 

deepen your loyalty. You can now return to the building full of Rotten 

Slugs near the Old Wolf's tower to find Yellowfinger Heysel's summon 

sign, summoning her to receive the "Proper Bow" gesture. 

 

WARNING: Doing this will negate all future events with Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms. 

 

The upcoming fight is extremely difficult solo and if you want help you 

can use an Ember at the bonfire to reveal the summon sign for Londor 

Pale Shade, who'll also grant the "Duel bow" gesture. 

 

Exit the bonfire and stick to the right side of the road, avoiding the 

Darkwraiths and multiple Ghru in the center of the area. There is a 

shielded Ghru on the side of the road and an Ember next to another 

Ghru straight ahead. Head up the hill to defeat another shielded Ghru 

next to a Black Bug Pellet x3 and then head down the other side to 

reach the doors to the Abyss Watchers. 

 

Boss: Abyss Watchers 

Stage 1 

Abyss Watchers have fast combo attacks and can charge forward 

slashing anything in their wake, but they also leave themselves open to 

attack after each combo. Be aggressive, as they don't have an 
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unbreakable poise, and do as much damage in the first 30 seconds as 

possible because a second Abyss Watcher will spawn. 

The second Abyss Watcher has his own HP pool, separate from the 

boss, and will also target you. This is where having a NPC will help draw 

the attention of one Abyss Watcher while you deal with the other. Keep 

on your toes and try and target the Abyss Watcher that is connected to 

the boss' HP pool when possible. After another 30 seconds a third 

Abyss Watcher will spawn, but this one will target the other Watchers. 

Now that you have an opening without being under attack, focus on 

the boss and use the fact that he is preoccupied to backstab him for 

heavy damage. 

Stage 2 

You'll only be dealing with one Abyss Watcher, but this one is heavily 

enhanced and his attacks have additional fire damage. Stay at mid-

range to avoid his slash attacks and bait him into using an attack that 

crosses some distance and then attack while he is vulnerable. Like his 

previous counterparts, the Abyss Watcher is vulnerable to backstabs and 

combos due to a low poise. Don't get greedy though, as one good 

combo from the boss could result in your death. 

 

Stage 1 + 2 

Slash Combo Short 
Slashes in a combo of 2-3 strikes, both horizontal and 

downward slashes 

Uppercut Slash Short Strikes upward in a slash that can propel you into the air 

Jump Slam Short Rises into the air and slams his sword intothe ground 

360 Slash Short Dashes forward and does a 360 degree spin attack 

Charging Lunge Medium Charges forward in a lunge attack with the blade tip 

Charging Slash Medium Charges forward with the blade slashing the ground 

Drops: 13,500 Souls, Cinders of a Lord (1), Soul of the Blood of the Wolf 
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NPC Quests (1) 
You can head to Firelink Shrine and speak with Hawkwood for the 

Farron Ring and then exhaust his dialogue to progress his story. If you 

refresh the area and exit the upper level of Firelink you can also find 

Hawkwood's Shield near a tombstone and Starved Hound. 

Sirris of the Sunless Realms should also be on the steps and can be 

spoken to for the "Darkmoon Loyalty" gesture, which you'll use later 

to join a covenant. 

 

Cathedral of the Deep 
Travel to the Crystal Sage bonfire in Road of Sacrifices and take the new 

path. As you walk up the hill, look left to spot a ledge with a Crystal 

Lizard and plunging attack it for a Twinkling Titanite and then drop 

down and round the corner for another Crystal Lizard with a Twinkling 

Titanite. Follow this path to drop behind a Evangelist near the Herald 

Armor Set and watch out for the Hollow Manservant on the other side 

of the area. 

 

The stone bridge leads to a bonfire with a large set of stairs leading up 

toward the Cathedral, but ignore them and follow the path to the right. 

Drop off a small ledge and follow the path to an area that overlooks 

the stairs with a Crest Shield. From here you can spot two unkindled on 

the steps below and use ranged attacks or magic to easily defeat at 

least one of them for a Spider Shield. Return to the bonfire to refresh 

your Estus Flasks, since the unkindled do not respawn, and check the 

path next to the bonfire for the Paladin's Ashes. As you make your way 

up the stairs, hug the left wall to find another path with a Titanite 

Shard and then continue to the top. 
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There are a number of Starved Hounds and Devouts of the Deep, 

similar to Hollow Soldiers, that shoot crossbows at you while you pass 

through the center of the area, so avoid the majority of battles by 

sticking to the left side of the area. As you reach the back of the area 

you'll need to deal with some Starved Hounds, but if you're in the ditch 

you should be able to avoid the crossbow fire while you finish them off. 

Backtrack along the other side of the area to finish off the remainder of 

the enemies and collect the Large Soul of an Unknown Traveler and 

then continue forward. 

 

Devout of the Deep - Similar to other basic enemies, these religious 

fanatics have basic weapons and combat abilities that don't pose much 

of a threat. The only difference from Hollow Soldiers, tactically, is that 

they have the ability to set themselves ablaze and charge you in a 

suicidal lunge. 

 

Head toward the chapel and you'll encounter a devout that'll light itself 

in a blaze and rush at you in a suicide attempt. These enemies should 

either be backed away from or rushed to attack them, breaking through 

their fire and killing them. Enter the Cleansing Chapel to activate the 

bonfire and collect the Notched Whip and then head back outside and 

up the stairs to defeat a group of Devouts praying at the obelisk. You 

can now grab the Estus Shard and follow the steps up to the 

graveyard. 
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This area is full of Reanimated Corpses that will respawn after death in 

an endless horde, so their is no point in fighting them. Rush through 

the area, sticking to the path, and take the first left to drop into a ditch. 

This will lead up around the back of the area and when you reach the 

obelisk at the end you can drop into a courtyard with a Fading Soul 

and Executioner's Greatsword. Turn around and run out of the area as 

the corpse come to life and hug the left wall until you reach a bridge. 

 

There is an Infested Corpse on the bridge that has a disgusting 

infection of maggots bursting from its stomach. These enemies don't 

pose much of a threat and have very little HP, but a single hit from 

them can result in Bleeding. The good news is that you can use your 

Torch to prevent the Bleeding effect and most of the enemies here will 

shy away from the fire. 

 

Infested Corpse - While similar to Reanimated Corpses, these infected 

versions have a creature of maggots growing from their stomachs. Each 

weak attack by these guys cause cause Bleeding and will build-up 

before it takes a chunk of your health away. Have your Torch equipped 

to prevent Bleeding or use a curative item to get rid of the build-up 

and save on the Estus Flasks. 

 

Cross the bridge and head up the stairs, but wait at the entrance to the 

graveyard for the Cathedral Grave Warden to approach. These 

twinblade users have fast combos and decent HP pools, but their strikes 

are fairly weak and can be blocked with a shield. Strike when you get a 

chance and perform a long combo, but prepared to roll back out of 

their reach when you get low on stamina. 
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Cathedral Grave Warden - Fast and dangerous, Cathedral Grave 

Wardens are nothing like their counterparts in Cemetery of Ash. Back 

away from their strikes or block with your shield and strike with a long 

combo when you have the chance, but make sure to roll back before 

you run out of stamina. Drops: Warden Twinblades, Grave Warden 

Armor Set, Bloodred Moss Clump 

 

Wade through the Reanimated Corpses and take the stairs on the right 

to the lower section with more Infected Corpses. There is a white birch 

tree here, meaning the Giant will strike the enemies if you befriended 

him earlier, but if he's dead you'll need fight them on your own. Check 

the area for an Undead Bone Shard, Repair Powder x3, Large Soul of 

an Unknown Traveler x2, and Young White Branch x2 and then return 

up the stairs and take the stairs on the right. Take the path to the right 

to reach a mausoleum and check around the side for a Titanite Shard 

and then head inside to grab the Curse Ward Greatshield. You can 

now head downstairs to kick a ladder down and create a shortcut. 

 

Head down and exit the mausoleum into the riverbed below and watch 

out for the Corpse-grub to the right. These enemies are massive and do 

Bleeding like the other maggot-like enemies, but they are also 

extremely weak to fire. Equip some Firebombs and toss them at their 

feet to easily defeat them and then follow the path to find a Saint-tree 

Bellvine. Head up the stairs and turn around to find a Titanite Shard 

and then kill the Crystal Lizard straight ahead for a Twinkling Titanite. 

There is another Crystal Lizard ahead with another Twinkling Titanite 

and the stairs next to the building has a Titanite Shard. 
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The blue crystals hide a Ravenous Crystal Lizard that you can defeat for 

a Titanite Scale and if you walk between the two building you'll find a 

hidden area with another Corpse-grub and the Poisonbite Ring. You 

can now head back out and take the stairs straight ahead, dropping 

through the window with a Titanite Shard to return to the Cleansing 

Chapel. 

 

To return to the mausoleum ladder, exit the Cleansing Chapel and turn 

right at the obelisk to find some ledges that lead into the riverbed. You 

can now climb the ladder in the mausoleum and head straight up the 

stairs to reach the main doors of the cathedral. 

 

Check the left side of the cathedral for Rusted Coin x2 and then head 

through the arches to the right of the doors to grab a Red Bug Pellet. 

Straight ahead is a Devout with a crossbow and in the area below is 

three more Devouts: one walking around with a shield, one hiding to 

the right of the stairs, and another hanging off the ledge to the left. 

Once it is clear, head down the buttress and check behind the pillar for 

a Devout and then continue forward up the other path. 

 

Defeat the Devout on the rooftop and start to walk right, but watch 

behind you for a Hollow Slave that drops down to attack you from 

behind. There are two more Hollow Slaves ahead and when you walk 

onto the balcony to collect the Large Soul of an Unknown Traveler 

you'll be ambushed by some Devouts hanging off the railings. Continue 

to make your way across the roof and then rush down the buttress to 

deal with the three Devouts with crossbows, as well as a Devout 
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carrying a spear and shield. 

 

From the buttress you can spot an area beneath the balcony with 

multiple Devouts and a Evangelist, easily dealt with by using your bow, 

and then walk up the stairs and take a left to collect the Undead 

Hunter Charm x3. Head back toward the stairs and walk straight 

toward the corpse, but roll back immediately to deal with the two 

Hollow Slaves before you pick up the Red Bug Pellet x3. 

 

Head down the stairs and try to lure the Large Devout of the Deep back 

before you fight it, since there is an ambush ahead. Once clear, enter 

the building with your shield up to find a Hollow Slave and then two 

more will drop from above. Back up so you have room to maneuver to 

defeat all three of the enemies and then enter the building again to kill 

another Hollow Slave that drops down after picking up the Soul of a 

Nameless Soldier. Continue toward the Devouts on the steps and deal 

with them, but try to avoid the projectiles that disable Estus Flasks from 

the Devout on the left. 

 

The next area has a Cathedral Grave Warden patrolling the area and 

another that comes down the stairs, so fighting in the open is a bad 

idea. Pull the Cathedral Grave Warden back to defeat him without the 

concern of another joining the fight and then defeat the second when it 

comes down the stairs. You can now head up the stairs and kill the two 

Devouts making their way toward you and then use your bow to deal 

with the large group of Devouts praying at the back of the area. With 

the majority dead, head forward and kill the Large Devout of the Deep 

with a greataxe to the left of the Ember and then deal with another 
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Devout that was hanging off the railing. 

 

Head through the double doors and take the tunnel with a Writhing 

Rotten Flesh, which extremely weak to fire and posses little threat, and 

then pick up the Duel Charm and enter the room with some Deacons 

of the Deep. These enemies are extremely weak and focus on ranged 

fireballs, so rush in to defeat them and pass through the room to find a 

lift that leads back to the Cleansing Chapel. 

 

After resting at the bonfire, return up the lift and check the ceiling for a 

Writhing Rotten Flesh near a small alcove that leads to a Evangelist and 

a Deep Gem. The other door has a Giant Slave that attacks as you walk 

around the outside of that level, but you can actually have him rise to 

his feet as you exit the doorway and then target his head while rolling 

back into the doorway to avoid damage. You can now circle the area to 

defeat more Devouts while collecting the Soul of a Nameless Soldier, 

Lloyd's Sword Ring, and Exploding Bolt x6. 

 

Head down the stairs and take the first left and then rush across to the 

other side of the room, turning around to defeat the three Hollow 

Slaves before picking up the Seek Guidance spell. The ladder leads to 

the area where the crossbow Devout was shooting at you, but be 

careful of the Evangelist that stands between you and the Ember. You 

can now take the stairs the rest of the way down to find a Mimic with 

the Deep Braille Divine Tome. 
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Take the stairs down and head forward until the Cathedral Knight exits 

the archway ahead and focus on your defense. These enemies don't 

have as much poise as a Darkwraith or Black Knight, but they deal a ton 

of damage if you let them attack you. Back up and bait them into an 

attack before you counter and don't be afraid to race in when they go 

to buff themselves, as they leave themselves wide open. If the Cathedral 

Knight does buff his weapon you'll not only have to evade the initial 

attack, but also the magic explosion that is slightly delayed where he 

struck. 

 

Cathedral Knight - Heavy damage dealers, Cathedral Knights use buffs 

to increase their already powerful damage. Bait them into an attack and 

then strike with a combo, but back off before you run out of stamina. 

The shielded versions can be stunned by striking their shield until they 

run out of stamina, but don't take an aggressive tactic with the 

greatsword versions. 

 

Enter the archway at the back of the room to find an Ember and then 

turn around roll past the huge spider-like Deep Accursed to exit the 

room. These enemies cause curse build-up through their bites and the 

fog they spew, but if you attack with ranged attacked through the 

archway that they can't pass you shouldn't have to worry about this at 

all. After defeating the mini-boss to obtain the Aldrich's Sapphire, exit 

the room via the stairs leading up to the waterway. 

 

Watch out for the Hollow Slaves and poisonous mist along the side of 

the area and if you're embered you'll be invaded by Longfinger Kirk. 

Wearing a Spiked Shield and using a Barbed Straight Sword, both of 
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which he drops upon death, Longfinger Kirk is easy to interrupt and he 

often will use a jump attack that leaves him open to attack. 

 

Head through the water toward the large double doors to find a Soul 

of a Nameless Soldier and Maiden Armor Set and then head outside 

to find the Saint Bident and Homeward Bone x2. Make your way back 

to solid ground and check the left side of the area, across from where 

you entered, to find more Hollow Slaves and a Cathedral Knight and 

then take the doorway to final another shortcut to the Cleansing 

Chapel. 

 

Ignore the doorway with a lift inside, as this will ruin the quest for an 

upcoming NPC, and head back to the waterway. The second Giant Slave 

stands in a pool of water with some Writhing Rotten Flesh and can be 

dealt with by attacking near the corner on the opposite side of the area, 

allowing you to use ranged damage and then take cover when the 

giant swipes water your way. With the Giant Slave defeated you can kill 

the remaining Rotten Flesh and collect the Drang Hammers, Drang 

Armor Set, Pale Tongue, and Large Soul of an Unknown Traveler. 

 

The stairs lead to an altar outside the boss arena with some Deacons of 

the Deep and Cathedral Knights. Focus on killing the Deacons first with 

ranged attacks and then pull over the Cathedral Knight sitting on the 

pews, fighting it away from the other, and then deal with the 

greatsword knight. Defeat the remaining Devouts on the pews and then 

take the archway across the room to find a lift that leads to the main 

doors of the cathedral, the one that was locked near the graveyard 

section. 
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Open the double doors and refresh the area by using a Homeward 

Bone to return to the Cleansing Chapel or Firelink Shrine, if you wish to 

use your souls and turn in the Deep Braille Divine Tome. The quickest 

way back to the cathedral is to exit the chapel through the front door, 

drop into the riverbed, and climb the ladder to reach the main doors. 

Head down the stairs on the right to find a Duel Charm x3 near the 

man that looks like Siegward, though speaking with him will make it 

obvious that it isn't Siegward, and then cross the beam behind him for 

a scene. 

 

Head back to the Cleansing Chapel and take the shortcut on the left, 

heading up the lift you ignored previously. Kill the Devout with a 

crossbow and then climb the ladder outside to reach the next level with 

a Deacon, who drops a Deep Ring. Roll onto the buttress below and 

make your way up it, watching out for the Hollow Slave that crawls up 

the side and the crossbowmen in the area below, and then turn left and 

kill the Large Devout with a greataxe. There is another Large Devout 

with a halberd straight ahead and as you continue forward you'll 

encounter a number of Hollow Slaves. Check the right side of the path 

as you pass each rooftop to eventually find another buttress that leads 

down to an Arbalest and then head back up and follow the path to a 

dead end with a Pale Tongue. 

 

Head back and check each alcove until you find one that leads to the 

rafters of the cathedral and then carefully make your way across them 

to the right. Lure the Cathedral Knights and Hollow Slaves to attack at 

the corners of the cross sections, causing them to fall off, and then 
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collect the Blessed Gem near the Cathedral Knight with a greatsword. 

You can now head to the other end of the rafters where there are two 

more Cathedral Knights, one of which has a crossbow and can be lured 

to attack with his mace by getting close enough or killed with ranged 

attacks. 

 

Between the last cross section, on the opposite side from the entrance, 

look down to spot a platform that you can roll to and then drop onto 

the wooden stairs. Look up at the ceiling of the area to spot some 

Man-grubs that you can shoot down with arrows and then kill the Man-

grub with a staff standing next to Unbreakable Patches. Inform Patches 

that he knows exactly who you are to obtain the "Prostration" gesture 

and a Rusted Coin and then purchase the four piece of Catarina armor 

from his inventory. 

 

Take the stairs to another area with a group of Man-grubs just waiting 

to fall from the ceiling above and turn the corner to deal with the 

sorcerer first. Use ranged combat or strike and then back up to avoid 

damage and then kill the non-aggressive Man-grub at the other end to 

obtain the Red Sign Soapstone. You can now enter the doors behind 

the bent gate to find a bonfire, the Armor of Thorns Set, and the 

Rosaria's Fingers covenant. 

 

 

 

 WARNING: Do not join Rosaria's Fingers if you want to progress 

with Sirris' quest line. 
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Use the bonfire to travel back to the Cleansing Chapel and then head 

outside and approach the well to find Siegward of Catarina. Drop his 

armor into the well to obtain the "Rejoice" gesture and exhaust his 

dialogue so that his quest will continue. You can now head through the 

shortcut in the Cleansing Chapel to return to the waterway area that 

had the Giant Slaves and make your way to the boss arena near the 

Cathedral Knights. 

 

Boss: Deacons of the Deep 

Stage 1 

The Deacons of the Deep is another fight that isn't purely about brute 

force against a single enemy, due to the fact that only one target in the 

large group can be attacked to deal damage to the boss health. This is 

indicated by a red glow coming from the Deacon carrying the "soul" 

and will transfer from one Deacon to the next each time the target is 

defeated. For heavy damage dealers using sweeping greatswords this 

fight will be fairly easy due to the ability to wade through the weak 

enemies, but for single target weapons and light armor builds this will 

be a much harder fight. Weave in and out of the hoard of enemies to 

perform a long combo on the target, but don't allow yourself to 

become surrounded. 

Stage 2 

At half health the "soul" will plunge into the ground and the 

Archdeacon will appear. For the most part the fight is identical to the 

stage before, only there is one target, but now the Archdeacon and his 

vanguard will begin to pool their dark magic together to cast a huge 

spell that will instantly kill you by causing Curse. To avoid this you'll 

need to stay relatively aggressive and attack the vanguard and 

Archdeacon on a regular basis to interrupt their casting. 
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Drops: 9,750 Souls, Small Doll, Soul of the Deacons of the Deep 

If you refresh the area you'll find the Archdeacon Armor Set on the 

corpse of the boss. 

 

NPC Quests (2) 
Purchase the Tower Key from the Shrine Handmaiden and take the 

stairs to exit Firelink Shrine near a twisted tree, which sometimes can be 

examined for a Seed of a Giant Tree, and then collect the Soul of a 

Deserted Corpse near the locked gate. Take the spiral stairs and cross 

to the opposite tower and then take the lift to find the Fire Keeper 

Soul. 

 

Head back down the lift to find that Patches has locked the gate behind 

you and then look down the tower to spot the Fire Keeper Armor Set. 

You'll need to roll off the ledge to land on the stones protruding from 

the wall and then make your way to the bottom of the tower to collect 

the Estus Ring. You can now exit the tower and return to Firelink 

Shrine, head back up the stairs to find Patches in the corner. If you 

choose to forgive him, Patches will become a permanent merchant in 

Firelink Shrine and after refreshing the area you'll obtain the "Patches 

Squat" gesture from him. 

 

The Fire Keeper Soul can be given to the Firekeeper to allow you to 

heal Dark Sigils, but you don't want to do this. It is also required for the 

ending "The End of Fire". 
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Speak with Anri of Astora and Horace the Hushed on the steps and 

then head back to the spiral stairs to reach the bridge. This time you'll 

want to fall off to the left to reach the roof of Firelink Shrine with a nest 

containing an NPC that'll exchange certain items for better items (see a 

full list in the Nestling section). 

Check the rooftop for some Homeward Bone x2 and then search for an 

archway that leads into the rafters to collect an Estus Shard. Don't 

leave just yet though, because you can cross the rafters and strike the 

far wall to reveal a hidden area with the Covetous Silver Serpent Ring. 

Drop back into Firelink Shrine and then return to the rooftop again and 

look behind the building to spot a Crystal Lizard to obtain a Twinkling 

Titanite. You can now head back into Firelink Shrine and travel via the 

bonfire to the Abyss Watchers, exiting the stairs behind the altar in the 

boss arena to reach the Catacombs. 

 

Catacombs of Carthus 
Head toward the columns and turn left as a Skeleton Soldier with white 

eyes forms straight ahead. The white eyes indicate that the skeleton 

won't die after defeating it the first time and will instead respawn, 

leaving itself open to a backstab if you wait for it to reform. Collect the 

Carthus Rouge x2 and look across the bridge to spot a larger Skeleton 

Swordsman. These enemies are fast and dangerous, using long combos 

and ranged daggers that leave you with very little opportunity to strike 

back. Block initial attacks with your shield and then strike back with as 

much stamina as you can, backing off and raising your shield again. 
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Skeleton Swordsman - Fast enemies with long combos and ranged 

attacks, the Skeleton Swordsmen are deadly if encounter with a group 

of standard skeletons. Block their initial attacks or roll under their 

sweeping swords and then counter with a combo of your own before 

backing up and raising your shield. In many cases these enemies spawn 

near traps that can be used to take a chunk of their health, making 

your life easier. 

 

Cross the bridge and kill the two Skeleton Soldiers on the other side 

and then head straight toward the stairs to kill another Skeleton Soldier. 

There are some Skeleton Soldiers and an archer on the upper level that 

can be a nuisance and then head back down the stairs and check the 

lower level. There are two Skeleton Swordsmen and two more Skeleton 

Soldiers that'll form on the stairs, so use ranged attacks to pull the 

Swordsmen to the upper level where you can safely use the columns to 

block their attacks. 

 

Check the corner for Titanite Shard x2 and then take the arch leading 

into a tunnel, instead of down a staircase, to be ambushed by four 

Skeleton Soldiers. Back up into the tunnel to bottleneck them so that 

you don't get surrounded and then follow the stairs down. Here you'll 

find Anri of Astora, who will mention that Horace has gone missing, 

and you can then exit the other side of the tunnel and kill the Crystal 

Lizard (Twinkling Titanite) and grab the Bloodred Moss Clump x3. 

Backtrack through the tunnel and up the stairs, to the area where you 

killed the skeleton archer, and turn right to head down a side path with 

more Skeleton Soldiers and a Soul of a Nameless Soldier. Head back 

toward the stairs and continue around the area until you can turn right, 
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but watch out for the button in the floor that triggers a fire arrow trap. 

Slide down the ladder to find a Soul of a Nameless Soldier and 

continue to the next room, ignoring the item that lures you into being 

attacked from behind by a Skeleton Swordsman. Once the skeleton is 

dead, collect the Sharp Gem and then turn right and attack the wall 

near the corner to reveal a hidden path. Defeat the double spawning 

Skeleton Soldier and the skeleton archer and then pick up the Carthus 

Pyromancy Tome. You can now head back through the tunnel and turn 

right to find yourself near the beginning of the area. 

 

Return to the entrance of the catacombs and follow the ledge with 

columns to find a shortcut that drops you on to a ledge above the 

large staircase. Drop down a few levels while killing the archers and 

then use ranged attacks to deal with the two Skeleton Soldiers at the 

base of the staircase. You can now drop down, but make sure to stand 

on one side of the platform to avoid the skeleton ball that rolls up and 

down the large staircase. 

 

Wait for the skeleton ball to pass you on its way up the stairs and then 

follow it up to grab the Ember and then make your way back down and 

through the arch. Turn around and kill the non-aggressive skeleton with 

a hat on the other side of the arch and then wait for the skeleton ball 

to return and hit the bars, exploding to drop an Undead Bone Shard. 

Around the corner is some more Skeleton Soldiers, one of which tosses 

a pot that explodes to release a dark orb, and then carefully wade 

through the pots that also releases these dark orbs to find a Carthus 

Milkring. 
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Note the trap on the floor as you continue into the next room, which 

can be used if you lure the Skeleton Swordsman into the arrows. Follow 

the path to a hall that has two more Skeleton Swordsmen and another 

trap, next to the Large Soul of an Unknown Traveler, and use the trap 

to help defeat the enemies. You can now grab the Ember at the end of 

the hall, but don't fall down the hole in the floor. Instead, enter the side 

tunnel and wait for the skeleton ball to pass and turn left to collect the 

Large Titanite Shard and then activate the bonfire around the next 

corner. 

 

Head down the stairs when it's safe and then roll out of the traps way 

before fighting the Hound-rats below. There is a Large Hound-rat in the 

corner of the area that you'll want to kill before you enter the arch on 

the opposite side of the room to find an Ember. Dark Spirit Knight 

Slayer Tsorig will invade once you reach the back of the hall if you're 

embered. This tough enemy uses a greatsword and greatshield to do 

devastating damage with high poise that makes it hard to interrupt him, 

but you can still lure him into the skeleton ball trap to knock him off his 

feet ("My thanks!" gesture and Knight Slayer's Ring). 

 

The long tunnel with columns contains a bunch of Writhing Rotten 

Flesh on the ceiling, as well as Skeleton Wheels. Run through a part of 

the tunnel to make the Rotten Flesh fall from above or attack them on 

the ceiling and then grab the Titanite Shard x2. The Skeleton Wheels 

straight ahead rush in an attempt to plow you over, so roll past them 

and then strike when they turn around. You can now follow the path to 

a dead end with the Carthus Bloodring and more Writhing Rotten 

Flesh on the ceiling. 
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Skeleton Wheel - A body inside a spiked wheel, these enemies roll at 

you in an attempt to run you over. If you are familiar with Dark Souls 2 

you probably have an intense hatred for Skeleton Wheels, but they are 

much weaker in Dark Souls 3 and can easily be killed when they stop to 

turn around. Drops: Bonewheel Shield, Large Titanite Shard 

 

Backtrack to the skeleton ball trap to grab the Titanite Shard x2 by a 

pillar and then defeat the Skeleton Swordsman at the end of the tunnel. 

The wall on the right between the last two columns can be struck to 

reveal a hidden path with a set of stairs, but be careful since there is a 

Skeleton Swordsman waiting for you. You can then grab the Grave 

Warden's Ashes from the corner and the Large Titanite Shard down 

the hall and then pull the Skeleton Swordsman down the hall, since 

there is another one with a greatbow around the corner. Make sure to 

collect the Carthus Rouge x3 before you head back downstairs and 

then take the last tunnel. 

 

There is a Crystal Lizard straight ahead, but striking it from behind will 

cause it to run away straight into a Skeleton Swordsman. Run slightly 

past the lizard and then turn around to cause the lizard to run 

backwards (Fire Gem). Continue forward and kick the swordsman off 

the cliff and collect the Yellow Bug Pellet x3. You can now through the 

arch and defeat the two Skeleton Soldiers to grab the Large Soul of a 

Nameless Soldier and Black Bug Pellet x2. 
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Rush across the suspended bridge and turn around to spot a ton of 

skeletons heading your way and then strike the bridge to cause it to 

collapse. This will create a ladder to Smouldering Lake, but ignore it for 

now and continue to the boss arena. 

 

Boss: High Lord Wolnir 

At first there is no boss in sight, but as soon as you approach the 

Grave Warden Pyromancy Tome the boss will reveal himself. 

The objective in the fight with Wolnir is to strike the gold bracelets on 

his arms while staying away from the black fog that surrounds his body, 

since it causes heavy damage over time. While Wolnir strikes down with 

both his hands, leaving them open for attack, he often uses his left 

hand to prop up his body while he performs additional attacks with his 

right arm. This means that it is far easier to destroy the bracelets on his 

left arm, so leaving them for last is a good idea. 

 

The deadliest attack in Wolnir's arsenal is a putrid black fog that he 

spews, covering a good deal of the boss arena and doing massive 

damage to anything it touches. Run the minute you see him arch his 

back and lower his head to perform this attack and make sure the fog 

has cleared before you go back in. Don't stay away for too long though, 

as Wolnir will crawl forward to close the distance between the two of 

you and leave you with less of the arena to maneuver around. The 

hardest part of this fight is finding the right distance to attack Wolnir: 

too close and you could get caught in the fog around Wolnir's body, 

while standing too far away will leave you with no where to go when he 

vomits the same black fog. 
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No Stages 

Single Slam Short Slowly raises his right arm and slams into the ground with his fist 

Double Slam Short Slowly raises both arms and slams into the ground with both fists 

Swipe Medium Raises his right arm and swipes across the area in front of him 

Sword Slash Medium Slashes across the area in front of him (requires the sword) 

Sword AOE Medium 
Thrusts the sword into the ground, cauing an AOE of damage 

(requires the sword) 

Putrid Fog Long 
Vomits a black fog that covers the area and causes massive 

damage over time 

Summon Sword - Summons a sword of golden light from the ground 

Summon 

Skeletons 
- 

Summons a number or skeletons to the arena, dependant on the 

number of bracelets 

Drops: 22,000 Souls, Soul of High Lord Wolnir 

 

Smouldering Lake 
Travel back to Wolnir's bonfire and exit into the catacombs, striking the 

bridge to create a ladder to Smouldering Lake. A Demon, similar to the 

one you fought in Undead Settlement, lies just inside the doorway and 

can be pulled back to the arch to defeat it with ranged attacks for the 

Soul of a Demon. Continue around the upper level and attack the chest 

to reveal the Mimic for a Black Blade and then down the stairs to 

defeat a Skeleton Soldier. The next set of stairs leads to more skeletons, 

many of which spawn more than once, and then collect the Large 

Titanite Shard and Large Soul of a Nameless Soldier. You can now 

continue into the tunnel to find an Old Sage's Blindfold and Witch's 

Ring and then activate the bonfire beyond. 
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Smouldering Lake is a large area of shallow water that is constantly 

bombarded by a catapult that shoots arrows in bursts of three. Running 

through the area will allow you to avoid the fire from the arrows, but 

rolling does very little to help you. Time the arrows so that you begin 

running on the second or third arrow and stop when the arrows are 

being reloaded, allowing you to collect the Large Titanite Shard x3 in 

the water. 

 

Head back to land and then hug the wall to the right to find a tunnel 

leading to two Crystal Lizards that drop Twinkling Titanite x2, but be 

careful of running them too far down the cave. As you enter the open 

area you'll find Horace the Hushed, driven made, who attacks with a 

halberd and shield. Horace is easily interrupted by attacks and should 

be met with aggression to defeat him for the Llewellyn Shield. You can 

now grab the Large Titanite Shard x2 and Yellow Bug Pellet x2 and 

then exit the tunnel and take cover behind the nearest pillar on the left. 

Near the Giant Crab there is a Chaos Gem in the far corner, but 

reaching it while the catapult is up is risky. Start by waiting for the 

second arrow to strike the pillar you're using as cover and then rush 

toward the pillar near the far wall with some stone covered ground 

nearby. Wait for the first arrow to strike and then rush toward the 

corner, following the wall to the right, and make sure to stop running 

and recover your stamina while the catapult is reloading before running 

again. The next barrage should end as soon as you reach the Chaos 

Gem and then you can return the same way you came. 
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Head back to the entrance, ignoring the hole in the stone floor if one 

was made by the arrows, and then stand on the left side of the nearest 

pillar. A Carthus Sandworm will spawn in the area straight ahead and 

can be defeated from this located with ranged attacks to obtain the 

Lightning Stake spell and an Undead Bone Shard. 

 

There is another Large Titanite Shard nearby, if you didn't grab it with 

the three earlier, and instead of heading toward the Carthus Sandworm 

aim between the two pillars on the far wall. As you get closer you'll 

notice that the wall is made of crumbling stones, which can be 

destroyed by luring a catapult arrow into it for a Speckled Stoneplate 

Ring. 

 

Continue along the wall and grab the Shield of Want and Large 

Titanite Shard in the open and then head up the ramp at the back of 

the area to collect another Large Titanite Shard. You can now activate 

the bonfire down the stairs and decide if you want to summon any 

NPCs to the upcoming fight. 

 

There are two NPCs you can summon to the boss fight - Knight Slayer 

Tsorig is located at the Demon Ruins bonfire, while the Great Swamp 

Cuculus is located at the base of the steps to the fog wall. Neither of 

these are required, but summonning Cuculus and having her live 

through the fight allows you to return to the cage in Undead 

Settlement, where you found Cornyx, for the Spotted Whip and 

Cornyx's Armor Set. 
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Boss: Old Demon King 

Stage 1 

The majority of attacks in his first stage are frontal attacks that are done 

by his mouth or club, meaning that fighting him from behind is the way 

to go. If you have NPCs this is easy, since they will usually be the target 

of his attacks and you'll be free to strike his tail, but if you're alone it 

can be much harder. Stay away from his mouth and roll to the side 

whenever you see him raise his club to avoid being struck and you 

should make it through the first half of the battle without taking 

damage, unless he uses his Fire Streams attack. 

 

Stage 2 

After about half health the Old Demon King will fall to his knees and 

become ablaze with fire, charging up to become more powerful. In this 

stage he'll often raises his club to the heavens and call down a Rain of 

Fire upon his target, semi-tracking as you move around the area. This is 

easily avoided by backing up until the fireballs begin to fall and then 

running closer to attack, since they will primarily fall behind you. 

Keep up the attack and keep your health high, especially if he creates 

some Rings of Fire, and when he reaches 10% health you'll want to lay 

down the damage as much as possible. The reason for this is that 

sometimes he'll begin to kneels and charge up, releasing all his flames 

in a massive explosion. If you see this, run away as fast as possible and 

then rush in after the explosion when he is unable to fight. 
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Stage 1 

Hammer Smash Short Slams his club into the ground creating a bursting of lava 

Fire Spit Short Creates a ball of fire in front of his mouth that explodes 

Lava Spit Short Spits a flow of lava from his mouth toward the ground 

Fire Streams Long Creates an explosion of fire that streams outward in all directions 

Stage 2 

Hammer Sweep Medium Rakes his club from back to front along the ground in a sweeping motion 

Rings of Fire Long Slams his hammer into the ground twice, sending a ring of fire inwards or outwards 

Rain of Fire Long Raises his club above his head to summon a shower of raining firebombs 

Flame Release Medium Charges up and explodes, extinguishing his flames and leaving him vulnerable 

Drops: 18,750 Souls, Soul of the Old Demon King 

 

Travel to High Lord Wolnir's bonfire and cross the wooden bridge to 

find Anri of Astora to the left, near the stalagmites. Be careful of the 

skeletons that attack and then speak with Anri, but don't inform 

him/her of what happened to Horace. Return to the Demon Ruins 

bonfire in Smouldering Lake to access the remainder of the area, which 

happens to be the majority of the area, and take the stairs down. As 

you enter the first hall you'll encounter a Demon Cleric, accompanied 

by a ball of fire that it can summon. Don't fight these enemies face-to-

face, as they can attack with melee weapons and toss fireballs in your 

face, and instead circle around the back and attack. 

 

Demon Cleric - These summoners create balls of fire, which aid them 

by shooting fireballs, so using the environment to break line of sight. 

Never fight them when other enemies are around, as they have 

significant ranged attacks, and circle around behind they to attacks. 

Drops: Titanite Shard, Large Titanite Shard, Chaos Gem 
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Grab the Ember and then head down the hall to find four Smouldering 

Ghru, which are slight variations of the Ghru in Farron Keep. Peek 

around the corner and pull the Ghru over individually to avoid a rough 

fight and make sure to rush the conjurator version in the corner that 

blows Poison Mist. Ignore the stairs and head through the arch to pull 

the wild Ghru straight ahead, as there is a second around the corner. 

There is a Smouldering Rotten Flesh in the corner, as well as a Demon 

Statue, which can be easily interrupted by attacking, and then pick up 

the Ember and then backtrack to the stairs. 

 

Head down the stairs, rush to the opposite wall, and take the long 

hallway on the right to avoid the Demon Clerics' fireballs. Kill the two 

feral Ghru in the hall on the left and then smack the corner wall of the 

hallway to reveal a hidden room. There is a Black Knight with a greataxe 

inside that you'll need to deal with before you pick up the Black Knight 

Sword and then head down the right hallway to continue. 

 

There is another feral Ghru in the room with two Demon Statues and in 

the room beyond you'll encounter another Ghru. Turn left toward the 

open area and rush the conjurator Ghru and then kill the Ghru at the 

end of the hall. There is a small tunnel that leads from the Ghru's 

location to the stairs on the opposite side of the room, but about 

halfway through the tunnel is another small tunnel that shoots off into 

a dead end with an Ember. 
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Activate the bonfire straight ahead and then pull the Demon Cleric in 

the nearby tunnel into the bonfire room to give you more room to 

maneuver. The room straight ahead has three Ghru, two on each side of 

the entrance, and a conjurator Ghru straight ahead. Use ranged attacks 

to deal with the Poison Mist spewing Ghru and then try and grab the 

attention of the Ghru on the left by hugging the entrance wall and 

barely stepping into the room. With both Ghru dead, collect the Izalith 

Pyromancy Tome and then exit and follow the tunnel to a dead end 

with a Crystal Lizard (Chaos Gem). 

 

Back in the bonfire room, attack the only part of the wall without vines 

to reveal a hidden path and then rush down the tunnel and grab the 

Estus Shard. You can now head back the way you came, fighting off 

the numerous Rotten Flesh that fell from the ceiling. 

 

The ledge to the left leads to an area overlooking the two Demon 

Clerics you bypassed earlier, so use ranged attacks to attack them. The 

Demon Clerics often stand extremely close to the wall and it makes 

them difficult to hit with ranged attacks, but as long as you can attack 

and kill one you can drop to plunging attack the other. Check the 

corner of the room for some Rotten Flesh guarding the Undead Bone 

Shard and then head to the opposite end of the hall and take the 

tunnel on the right. 

 

Kill the Hound-rat straight ahead and then take the tunnel on the right 

to a room with three more Hound-rats. Strike the wall opposite the 

tunnel to reveal a hidden path that leads to a familiar figure and the 

Quelena Pyromancy Tome. The stairs leads to a pit of lava with the 
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Toxic Mist and White Hair Talisman, but you'll likely die before 

reaching either. Backtrack to the previous room and take the only 

tunnel you haven't entered and then kill the Hound-rat on the left. You 

can now take the stairs down and pull the Large Hound-rat down the 

hall, as there are many more smaller rats behind it. 

 

Strike the hall about halfway up the tunnel to find a chest with Large 

Titanite Shard x3 and then strike the wall behind that to reveal another 

hidden path. This will drop you on a ledge with a Izalith Staff, just 

above the basilisks that you'd encounter if you took the stairs, so drop 

down and defeat them with plunging attacks. There are even more 

basilisks ahead that you can pull back to deal with individually and then 

collect the Titanite Scale. 

 

Head toward the stairs and enter the broken wall on the left, but be 

careful because Knight Slayer Tsorig is just around the corner. Unlike 

your last encounter with Tsorig you won't have a trap to help you 

knock him over, making this fight that much more difficult. Lure him 

into performing a heavy strike or charge attack and then get in a strike 

or two before rolling back to avoid any counters. Be patient and take 

some time to learn his attack delays so you don't walk straight into a 

charged attack and you should defeat him for the Fume Ultra 

Greatsword and Black Iron Greatshield. 

 

There is another section of lava here with an Ember and the Sacred 

Flame pyromancy, but this is something you'll likely want to come back 

for later. Head back to the large stairs and take them to encounter a 

Black Knight above the lava and then collect the Soul of a Crestfallen 
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Knight before climbing the ladder. When you reach the top of the 

second ladder turn around and look down to spot a ledge with the 

Dragonrider Bow and then climb back up. 

 

This area has only a single item, the Homeward Bone x2 along the left 

wall, but it does allow you to shut off the catapult. There are a number 

of enemies blocking your path, including some Skeleton Wheels and 

two Skeleton Swordsman, so if you are running low on Estus Flasks you 

can rush past everything and lose them behind the catapult before 

shutting it down. 

 

Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 
Travel to High Lord Wolnir's bonfire and take the stairs to reach Irithyll 

of the Boreal Valley and activate the bonfire. As you head through the 

large arch and walk across the bridge you'll want to watch to look 

behind you, as one of Sulyvahn's Beasts will spawn behind you. These 

one-time enemies do a charge attack with their mouth wide open in 

the hopes of catching you and if you attack their sides they will turn 

their head and bite. The good news is that the Sulyvahn's Beast will de-

spawn if you pass back through the archway and when it reappears it 

will retain any damage you did. This means that you can spawn it, use 

your bow to fire a few shots, roll past as it attacks, and then fire from 

the safe side of the arch until it de-spawn. Repeat this process multiple 

times to defeat it for the Pontiff's Right Eye ring and then cross the 

bridge, collecting the Homeward Bone, and activate the bonfire. 

Travel to the first bonfire to refresh the area and as you head through 

the archway you should find Sirris of the Sunless Realms' summon 

sign a few steps away, provided you're following her quest. Summon 
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Sirris and help her defeat Creighton the Wanderer, who isn't difficult 

despite him healing multiple times, to progress her quest and then 

cross the bridge and collect the Large Soul of a Nameless Soldier, 

Rime-blue Moss Clump, and Soul of a Weary Warrior. 

 

Travel back to Firelink Shrine to speak with Sirris for the Blessed Mail 

Breaker and Silvercat Ring and then speak with Grierat and send him 

to plunder Irithyll. This must be done before you defeat Pontiff 

Sulyvahn, so send him sooner rather than later. Slowly take the stairs 

from the courtyard and attack the Pontiff Knight walking down the 

stairs, luring in back into the courtyard while the shielded version 

remains behind. These enemies are fast, have sweeping katana attacks 

that are performed in long combos, and often strafe around your shield 

making it impossible to block their attacks. Heavy tank builds will 

probably find these enemies a lot easier than light armor 

stamina/dexterity builds, but you can compensate by using ranged 

attacks while keeping your distance. The shielded Pontiff Knight will stay 

at a distance and uses dark spells, so it's easy to kill them with ranged 

attacks. 

 

Pontiff Knight - Using long katana combos while strafing around a 

shield, Pontiff Knights are dangerous foes that are best handled one at 

a time. Use ranged attacks to do the majority of damage from a 

distance and then strike the final blow if they get close. The shielded 

versions are a lot less aggressive and will stick back to cast a dark orb, 

meaning you can easily kill them from a distance. 
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Walk forward and another Pontiff Knight will aggressively attack as you 

walk into view of the stairs on the right, so back up and use the same 

strategy and then pick up the Large Titanite Shard at the top of the 

stairs. 

 

Follow the path to some more stairs leading to a courtyard with some 

Irithyllian Slaves, but stop at the top to avoid drawing the attention of a 

caster to the left. Irithyllian Slaves are slow and have very little health, 

but when in dark areas they become almost invisible and can take you 

by surprise. Pull over each of the slaves patrolling around the fountain 

individually back to the stairs to fight them out of view of the caster 

and then peek around the corner. 

 

Once you draw the attention of the Fire Witch more Irithyllian Slaves 

will make their way toward the courtyard. If you fight in the open these 

slaves will join the fight, so back up to the stairs and allow them to pass 

through the courtyard while you use ranged attacks on the witch. These 

witches are pure pyromancy casters and are dangerous if you're 

distracted by other enemies, but once you learn what each of their staff 

movements does you can easily fight them at a distance. 

 

Fire Witch - Pyromancy users, these enemies can be fought with 

ranged attacks rather easy once you know what each staff movement 

means: When he points his staff forward a stream of fire will flow from 

it, when he slams it into the ground a pillar of fire will form at your 

location, and when he sweeps it upwards a trail of fire will flow across 

the ground toward you. The Fire Stream attack has a short distance that 

can be avoided by backing up while the other two can be avoided by 
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rolling to the side. Drops: Immolation Tinder, Fire Witch Armor Set, 

Large Titanite Shard 

 

Kill off the remaining Irithyllian Slaves and then grab the Budding 

Green Blossom and a Large Soul of a Nameless Soldier around the 

fountain. Continue up the road while, but be mindful of the Fire Witch 

on the balcony to the right that you'll want to kill with ranged attacks, 

and then collect the Rime-blue Moss Clump x2 on the left side of the 

smaller courtyard. 

 

There are two Pontiff Knights walking toward you as you approach the 

bend in the road, so pull the non-shielded one first to finish it off 

before dealing with the other. Check the path on the right side of the 

road to reach the area where the Fire Witch was standing for a Large 

Titanite Shard and then return to the bend in the road and rush up the 

small set of stairs to find a Crystal Lizard (Twinkling Titanite). 

Strike the railing on the right side of the balcony to reveal a hidden 

path and then carefully take the stairs down, since there is a Pontiff 

Knight waiting in the alcove between the stairs and the wall. Fighting in 

this area is hard since it is so small, so pull the Pontiff Knight up the 

stairs to fight it on the street. Head back down the stairs to grab the 

Large Titanite Shard and down the stairs down you'll spot a Evangelist, 

which drops the Dorhys' Gnawing spell, before dropping down to 

collect the Witchtree Branch. 
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Don't bother heading back to the bonfire and refreshing on the 

enemies, as another bonfire is up ahead, and return to the area where 

you killed the Crystal Lizard. Follow the road and grab the Large Soul 

of a Nameless Soldier on the left side of the road and then cross to 

the opposite side to find a Large Titanite Shard next to a locked gate. 

You can now head up the stairs across the road to a church with a 

bonfire and Anri of Astora, who will give you the Ring of the Evil Eye 

and "Quiet Resolve" gesture. 

 

Grab the Proof of a Concord Kept by the tomb and head down the 

stairs via the side door to grab the Roster of Knights around the 

corner. As you enter the graveyard there'll be a few Irithyllian Slaves 

that are nearly invisible, except their glowing white eyes, so make sure 

to kill them before you grab the Fading Soul on the cliff edge. Follow 

the ledge to the right for another Fading Soul and kill the Corvian 

praying at the tombstone before grabbing the Homeward Bone x3 and 

Undead Bone Shard. 

 

If you're embered you'll be invaded by Creighton the Wanderer, who is 

the same guy you fought with Sirris on the bridge. Unlike before you 

won't have any help with fighting Creighton, so lure him into doing a a 

heavy attack and then strike him with a combo. Keep up the fight and if 

you're lucky you may even knock him off the cliff to easily gain the 

Dragonslayer's Axe. 

 

Pass back through the graveyard and take the stairs between the two 

buildings and then kill the Irithyllian Slave to your left. The alley to the 

left has multiple Irithyllian Beast-Hounds, stronger versions of Starved 
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Hounds, so try and pull them one at a time, as well as some Kukri x8 

and a Rusted Gold Coin. 

 

The opposite path leads to a dark cellar with a ton of Irithyllian Slaves, 

but thanks to the darkness you should easily see their glowing eyes. 

Use ranged attacks, firebombs, or whatever you want to kill the 

numerous enemies on the lower level and then collect the Blue Bug 

Pellet x2. There is a ladder inside the cellar that leads to the rafters, 

where you can grab a Shriving Stone, and if you turn right at the 

second to last beam you'll encounter another Irithyllian Slave. You can 

now drop off the beam to the right to land on a section with a chest 

containing Yorshka's Spear and then exit the cellar. 

 

Head down the stairs to defeat two Irithyllian Slaves and then head 

back up the stairs and drop through the broken part of the railing to 

fall into the courtyard with some more slaves and a Blood Gem. Follow 

the road, killing more Irithyllian Slaves, and then head into the last 

alcove on the left and strike the wall to reveal a hidden path with a 

Crystal Lizard (Twinkling Titanite). 

 

Take the stairs to the water and grab the Green Blossom x3 and then 

turn right and head toward another item. As you approach you may 

notice a white bump peeking out of the water, this is a Sewer 

Centipede waiting to ambush you. These enemies are not difficult and 

can be caught off guard, once you know what you are looking for, but 

if they catch you off guard they will slam their disgusting bodies onto 

yours. 
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Sewer Centipede - These enemies will ambush you by hiding in the 

water and crush you when you walk near. Use the white humps and 

long black hair to identify them in the water before they rise and strike 

them before they have a chance to see you. Drops: Green Blossom, 

Budding Green Blossom 

 

Grab the Ring of Sacrifice and then search the rest of the watery area 

for a Large Soul of a Nameless Soldier, Great Heal, Green Blossom 

x3, and another Green Blossom. Ignore the arch in the water and make 

your way to land to find another doorway that leads to a bonfire and 

then backtrack and head through the one in the water. Wait for the one 

on the left to rise and pull it back before to kill it and then deal with 

the one on the right near the Dung Pie x3. The remainder of the 

centipede are easy enough to sneak up on while you collect the Dung 

Pie x3 and then head for the stairs and turn around to find the 

Excrement-covered Ashes. 

 

Take the stairs to the kitchen to find Siegward of Catarina and exhaust 

his dialogue for the Emit Force spell and another Siegbrau. 

The stairs lead into a large living area with a Silver Knight across the 

room and another on the level above, with a greatbow. These enemies 

are similar to Black Knights, but many have weapons that can be coated 

with lightning during an attack and they use greatbows to attack from a 

distance. Pull the knight across the room and fight it beneath the level 

above to avoid the greatarrows and then rush across the room and 

enter the doorway on the left. Head upstairs to fight another Silver 

Knight and then turn the corner and sneak up behind the archer, 

kicking him off the ledge and then plunging attack him. You can now 
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head back upstairs and open the three chests at the other end of the 

area for the Leo Ring, Smough's Great Hammer, and Divine Blessing. 

Exit the back of the building and head up the stairs to encounter two 

Beast-Hounds and then collect the Large Soul of a Nameless Soldier 

by a tree. There are two Irithyllian Slaves on the stairs ahead that cast 

spells, so use the statue as cover to defeat them with a couple of 

ranged attacks. As you reach the top of the stairs two more Beast-

Hounds will rush you while more casters fire from the courtyard, so 

back up to use the stairs as cover. You can now enter the courtyard and 

kill the Beast-Hound behind the statue straight ahead and deal with the 

Irithyllian Slaves on the stairs before grabbing the Large Titanite Shard. 

Take the lift to unlock the gate near the Church of Yorshka and then 

head back down and take the stairs straight ahead. Don't enter the 

building and turn left instead to drop onto a ledge with another Large 

Titanite Shard and then climb the ladder. This will lead you to the top 

level of the building, where you can kill two more Irithyllian Slave 

casters, then head downstairs to finish off the remaining Irithyllian 

Slaves and grab the Blue Bug Pellet x2. 

 

Exit the doorway upstairs and grab the Soul of a Weary Warrior 

straight ahead and then head up the stairs to encounter a Pontiff 

Knight with a great scythe. Quickly defeat it before another Pontiff 

Knight joins the fight and then head down to the opposite stairs. Defeat 

the two Irithyllian Slaves and collect the Ember near the tree and then 

open the gate. You can now head back up the stairs to the ledge across 

from the boss fog. 
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Look down and clear the courtyard of enemies and then roll off the 

ledge to land on the altar for the Ring of the Sun's First Born. You can 

now grab the Lightning Gem and attack the stone wall to the left 

(facing away from the altar) to grab the Magic Clutch Ring. 

 

Cross back to the gate and turn left to spot another Fire Witch next to 

a Soul of a Weary Warrior and then head up the stairs, turn left to 

circle the ledge to find a Soul of a Weary Warrior, and then continue 

to the Church of Yorshka bonfire. You can now make your way back to 

the boss fog, but first consider if you want to summon any of the NPCs: 

• Anri of Astora - Facing away from the boss fog his/her summon sign 

is in front of the statue on the right 

• Black Hand Gotthard - Facing away from the boss fog his summon 

sign is directly in the middle (summon if you want the "By my 

sword" gesture) 

• Londor Pale Shade - Facing away from the boss fog her sign is in 

front of the statue on the left 

 

Boss: Pontiff Sulyvahn 

Stage 1 

Sulyvahn is one of the harder bosses in the game due to the fact that 

he has fast attacks that are hard to dodge, great ranged attacks, and 

high damage output. His aggressive nature gives you almost no time to 

heal and even if you back up he can close the distance in less than a 

second to punish you. Your best bet is to stick close to Sulyvahn to 

learn the timing of his sweeping attacks and roll at the correct time to 

avoid being struck. Put everything into your offensive strategy because 

this isn't a fight you'll win via a long drawn out battle. 
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Stage 2 

When Sulyvahn kneels and draws in a dark cloud he is transitioning to 

Stage 2, leaving himself open to a barrage of attacks. Go all at him 

through this, even though you'll take some damage, because this is a 

very dangerous stage and this is your best opportunity to do damage. 

During this stage Sulyvahn will raise his bluish sword into the air as if 

he is charging a spell, but he is actually summoning a clone. Rush in 

and do as much damage as possible in the hopes of stopping his 

summon, but if you don't you'll at least do a decent amount of damage 

and strike the clone a few times. The clone has all the same abilities 

that Sulyvahn has and can teleport to and from Sulyvahn's location, 

making your life a living hell no matter where you are. 

 

Stage 1 

Flame Slash Short Slashes downward into the floor with his flame blade 

Magic Pierce Short Pierces forward with his magic sword 

Backhand Flame Medium Performs a backhand slash with his flame sword 

Backhand Magic Medium Performs a backhand slash with his magic sword 

Flame Sweep Medium Slashes in a sweep forward with his flame sword 

Magic Sweep Medium Slashes in a sweep forward with his magic sword 

Spinning Blades Medium Spins in a 360 degree circle with both swords drawn 

Lunging Pierce Long Lunges forward to cross the distance and pierce through your shield 

Stage 2 

Soul Spear Long Shoots a spear of fast magic straight ahead 

Soul Wave Long Shoots a crescent wave of magic from his blade 

Clone Summon - Raises his magic sword and grows black wings while summoning a clone 

Drops: 21,000 Souls, Soul of Pontiff Sulyvahn 
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Irithyll of the Boreal Valley (2) 
Head back to the Irithyll of the Boreal Valley bonfire and cross the 

bridge where you defeated Creighton the Wanderer. Now that you have 

defeated his invading spirit in the graveyard you'll find a corpse with 

the Mirrah Chain Armor Set. Travel to the Pontiff Sulyvahn bonfire and 

slowly walk into the courtyard to spot two Crystal Lizards in the area 

below. You can either use your bow to defeat one and then charge at 

the other or try and charge at them both in the hopes that you can kill 

both for the Twinkling Titanite x2. Head back up the stairs and check 

the left side of the building to find a Large Titanite Shard and then 

take the stairs on the other side of the building. 

 

Note the item hanging off the ledge before you enter a large courtyard 

with dead Giant Slaves, but a number of Deacons in this area will throw 

fireballs at you from the upper level if you don't take care of them first. 

Turn left as you enter the courtyard and head into one of the archways 

and then check the dead end to the right for some Irithyllian Slaves and 

the Dark Stoneplate Ring. At the opposite end is a staircase leading up 

to the Deacons, but if you turn right you'll find the Large Titanite 

Shard spotted earlier. 

 

Enter the archway next to the stairs to return to Pontiff Sulyvahn's boss 

arena and activate the lift on the left to create a minor shortcut. There 

are two sets of stairs, one leads to a Crystal Lizard that drops a Simple 

Gem and the other leads to a Mimic that drops a Golden Ritual Spear. 

Head back outside towards the Deacons and make your way to the 

other side of the area and then take the stairs down. There are two 

unkindled in this area, each duel-wielding enchanted weapons, and they 
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tend to fight together to give you very little opportunity to strike one 

without leaving yourself open to the other. Lure each into an attack to 

create an opening or use ranged attacks to stay at a safe distance while 

you defeat one, making the other more manageable (Drang 

Twinspears). 

 

Take the staircases down to the courtyard and approach one of the 

Giant Slaves slumped on the ground. If the giants doesn't rise then they 

are permanently dead, but make sure to check each of them because 

there are two of them in the courtyard. These can easily be fought with 

ranged attacks and allow you can collect the Ember x2, Soul of a 

Weary Warrior, Large Titanite Shard. 

 

Enter the building at the top of the stairs and strike the corner wall to 

reveal a hidden path and slide down the long ladder. This hidden water 

reserve has two Sulyvahn's Beasts that once defeated will give you 

access to a bonfire and a new covenant. Fighting in the open and 

dealing with both at the same time will get you killed rather quickly, so 

pull one back to the ladder and fight there. Bait each of the beast into 

an attack and then strike at its side, but don't stick around too long as 

the Sulyvahn's Beast will turn his head and bite at his side. Stay close to 

avoid the charge attacks used when you're at a distance and only heal 

when you have an opening. 

 

After defeating both Sulyvahn's Beasts to obtain the Ring of Favor you 

can activate the bonfire, grab the Human Dregs and Deep Gem, and 

speak with Archdeacon McDonnell to join the Aldrich Faithful 

covenant. 
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Head back up the ladder and take the stairs and then check the outside 

of the area behind the stairs for a Titanite Scale. Follow around the 

outside of the building counter-clockwise and roll onto the nearby 

tower and take cover from the greatarrows shot by the Silver Knights. 

You can peek around the left side of the tower and shoot the Silver 

Knight to push it off the ledge and then collect the Large Titanite 

Shard. Rush up the buttress to the next tower and then rush up to the 

building and head down the stairs on the right to find the Easterner's 

Ashes. 

 

The Silver Knight upstairs should have its back to you, allowing you to 

backstab him, and nearby you'll find another Silver Knight on a ledge. 

Turn left and stand at the top of the buttress on the stone floor and 

look right to spot another Silver Knight on a nearby tower that shoots 

greatarrows, but if you're far enough back his arrows will strike the 

pillar. Finish off the Silver Knights you kicked off the ledge, if you 

backstabbed them, and drop from the buttress and then drop down 

again to find the Dragonslayer Greatbow and some Dragonslayer 

Greatarrows. This leads back to the courtyard with the Giant Slaves, so 

circle back up to where you dropped. 

 

Around the corner is a Silver Knight hiding on the right and then head 

down the ledge to defeat another Silver Knight. Follow the buttress and 

check behind the tower for a Large Titanite Shard and then open the 

shortcut in the nearby tower. You can now enter the archway and strike 

the statue on the right to reveal a hidden path, with the Brass Armor 

Set, and then grab the Ember and pull the lever. 
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Head up the stairs and use the circular lever to raise the tower to the 

upper position and activate the Anor Londo bonfire. Take the stairs 

back down to the bottom without lowering the tower and the exit will 

now be facing a tower with no bridge. If you take a leap of faith and 

walk off the ledge you'll find an invisible path that leads to a bonfire 

and the Blade of the Darkmoon covenant, which you can join if you 

gained the Darkmoon Loyalty gesture from Sirris. 

 

Enter the tower and use the beams to collect the Painting Guardian's 

Curved Sword and Painting Guardian Armor Set and then warp back 

to Firelink Shrine. Speak with Yuria and exhaust her dialogue, which 

should indicate that your spouse is waiting for you in the hidden 

darkmoon chamber, and then return to Anor Londo's bonfire. 

Lower the tower and head down the long set of stairs to speak with the 

pilgrim for the Sword of Avowal and then continue into the darkmoon 

chamber and interact with Anri for a scene to obtain the Dark Sigil x3. 

After the scene you can reload the area to obtain Anri's Straight 

Sword and Reversal Ring and then head back to the pilgrim to find the 

Chameleon spell. 

 

Irithyll Dungeon 
Travel to the Distant Manor bonfire and head down the stairs and drop 

off the ledge straight ahead to find a Rusted Gold Coin. There are two 

Irithyllian Slaves directly below you, as well as a Large Titanite Shard 

behind the pillar, and around the corner near the stairs is a Fire Witch. 

Be careful when fighting the witch, as there is a Pontiff Knight up the 

stairs that you may trigger if you back up them, and then exit the 

building. 
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If you are embered the Dark Spirit Alva, Seeker of the Spurned will 

invade in the archway leading deeper into the dungeon. You can start 

this fight with a backstab if you wait for him to spawn on the stairs 

leading into the dungeon, as he spawns facing toward the outside, and 

then follow this up with a long combo as he rises. Alva uses a curved 

blade and fights similar to the Farron Watcher in Road of Sacrifices, 

spinning 360 degree in a sweeping combo and using a crossbow. The 

good news is that Alva can easily be interrupted and if you get the 

early advantage this fight will be over quickly (Murakumo). 

Head down the stairs to reach the Irithyll Dungeon bonfire and then 

enter the dungeon with a number of cells, two of which contain a 

Rusted Coin and Large Titanite Shard. The last cell on the right is 

locked and can't be opened until much later, so exit the other side of 

the room to encounter a Jailer. These enemies don't seem dangerous at 

first, but they have the ability to lower your maximum health to nearly 

nothing. Don't give them a chance to do this by charging them and 

attacking, but be careful when they are in groups and use ranged 

attacks instead. 

 

Jailer - Charged with guarding the dungeon inhabitants, Jailers use 

their stare to lower your maximum health before they strike and can 

also create a Cursed fog around them. Break line of sight to avoid 

losing health and rush them in order to defeat them quickly before the 

curse takes effect. Drops: Soldering Iron, Jailer Armor Set, Simple Gem 

 

Defeat the corpse in the cell before you pick up the Fading Soul or it 

will strike you from behind and push you down to the level below. Kill 

the Jailer around the next corner before you deal with the three corpses 
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in the nearby cell and then make your way to the end of the hall for a 

Large Titanite Shard. You can now take the nearby hallway to a set of 

stairs overlooking a Jailer and some Cage Spiders to reach the lower 

level. 

 

The cell with an item here requires the same key as the one near the 

bonfire, so ignore it and turn right to kill a corpse hiding by the Large 

Soul of a Nameless Soldier. Head down the hall and enter the first cell 

on the left to defeat more corpses and collect the Old Sorcerer Armor 

Set and then open the cell at the end of the hall with a Corpse-grub. 

While this may seem pointless, defeating this optional enemy will grant 

you the Great Magic Shield. You can now head back down the hall and 

up the stairs to the bridge with a Jailer, which leads to the other side of 

the dungeon. 

 

The gate on the left is locked from this side, so head right to defeat 

another Jailer and then enter the cell at the end for a Large Titanite 

Shard. Head back and enter the previous cell with a hole in the wall to 

find a Pale Pine Resin x2 and then enter the next room to find a 

Wretch on the wall. These dark enemies blend in with their 

environment, but are slow and pose little threat if you rush them and 

attack. You can now open the gate, turn left to open the gate that was 

locked to create a shortcut, and then turn around to find a cell with the 

Jailbreaker's Key at the end of the area. 

 

Backtrack and turn left at the opened gate to reach the stairs leading to 

the lower level and use ranged attacks to kill at least two of the three 

Jailers before making your way down. Enter the nearby cell to defeat a 
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Wretch and collect a Simple Gem and then turn left to spot a Crystal 

Lizard. A cell directly next to the lizard has another Wretch that will 

strike as you run past, but you'll want to kill the lizard for the Titanite 

Scale before you deal with the Wretch itself. 

 

Head outside to grab the Homeward Bone x2 and then backtrack all 

the way to the bridge connecting each side of the cell block. Turn left, if 

you're facing the side of the dungeon with the bonfire, and roll through 

the barrels at the end of the hall to unlock the gate with the 

Jailbreaker's Key. Drop onto the ledge with the Bellowing Dragoncrest 

Ring and then kill the Peasant Hollows with ranged attacks before 

dropping down to the ground. 

 

Enter the building and attack the chest to reveal a Mimic carrying an 

Estus Shard before you take the stairs. Multiple Hollow Peasants round 

the corner as you enter, so use a mixture of ranged attacks and combos 

to defeat them and then turn the corner and finish off any remaining 

enemies to grab the Soul of a Weary Warrior. 

 

Find the arch with a ladder leading down to the next level and open the 

door to find a Giant Slave, which you can easily defeat with ranged 

attacks. After the giant is dead you can kill the Crystal Lizard that was 

hiding behind his arms for a Titanite Chunk and grab the Soul of a 

Crestfallen Knight. 
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Take the ladder to the bridge overlooking an area with multiple items 

and a bunch of rats that spawn endlessly and then drop down and 

collect the Large Titanite Shard x2 and Profaned Flame. The archway 

in the center of the area leads to a lift that is a shortcut to the bonfire, 

while the arch near the edge of the area beneath the bridge leads to a 

Mimic containing Dragonslayer Lightning Arrows. You can now take the 

ladder and drop across the gap in the wooden roof to collect the 

Lightning Bolts before dropping to the area below. 

 

Cross the bridge this time to grab the Pickaxe and then enter the sewer 

and kill the Hound-rats. Head up the stairs and collect the Soul of a 

Weary Warrior and then head to the dead end with two chest; the left 

is a Mimic carrying the Dark Clutch Ring and the other contains the 

Old Cell Key. Head back down the sewer, where a bunch of Basilisks 

will drop from a hole in the ceiling, and then enter the broken wall on 

the left to find two Large Hound-rats and Dung Pie x4. You can now 

raise the gate and enter the bottom of the dungeon with multiple 

Jailers to the right, which you'll want to pull individually with ranged 

attacks. 

 

Pillage the Large Titanite Shard from the corpse and then enter the 

doorway and follow the path outdoors. Note the strange dragon-like 

creature praying in the distance, as you will later want to return here 

when you gain the Path of the Dragon gesture, and then collect the 

Dragon Torso Stone. The lift leads to a Large Soul of a Nameless 

Soldier and a gate that creates a shortcut and then head back down 

and roll to the ledge with the Lightning Blade spell. 
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Return to the area with the Jailers and enter the arch on the left to 

encounter a bunch of Wretches. Once clear, collect the Profaned Coal 

and lift the gate to return to the previous room. Attack the Mimic with 

Titanite Scale x2 on the left and make sure to collect the Ember and 

Alva Armor Set and then head to the other side of the area. The cell 

on the left contains the Dusk Crown Ring and Xanthous Ashes and 

grab the Ember near the stairs on the opposite side of the dungeon. 

There is a Jailer in the tunnel that leads to a locked cell with Karla, who 

you'll have to come back for later, and the cell contains a Lycanthrope. 

You can now exit through the large archway, head down the stairs to 

collect the Large Soul of a Weary Warrior, and head across the bridge 

toward the Profaned Capital. 

 

Profaned Capital 
A Stone Gargoyle will come swooping in as you approach the Profaned 

Capital, but there is no need to fight it in the open. Back up to the 

stairs leading to Irithyll Dungeon and use ranged attacks to defeat it 

from a safe distance. You can now cross the bridge and drop into the 

tower and then climb the ladder to find an Undead Bone Shard, the 

"Stretch out" gesture, and a bonfire. 

 

Return down the ladder to exit the smashed wall in the side of the 

building and turn left to encounter a Stone Gargoyle. These enemies 

come with either a torch or a spear and usually use jumping attacks to 

strike. Roll under each attack and strike the wings or back of the 

gargoyle, but back off if they cover themselves with one of their wings. 

You can now climb the ladder and grab the Rusted Coin x2 and then 

take the ladder back down and enter the nearby building. 
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Stone Gargoyle - Gargoyles appear on bridges and narrow ledges, 

making them difficult simply due to the fact that you'll have very little 

room to navigate. Both versions of the gargoyles use jumping air 

attacks and sweeping strikes with their weapon, but a good roll will 

place you next to them with easy access to their wing or back. They can 

also use their wing as a shield, dulling incoming damage, and they 

sweep attack with their wing after you strike. Drops: Gargoyle Flame 

Hammer, Gargoyle Flame Spear 

 

There's a Crystal Lizard straight ahead, but don't approach it because a 

gap in the floor blocks your way. Turn left and right to encounter 

another Crystal Lizard (Twinkling Titanite) and then take the first right 

to reach the Crystal Lizard you saw before (Twinkling Titanite). You can 

now turn left and take the stairs to a Rusted Gold Coin and then turn 

around and exit the building to a platform overlooking a swamp. 

Follow the wooden platform to the right to collect some Blooming 

Purple Moss Clump x3, a hint of the toxic swamp below, and then drop 

to the section of solid ground near a Sewer Centipede. There's almost 

no way to avoid being afflicted with toxic, so once you enter the swamp 

you'll want to collect all the items while dealing with the numerous 

enemies. Start with the Purging Stone on the nearby island and then 

pass under the platform to the cavern with a Poison Gem and 

Cursebite Ring. You can now head back out towards the chapel, pass 

the door to find a Shriving Stone, and then enter the chapel itself 

through the double doors. 
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There are three Monstrosity of Sins in the chapel's first floor, two of 

which are asleep in the back while the other is crawling around. These 

enemies may be slow moving, but their attacks cover almost every 

direction and do massive damage. No matter if you're attacking from 

the back or side these enemies roll over, flop to the side or smash your 

face into the floor. Your options are limited to either striking and then 

retreating, using patience, or using a bow to attack them while you 

back up. Note that if you use your bow you can perform a critical attack 

that knocks them over when they stand up and charge you, allowing 

you to do massive damage. 

 

Monstrosity of Sin - These slow moving enemies can flop over, fall 

back, roll over, and strike you no matter which direction you choose to 

attack them from. Use single strike attacks and then retreat or use 

ranged attacks to critical them when they charge. Either way, these one-

time enemies should be handled with caution and patience. 

 

The first Monstrosity of Sin you defeat will automatically drop the 

Eleonora and then you can attack one of the sleeping monstrosities. No 

matter which one you strike both of the enemies will wake up, so use 

the pillars as cover or back out into the toxic swamp to give you more 

room to maneuver. Once the area is clear, collect the Purging Stone x3 

instead the chapel and then climb up the ladder on the side of the 

building to reach the second floor. 

 

There is another Monstrosity of Sin that you'll need to clear before you 

collect the Court Sorcerer Armor Set and then attack the Mimic behind 

the pillar for the Court Sorcerer's Staff. The stairs leads to a Rubbish 
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that overlooks the bonfire tower, but you'll want to head back out the 

other side of the building and take the stairs to the roof. 

 

An unkindled sorcerer, Court Sorcerer Eamon, will attack using Soul 

Spear and Homing Soulmass, but if you rush in and use a long combo 

you can avoid these. Strike and then back up to avoid the heavy attacks 

from the Gargoyle Flame Hammer he uses and you should finish him 

off to obtain the Logan's Scroll. You can now grab the Poison Arrows 

from the corpse on the roof before dropping through the window to 

land on the pillar with the Wrath of the Gods spell. 

 

Return to the roof and turn toward the stairs to spot an open window 

that you can jump to, crossing over the stairs below. This leads to the 

cell that contains Siegward of Catarina and the Covetous Gold 

Serpent Ring and make sure to exhaust Siegward's dialogue to obtain 

a Titanite Slab. 

 

Follow the stairs up this time and turn left down the hall, but turn 

around when you reach the first barred window to attack the two Jailers 

that appear behind you. At the end of the hall you can collect the 

Jailer's Key Ring, which unlocks the cells in Irithyll Dungeon, and drop 

into the part of Irithyll Dungeon with the Hound-rats. From here you 

can take the lift up to return to the two gates in the dungeon that were 

locked for a Rusted Gold Coin and the Prisoner Chief's Ashes and 

then head to the bottom of the dungeon and speak with Karla. Karla 

will move to Firelink Shrine, in the alcove below the blacksmith, and you 

can pass her any scrolls that Corynx wouldn't accept. 
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Head down the ladder next to the bonfire and you'll be near a large 

stone bridge with fireballs shooting at you from an altar in the area 

below. Rush across the bridge until the Stone Gargoyle starts to make 

its way to you and then back up toward the ladder to give you room to 

fight it on even ground. 

 

As you head back across the bridge once more, look for a gap on the 

right that drops onto another part of the destroyed bridge; if you reach 

the Onislayer Greatarrows you've gone to far. Make sure to grab the 

Onislayer Greatbow before you drop down the ledges to reach the 

bottom level and then search behind you for Rusted Coin x2. You can 

now head up the stairs and kill the Jailer Handmaids that have started 

to make their way down to you and enter the back hall. 

 

Jailer Handmaid - While weak on their own, Jailer Handmaids appear in 

large groups at the back of the Profaned Capital. Pull each individually 

or rush in and target one or two, but don't stick around for too long or 

you'll become surrounded. Drops: Handmaid's Dagger, Rusted Coin, 

Rusted Gold Coin 

 

The boss fog lies straight ahead, but there are still areas on each side of 

the area to explore. The area to the right has a large number of Jailer 

Handmaids near two chests, but don't rush in as a Stone Gargoyle will 

enter to the right. Pull each of the Handmaids back with ranged attacks 

until they're all gone and then approach the chests and turn around to 

take on the Stone Gargoyle. If you're having any trouble fighting the 

gargoyle you can exit back outside, the gargoyle will get stuck in the 

doorway, be wary of the other gargoyle that spawned in the hallway. 
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There are three chests in the area that is now clear: the two Mimics with 

a Rusted Gold Coin x2 and Greatshield of Glory and the chest on the 

right with an Ember. You can now cross to the opposite side of the 

area and kill the Stone Gargoyle, if you didn't already, and the 

remaining Jailer Handmaids. 

 

While it is possible to fight Yhorm, the Giant at this point you may wish 

to hold off until you can be sure that it won't affect the quest line of 

Sirris of the Sunless Realms, Ringfinger Leonhard, or joining Rosaria's 

Fingers. 

 

Anor Londo 
Anor Londo is one of the smallest areas in the game, consisting of the 

small areas outside the building and the main hall. If you played Dark 

Souls 2 you may be familiar with this area, but it is very easy to 

navigate even without this knowledge. 

 

Head up the stairs until a Silver Knight charges forward and then back 

up to fight it, as another Silver Knight will come up behind it. Grab the 

Large Soul of a Weary Warrior to the left of the stairs and then enter 

the arch on the right to encounter another Silver Knight, collecting the 

Soul of a Crestfallen Knight from the bottom of the stairs after 

defeating it. You can now return to the main staircase and enter the 

arch on the other side to find a entrance to the building with the 

Giant's Coal. 
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The stairs lead to the upper level of the main hall, where you'll 

encounter a number of Deacons of the Deep and Writhing Rotten Flesh. 

Make your way down the stairs and clear out the majority of the lower 

level, grabbing an Estus Shard from a chest at the base of the stairs 

and the Moonlight Arrows from the opposite staircase, and then head 

toward the left side of the main doors. 

 

A lever here will open the main gates, but approaching it will also cause 

the Deep Accursed to drop down. Make sure to pull the lever before 

you engage the accursed, as it will make returning to the main hall 

easier if you die, and once the doors are open back out toward the 

main staircase. The slant in the stairs will help you avoid any attacks 

from the Deep Accursed, as they often go over your head or won't land 

directly on you, and this should make defeating it for the Aldrich's 

Ruby much easier. 

 

You can now rest at the bonfire and simply rush through the main hall 

when you want to take on Aldrich. 

 

Boss: Aldrich, Devourer of Gods 

Stage 1 

Aldrich poses the most threat at long range, when he throws multiple 

Soul Spears, and when you stand in front of him, where his scythe 

attacks hit. You're first priority should be to rush toward Aldrich and get 

behind him, where his "tail" is an easy target that keeps you out of 

range of the majority of Aldrich's attacks. 
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After doing some damage Aldrich often retreats into the ground, create 

a dark hole that can deal damage if you are too close. At this point 

you'll want to watch the corners of the room across from your position 

until Aldrich breaks forth from the floor and rush him again, but be 

mindful of the fact that he usually summons another round of the 

Arcane Soulmasses or uses Soul Spear on your approach. While 

repeating this process for the rest of Stage 1 you'll want to keep an eye 

out for any time Aldrich moves backward away from you, as it is usually 

followed by one of his melee attacks, and roll anytime you aren't in a 

great position to strike his tail. 

 

Stage 2 

At half health Aldrich disappears once again and returns in flames, wit 

his weapon creating a fire trail wherever it goes. This damage is minimal 

compared to the rest of his attacks and should be ignored to focus on 

the deadlier attacks. 

 

Aldrich will now summon Arcane Soulmasses when he returns or 

retreats and his scythe attacks happen more often and have more 

range. The deadliest upgrade to Aldrich's new arsenal is the new Arrow 

Barrage, which summons a rain of arrows that'll follow you if you run. 

This can't be rolled or healed through and you must run for your life 

the minute you see him raise his bow. If you do this right the arrows 

will veer off just as you run out of stamina and you can return to 

Aldrich. 
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Stage 1 

Downward Slam Short Raises his scythe into the air and slams it into the ground 

Lunge Attack Medium Quickly lunges forward to strike anything in his path 

Horizontal Sweep Medium Raises his whole body and sweeps horizontally across the area 

Arrow Barrage Short Raises a bow and fires an multi-row arch of arrows downward 

Arcane Soulmass Long Summons a number of small homing soulmasses that fly toward you 

Soul Spear Long Shoots a spear of fast magic straight ahead, usually more than one 

Stage 2 

Lifehunt Scythe Medium Summons a scythe of magic and spins 360 degrees, absorbing your health 

Arrow Barrage 2 Long Raises a bow and fires a tower of arrows that will follow you around the arena 

Drops: 50,000 Souls, Cinders of a Lord (3), Soul of Aldrich 

 

After the battle you can take either of the spiral elevators up to collect 

the Sun Princess Ring from Gwynevere's chamber. 

 

NPC Quests (3) 
Return to Firelink Shrine and speak with the Shrine Handmaiden to 

notice a new item called a Budding Green Blossom, which has a 

description that informs you that Sirris has headed to the Pit of 

Hollows. Warp to the Dilapidated Bridge in Undead Settlement and 

make your way to the Curse-rotted Greatwood's boss arena to find 

Sirri's summon sign on the ground and answer her call. You'll be 

summoned to a fight with her and her grandfather, Holy Knight 

Hodrick, and you must not let Sirris die or she will be gone for good. 

Fighting Hodrick is similar to when he invaded you at the beginning of 

the game, but you'll want to keep his attention on you and not Sirris. 

Attack anytime he changes his focus to Sirris with a long combo and 

back off and let Sirris stun him before you attack when his attention is 

on you. If at any point Sirris is wounded pretty bad you'll want to go all 

out, even if that means death from lack of health, because you can 

always return to her world again. 
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Once Holy Knight Hodrick is dead, return to Firelink Shrine and speak 

with Sirris to accept her loyalty and then travel to the Pit of Hollows 

bonfire to collect the Sunset Armor Set near the Mound-makers altar. 

You can now return to Firelink Shrine and exit the arch on the second 

level, follow the cliff on the left side to the area with the Grave Warden 

overlooking the edge, and pick up the Sunset Shield from the 

tombstone. 

 

While this is not the end of Sirri's quest, the only other item obtained 

(Sunless Talisman) is the item she drops upon death. This means that 

the only reason to keep her alive would be for aid in future boss battles 

as a White Phantom. For this reason I'll now progress with Ringfinger 

Leonhard's quest and the Rosaria's Fingers covenant. 

 

Travel to Rosaria's Bed Chamber in Cathedral of the Deep and finally 

join the Rosaria's Fingers covenant, making sure to offer her at least 

one Pale Tongue. Doing this will cause Ringfinger Leonhard to move 

to this area, where you can speak with him, and also force Sirris to 

appear in Firelink Shrine, where you must kill her to obtain the Sunless 

Talisman. 

 

Return to Rosaria's Bed Chamber and collect the Black Eye Orb from 

Rosaria's corpse and then make your way to Gwynevere's chamber at 

the top of Anor Londo's boss room. Here you can use the orb to invade 

Leonhard's world and defeat him for the Soul of Rosaria, Crescent 

Moon Sword, and Silver Mask. 
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Note that the Soul of Rosaria can be used to revive Rosaria, but this is 

pointless since you can give covenant items without her being alive and 

the soul can be transposed into the Bountiful Sunlight spell. 

 

Completing Profaned Capital 
Boss: Yhorm, the Giant 

 

A cutscene will occur as you enter the fog wall as part of Siegward of 

Catarina's quest. This fight will be extremely easy with Siegward's help, 

as he can defeat Yhorm on his own by using the Storm Ruler's Weapon 

Skill. If Siegward is not aiding you in this fight you'll need to rush to the 

back of the area and grab the Storm Ruler near the throne and equip 

it. The blades Weapon Skill allows you to charge the weapon until it 

begins to glow and then release it to bring Yhorm to his knees. The 

blade must be fully charged to do the full damage and you don't need 

to use the skill right away after it is charged, so feel free to dodge to 

avoid any attacks. With this strategy you'll only need to focus on 

dodging in between each of the Weapon Skills attacks to finish Yhorm. 

 

No Stages 

Battle Cry - Roars, creating a shockwave that knocks you over 

Kneeling Strike Medium Steps forward and strikes the ground, kneeling in the process 

Backhand Slash Medium Sweeps the machete from back to front in an upward strike 

Turning Swipe Medium Performs a sweeping attack while turning around to strike 

Charge Long Grabs the machete with both hands and charges forward in a linear path 

Drops: 36,000 Souls, Cinders of a Lord (2), Soul of Yhorm the Giant 

 

After defeating Yhorm pick up the Storm Ruler, if you didn't do so in 

the battle, and then speak with Siegward for a Siegbrau. You'll then be 

teleported to Emma, High Priestess of Lothric in High Wall of Lothric, 
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but if you return to Yhorm's bonfire you can pick up Siegward's Storm 

Ruler, Pierce Shield, and the Catarina Armor Set. 

 

Reaching Lothric Castle 
Speak with Emma, High Priestess of Lothric to the north of Vordt's 

bonfire in High Wall of Lothric to obtain the Basin of Vows and then 

approach the altar behind her chair for a cutscene. 

 

Boss: Dancer of the Boreal Valley 

Stage 1 

The Dancer is a difficult fight because she has a high poise and uses 

wide sweeping attacks in long combos where a single hit could kill you. 

The trick to this fight is not to be greedy with your attacks as she'll 

strike back for significant damage if you try to exchange damage. 

Stick close to her side to easily roll under her long slender arms, but be 

careful as this leaves you open to being grabbed by her right arm. 

Listen carefully for a groan that she makes before she raises her arm to 

perform the grab and roll into or back away from her, as you'll get 

caught in the sweeping motion if you roll to the right. If you find 

yourself in trouble at any time you can back up behind a pillar to break 

line of sight and allow you to heal. 

 

Stage 2 

At half health a dark black cloud will surround the Dancer as she pulls a 

blade of ash from the ground, followed by a long sweeping combo of 

attacks. These attacks are extremely hard to roll through and you will 

often run out of stamina, so use a pillar for cover until the combo is 

complete. 
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The Dancer becomes more aggressive in Stage 2 with attacks that only 

leave a small window to strike back, meaning you're going to need to 

be close enough to get a hit in during these windows. Her attacks are 

much more wild and consist of 2 to 3 hits each and you're going to 

have to roll a lot to avoid taking damage, backing up only to heal when 

you know her attack combo is about to end. Don't be afraid to stick 

close to the pillars and use them for cover, especially if she begins to 

perform her Blade Dance attack again, and with a bit of luck you should 

make it through the fight. 

 

Stage 1 

Grab Short Grabs and slams you into the floor, followed by impaling you with her blade 

Triple Slash Medium A combo of three slashing attacks in a sweeping motion 

Downward Slam Medium Raises her blade and slams it into the floor 

Floor Sweep Medium Sweeps her blade across the floor in a sweeping attack 

Flame Rake Short Strikes the blade into the floor and rakes it in an 180 degrees arc with a flame trail 

Stage 2 

Cross Uppercut Medium Raises both blades and slashes in a crossing motion upward 

Duel Slam Medium Raises both blades and slams them into the floor 

Ash Cloud Medium Strikes the ash blade into the floor and produces an AOE cloud 

Blade Dance Long Spins around with both blades drawn in a long sweeping combo 

Drops: 60,000 Souls, Soul of the Dancer 

 

WARNING: If you speak to Greirat of the Undead Settlement after 

heading up the ladder behind Emma's chair he'll offer to pillage Lothric 

Castle. If you do this he is guaranteed to die and his ashes will be 

found later in the Grand Archives. 
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Consumed King's Garden 
Head up the ladder that appears after defeating the Dancer and turn 

left to find a Soul of a Weary Warrior and Cathedral Knight. Take the 

lift and roll off on the second level before it reaches the bottom to 

collect the Estus Shard and then stand on the opposite side of the 

balcony to observe the area below. From here you can use ranged 

attacks to defeat the Pus of Man near the trees below and then drop 

onto the platform below for a Titanite Chunk. 

 

The part of the ground covered in fog is where toxic build-up will occur, 

so rush toward the trees to get to higher ground to stop the build up. 

On the opposite side of the building is a Ring of Sacrifice and in the 

center of the area is a platform with a Cathedral Knight. From the 

platform you should be able to use ranged attacks on the nearby Pus of 

Man, breaking line of sight and backing up to avoid melee combat. You 

can then head under the platform to attack a bunch of Rotten Slugs 

and collect the Claw, Shadow Armor Set, Black Firebomb x2, and 

Human Pine Resin. 

 

Enter the archway on the side of the area and take the lift, rolling off 

halfway to reach a ledge with a Dragonscale Ring. Turn the corner and 

kill the Lothric Priest before you drop down to the ground and then 

take a left to return to the previous area. There is another Pus of Man 

on the right near a set of stairs leading to an upper ledge, so use the 

environment as cover while you fire ranged attacks to safely deal with it 

before checking under the stairs for a Dark Gem. You can now head up 

the stairs to find a Titanite Chunk and then check the opposite side of 

the area for Human Pine Resin x2 and a Titanite Chunk. 
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Head back up the stairs toward the back of the area to fight two more 

Cathedral Knights for a Magic Stoneplate Ring and then enter the boss 

area. 

 

Boss: Oceiros, the Consumed King 

 

Stage 1 

Ocieros cradles an invisible baby for the first half of the battle, limiting 

his attacks to the staff in his right hand. The majority of striking attacks 

can be avoided by sticking close to Oceiros and attacking only after he 

performs an attack. Watch out for when Oceiros strikes his staff into the 

floor and summons a mist of ice that does massive damage and back 

out of the area to attack his tail. The only other attacks that you need 

to worry about at this point is Oceiros' Tail Whip, indicated by lowering 

his upper body and raising his tail to sweep it in a 90 degree arc, and 

Jumping Slam, where he jumps into the area and slams back into the 

ground with his body and staff. 

 
Stage 2 

At half health Oceiros will drop his staff and become more aggressive 

with a number of feral attacks, crawling on all four legs. His attacks also 

become more feral, sweeping wildly as he charges forward or spinning 

in a circle. Try and stick behind him to avoid the majority of his attacks, 

except his spinning attack that does minimal damage, and run after him 

when he lunges across the area. The worst place to be in this half of 

the fight is in front of him, where a single combo of slashes will result 

in your death. 
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Stage 1 

Jumping Slam Medium Jumps into the air and slams down into the ground with his staff 

Tail Whip Medium Raises his tail and sweeps it in a 90 degree arc 

Ice Mist Medium Strikes his staff into the ground to create a circular mist of ice 

Stage 2 

Feral Spin Medium Spins in a circle with his tail sweeping across the ground 

Crystal Dragon Breath Medium Breaths a mist of ice, similar to the Ravenous Crystal Lizards 

Jumping Charge Long Jumps into the air and charges forward in a linear path 

Attack Charge Long Charges forward while attacking with both arms 

Drops: 58,000 Souls, Soul of Consumed Oceiros 

 

Enter the doorway near Oceiros' bonfire and head down the stairs 

through a hall full of dead Serpent-men. In the last room you'll find a 

Serpent-man alive, but it shouldn't prove much of a threat if you simply 

guard and then strike, and then collect the "Path of the Dragon" 

gesture. You can now open the two chests in the area for a Titanite 

Scale x2 and strike the back wall to reveal a hidden path to the 

Untended Graves. 

 

Archdragon Peak 
To reach Archdragon Peak you need to travel to Irithyll Dungeon, cross 

the bridge to the opposite side of the cell block, and then turn left and 

drop to the first floor to take the lift at the end of the hall. This leads to 

the area with the dragon-like statue meditating and you can now 

perform the Path of the Dragon gesture to teleport to Archdragon Peak. 

Follow the path and grab the Soul of a Weary Warrior near the 

mangled tree to the left and then head up the hill to encounter two 

Serpent-Men. These enemies use a variety of weapons that you can 

easily block with a shield, but they also have the ability to extend their 

necks to bite at you. Back up when you notice that they are stopping to 

extend their necks, as these attacks take a large chunk of stamina, and 
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make sure that they aren't blocking as they can parry your attacks. 

 

Serpent-man - While their normal attacks are weak, Serpent-men can 

extend their necks to close the distance and bite you or sweep across 

the area. These attacks take a lot more stamina to block than a 

standard attack and can leave you open to their weaker fast attacks, so 

back up to avoid them. Drops: Man Serpent Hatchet, Small Leather 

Shield, Large Titanite Shard, Titanite Chunk, Lightning Gem 

 

Head straight to the tip of the stone outcropping for a Lightning Gem 

and then backtrack a bit and turn right to find the Homeward Bone x2 

on the corpse leaning over the cliff edge. Up ahead are two Serpent-

men that spew fireballs at you for ranged damage and there are two 

melee version hiding near them. Use ranged attacks to deal with the 

fireball spewing versions before you head up to deal with the remaining 

ones, collect the Titanite Chunk, and activate the bonfire next to an 

Ember. 

 

Take the stairs and turn left before the arch to find a Titanite Chunk 

and then take the stairs up to the top of the gate. There is a Serpent-

man closest to you and behind him is a Large Serpent-man. The larger 

versions use a greataxe that it sweeps around in heavy attacks that are 

fairly easy to predict and avoid when you are close, but at long range 

the head of the axe can be thrown like a ball and chain.  

 

Large Serpent-man - Wielding a greataxe that they can throw on a 

chain to do ranged damage, these large enemies use heavy sweeping 

attacks that are easy to predict. Stick close and strike from behind while 
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they recover from an attack, but don't get too greedy because they can 

attack suddenly. Drops: Large Titanite Shard, Titanite Chunk, Lightning 

Gem 

 

There is an Ancient Dragon Greatshield on the tower section with the 

Large Serpent-man and a Titanite Chunk on the ground near the 

opposite stairs. Take the path to the left of the lever to encounter 

another Serpent-man and then collect the Lightning Clutch Ring. You 

can now pull the lever and move forward until the Ancient Wyvern 

swoops down. 

 

Boss: Ancient Wyvern 

Fighting the Ancient Wyvern on the ground is not only dangerous, but 

utterly pointless when the battle arena is designed to do otherwise. 

Ignore the Ancient Wyvern when it swoops in and rush up the stairs, 

turning left to enter a building with some Serpent-men. Roll past any 

attacks as you exit the building to the left and then turn right as soon 

as you enter the next building to find another staircase. Use an Estus 

Flask if you've taken any damage and then head up the stairs and 

ignore more Serpent-men and continue across the bridge. Continue 

until you spot a fog wall where the boss area ends and climb the ladder 

to the left, taking cover around the corner if the Ancient Wyvern is 

breathing fire at you, and then drop onto another platform on the other 

side. From here you're safe from the Wyvern's flame breath attack that 

arcs into the air and you can freely use ranged attacks until it dies. 

Drops: 70,000 Souls, Dragon Head Stone 
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You'll automatically be teleported to the next bonfire, but after 

activating it you should travel to the previous bonfire. 

Enter the area where you first encountered the Ancient Wyvern and 

collect the Large Soul of a Weary Warrior and then turn right and 

head down another set of stairs. Grab the Ember x2 and Stalk Dung 

Pie x6 and then walk around the destroyed railing on the right, 

following the narrow ledge to the Ring of Steel Protection. 

Head back up the stairs and grab the Large Soul of a Nameless 

Soldier and Lightning Urn x4 outside the building straight ahead and 

then enter to find three Serpent-men. If you're lucky you might be able 

to pull one of the three back individually, but if you end up with all 

three you can use ranged attacks. 

 

Enter the next building and rush the fireball spewing Serpent-man on 

the left before you grab the Titanite Chunk and then enter the only 

window not barred over to find a ladder leading to Twinkling Titanite 

x2. You can now head back up the ladder and take the stairs, but roll 

back as soon as you head through the arch at the end because two 

Serpent-men will drop from above in an attempt to ambush you while 

you pick up the Dung Pie x3. Take the next set of stairs to encounter a 

shielded Serpent-man and then hold up your shield as you continue 

forward to block the charging attack of the Serpent-man on the left. 

Enter the archway and circle upstairs to the top of the tower with a 

Large Serpent-man, which you'll want to fight in the middle of the area 

to avoid another Serpent-man hiding nearby from joining the fight. You 

can now kill the two Serpent-men remaining on the roof and grab the 

Titanite Chunk x2 and Lightning Bolts. 
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From the roof you can use ranged attacks on the Serpent-man standing 

in front of the larger version across the way, since it will spew fireballs 

at you if you wait until you're trying to fight the Large Serpent-man. 

Make sure to pull the larger version down the stairs before you fight it 

and then head up the stairs and fight off the final Serpent-man near the 

ladder. You can now take the ladder, drop onto the platform on the 

other side, and take the other ladder to Twinkling Titanite x2. 

Use a Homeward Bone to return to Firelink Shrine or the previous 

bonfire and then teleport to the second bonfire. There is a Serpent-man 

Summoner in the area next to the bonfire and when you hear the 

chime the summoner will call the aid of a champion.  

 

There are three different versions of champions that can be spawned: 

• A heavy armor version with a great club that is identical to Havel 

• A medium armored version that drops the Drakeblood Greatsword 

• A nearly naked version that drops the Ricard's Rapier 

The summoner will continue to spawn the champion over and over 

again until you defeat it, making them your first priority. Enter the room 

and stand on the stairs until you see the circular summon symbol, 

making sure the champion spawns on the first floor, and the rush 

upstairs and circle back around the stairs to kill the summoner who tries 

to protect itself with some homing dark orbs. 

 

If you're facing the stairs from the summoner's location you can find a 

lift to the right that leads down toward the first bonfire and an archway. 

Enter the arch and then roll backwards to avoid an ambush from two 

Serpent-men and then defeat them to collect the Titanite Scale 

outside. Downstairs, defeat the champion that was summoned and then 
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use the Path of the Dragon gesture between the two statues to obtain 

the Calamity Ring. Exit the doorway behind you and head up the stairs 

and attack the Rock Lizard to the right, which likes to charge with its 

head when it isn't breathing fire, and then pick up the Titanite Scale x2. 

This will dump you back upstairs near a Soul of a Crestfallen Knight 

that you can grab before leaving the area and examining the closed 

gate for a Dragonslayer Spear. 

 

Head down the stairs and note the two shielded Serpent-men straight 

ahead, but what you want to watch out for is the one hiding in the 

second alcove on the left. Lure the enemies with greatshields to attacks 

before you strike to get past their guard and then continue forward, 

stopping before you enter the room to spot two more Serpent-men 

hiding by the pillars. Use ranged attacks to pull each of the over and 

then look over the ledge to the right to spot another enemy that you 

can plunging attack. 

 

Take the stairs and climb the ladder on the back of the nearest pillar to 

grab the Thunder Stoneplate Ring and then head back down to deal 

with the Large Serpent-man near the wooden walkway. Cross to the 

other side and rush into the building to kill a Crystal Lizard (Twinkling 

Titanite x3) and then check the balcony for a chest with Titanite Scale 

x3. There are two Rock Lizards outside that you'll need to kill and then 

head up the stairs until another wyvern swoops in and turn around, 

grabbing the Soul of a Weary Warrior as you drop through the 

window back into the building. 
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Wait for the wyvern to move to the nearby tower and shoot it with an 

arrow to make it fly off and then head back outside. You'll notice that 

the wyvern has taken position high above on another tower, but this 

time when you fire an arrow it will remain in its current position. You 

can easily snipe through the majority of the wyverns health with no 

retaliation until it is well below a third of its life and then it will swoop 

back down to your location. Drop through the window into the building 

again and then walk outside and peek around the corner just enough 

to fire arrow at the wyvern's wing for the remainder of its life to obtain 

Titanite Chunk x6, Titanite Scale x3, and Twinkling Titanite x3. 

Slowly make your way up the stairs to encounter a few Rock Lizards and 

then enter the building and follow the path to a room with a Serpent-

man Summoner. Wait for the champion to be summoned, since this is 

usually the one that drops Ricard's Rapier, and then use ranged attacks 

to defeat the summoner. You can now take the stairs and turn left, 

noting the large bell to the left, and then activate the bonfire straight 

ahead. 

 

Head down the stairs and pull the Serpent-man behind the wall where 

you can defeat it without having fireballs shooting at you and then kill 

the other Serpent-man. Collect the Large Soul of a Crestfallen Knight 

from the center of the area and then head up the stairs nearby and 

attack the Rock Lizard near the ladder before opening the chest with 

Twinkling Titanite x3. The ladder leads up to the corpse of a dragon 

with Havel facing away from you, so sneak up behind him and start the 

fight with a backstab. Havel has a large HP pool and incredibly high 

poise that will allow him to strike through your attacks with his own 

deadly attacks. Don't take him on in an face-to-face exchange and wait 
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for her to perform an attack before you even consider attacking him. If 

you want to be extra safe you can easily defeat Havel with ranged 

attacks, since he is slow and has attacks that are heavily telegraphed. 

After defeating Havel you can collect the Dragon Tooth, Havel's 

Greatshield, and Titanite Slab, but don't leave the roof just yet. Face 

the ladder to gain some bearing and then head to the right wall to find 

a gap that drops you onto a ledge with the Great Magic Barrier spell. 

Return to the bonfire and exit down the stairs again and continue south 

this time to encounter a large number of Serpent-men and Large 

Serpent-men. Back up and try to pull each of them individually to fight 

them on the stairs leading to the bonfire, but if you are having a lot of 

difficulty you can actually summon Hawkwood near the bonfire if you're 

embered. Once all of the enemies are clear head toward the ruins and 

check to the left of the building for a Rock Lizard guarding the Dragon 

Chaser's Ashes. You can now head through the ruins to the peak and 

perform the Path of the Dragon gesture to obtain the Twinkling 

Dragon Torso Stone. 

 

The only thing left to do in Archdragon Peak is taking on the boss that 

is considered the hardest in the game, so you'll want to ignore that 

until the end of the game. 

 

NPC Quests (4) 
Speak with Andre the Blacksmith in Firelink Shrine to receive a 

challenge from Hawkwood and the Hawkwood's Swordgrass. You can 

now travel to the Abyss Watchers bonfire to find Hawkwood, who'll be 

hostile and must be defeated. 
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Hawkwood uses the Farron Greatsword, which has fluid sweeping 

attacks in 2-3 hit combos that are difficult to avoid, and also carries 6 

Estus Flasks. If you're going to fight him fact-to-face you need to wait 

for his heavy downward slash attack that has a decent recovery time, 

since the remainder of his attacks can chain unexpectedly into other 

attacks. Don't be afraid to back up and use an Estus Flask of your own 

if you've taken a hit or two and try and stay full health because a good 

combo from Hawkwood can do a significant amount of damage. If you 

manage to defeat Hawkwood you'll obtain the Twinkling Dragon Head 

Stone, but if you are defeat he will take the Twinkling Dragon Torso 

Stone you found in Archdragon Peak. 

 

In addition if you defeated Havel in Archdragon Peak you can find the 

Havel's Armor Set near the Stray Demons location above the Old Wolf 

of Farron's bonfire. 

 

Untended Graves 
The Untended Graves is a dark version of the Cemetery of Ash and 

Firelink Shrine that has the exact same layout as the ones you're familiar 

with. Exit the bonfire area to collect the Shriving Stone and then turn 

left to find a Corvian Storyteller and three Corvians. It's best to defeat 

the Storyteller with ranged attacks first so that it doesn't cause the 

other three to transform and become highly aggressive and then finish 

off the remaining enemies to collect the Ashen Estus Ring. 

 

Continue forward and pick up the Soul of a Crestfallen Knight and 

then take the left path up the stairs to encounter a Cathedral Grave 

Warden and Starved Hound near a Titanite Chunk. Head down the 
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stairs to encounter another Cathedral Grave Warden that patrols the 

center of the area and then pick up another Titanite Chunk near a 

group of Staved Hounds. The watery path leads to two Ravenous 

Crystal Lizards that you'll want to split up, so pull one with a ranged 

attack and lead it back through the path to the open area. This'll give 

you more room to fight without having the second one join the fight 

and then you can defeat the other for a total of Titanite Scale x4. 

Continue and when you reach the area where the bonfire was in 

Cemetery of Ash you'll be invaded by the Dark Spirit Daughter of 

Crystal Kreimhild. As the name indicates Kreimhild uses the crystal spells 

such as Crystal Soul Spear, Crystal Hail, and Homing Crystal Soulmass 

and she also wield a rapier that can be used for swift combos. 

Unfortunately, she has decided to spawn near a cliff that you can lure 

her to step off by circling around her so that she backs away from you 

toward the narrow path. 

 

You can now clear out the standard Grave Wardens, collect the Hidden 

Blessing, and enter the boss arena where you encountered Iudex 

Gundyr. 

 

Boss: Champion Gundyr 

While Gundyr doesn't transform like Iudex, he has an extended moveset 

of hand-to-hand attacks and a kick to the face he performs when you 

get behind him. Stick close and roll often to avoid his combos, which 

happen suddenly and without a lengthy telegraph, and then strike with 

a small combo before rolling back. If you stick around too long your 

will either by struck by his fist or foot, depending on where you are 

standing, but this is minor damage compared to the rest of his attacks. 
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At about half health Gundyr enters Stage 2, but this is just an increase 

in his speed and aggressive behavior. The trick at this point is to heal 

when you know it's safe, usually by backing up during his combo and 

using an Estus Flask near the end. Keep your health high and roll often 

and you should be able to bring him down. 

 

No Stages 

Grab Short Grabs you with his left arm and impales you before being thrown 

Sidekick Short Knocks you back with a kick when attacked from the side or back 

Fist Punch Short Punches with his left arm, usually in a combo 

Foot Stomp Short Stomps into the ground, causing a shockwave that knocks you over 

Lunging Charge Medium Charges forward with his halberd, piercing through you 

Drops: 60,000 Souls, Soul of Champion Gundyr 

 

Make sure to grab the Black Knight Glaive from the boss arena and 

then head toward Firelink Shrine, where you'll encounter a number of 

Black Knights, but each is far enough from the others that you won't 

have to fight more than one at a time. Check the area to the right of 

the shrine entrance for the Hornet Ring and then pass the entrance 

and head toward the locked gate on the left side of the shrine for the 

Chaos Blade. Backtrack and head up the stairs for a Soul of a 

Crestfallen Knight and then enter the darkened Firelink Shrine. 

Collect the Coiled Sword Fragment from the bonfire location and then 

speak with the Shrine Handmaiden, who has her own inventory that you 

can only access here. Make sure to grab the Blacksmith Hammer, 

where Andre the Blacksmith is usually located, and then head down 

toward the right side of the area to where Irina is located to reveal a 

hidden path with the Eyes of a Fire Keeper. 
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The Eyes of a Fire Keeper must be given to the Firekeeper in order to 

achieve the ending, "The End of Fire". 

 

Lothric Castle 
Travel to the Dancer of the Boreal Valley bonfire and climb the ladder 

again, taking the left path to reach the Consumed King's Garden. Enter 

the building on the right once again and this time take the lift to the 

top instead of rolling off halfway. Collect the Titanite Scale on the base 

floor before taking the stairs to encounter a few Hollow Slaves and then 

head up another set of stairs to kill the Lothric Priests. You can now 

grab the Titanite Chunk and open the door to return to the entrance 

of Lothric Castle. 

 

This time enter the room across from the ladder to find a Lothric Knight 

and Lothric Priest and make sure to rush the priest before it provides 

buffs to the Lothric Knight. These are the same version you fought in 

High Wall of Lothric, with some added health, so you shouldn't have 

too much trouble with them. Collect the Soul of a Crestfallen Knight 

from the altar and enter the next room, waiting at the base of the stairs 

for another Lothric Knight. Back up into the previous room to fight it 

where the Lothric Priest can't buff it and then take the stairs and kill the 

Lothric Priest hidden in the small alcove. You can now defeat the Lothric 

Knight further down the hall and activate the bonfire in the next room. 

Enter the room on the right and wait at the base of the stairs for a 

Lothric Knight and back up into the previous room to fight it before 

you take the stairs and kill the Lothric Priest hidden in the small alcove. 

You can now defeat the Lothric Knight further down the hall and 

activate the bonfire in the next room. 
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Exit the opposite side of the bonfire room to open the chest for the 

Armor of Prayer Set and then grab the Titanite Chunk near the railing. 

Head up the stairs to encounter a group of Hollow Soldiers and focus 

on the ones with crossbows first and then take the stairs down to find a 

Titanite Chunk. There are some more Hollow Soldiers hanging on the 

railing that'll try and ambush you when you pick up the chunk, so finish 

them and then head back up the stairs to enter the nearby building. 

If you look up you'll notice a Winged Knight above, who will drop down 

when you pick up the Twinkling Titanite straight ahead. These enemies 

use quick attacks and have high poise that make them hard to stagger, 

but you can easily avoid their attacks by rolling into them. It's also 

possible to backstab the Winged Knights if you get behind them, but 

don't focus on this and just try to get in a hit or two before rolling to 

avoid their attacks. You can now enter the building and climb the 

ladder and then strike the wall to reveal a hidden path with the Winged 

Knight Armor Set and Sacred Bloom Shield. 

 

Drop back down into the area with the Hollow Soldiers and continue up 

the stairs to encounter more soldiers. Stop at the base of the stairs and 

look up to spot a Hollow Soldier high above that throws pots to 

prevent the use of Estus Flasks and used ranged attacks to deal with 

him before you move forward and atatck the crossbow soldiers on the 

right. You can now collect the Large Soul of a Weary Warrior and 

Titanite Chunk x2 and then head up the stairs and activate the bonfire 

to the left near an Ember. Head up the large set of stairs and ignore 

the bridge for now and attack the Lothric Knight on the opposite side 

of the area, near the Greatlance. As you cross the bridge a second 

wyvern will swoop in and take position on the left building. Back up and 
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stand to the left or right of the stairs and use the wall as cover and 

defeat either of the wyverns to stop them both. You can now cross the 

bridge and check the courtyard for Lightning Urn x6, Ember x2, and 

Refined Gem. 

 

Backtrack to the bridge and drop down onto the ledge closest to the 

wyverns for an Undead Bone Shard and then drop down and check the 

dead end to the right, rushing the Pus of Man to kill him before he 

transforms. Make sure to collect the Twinkling Titanite x2 and Titanite 

Chunk x2 and then kill another Pus of Man before it transforms on the 

left. You can now enter the building and break the crates in the corner 

to reveal Lightning Urn x3 and then exit the other side and kill the 

Crystal Lizard (Twinkling Titanite x2). 

 

There is a single Hollow Assassin in this alley, but as you walk forward a 

number of them will drop down and ambush you. Rush through to the 

other side and turn around to defeat the assassins and then pick up the 

Large Soul of a Nameless Soldier. Head up the stairs to encounter a 

Wined Knight with a halberd that he uses to spin in multiple 360 

degree circles in an attempt to mow you down. Back down the stairs to 

force the Winged Knight to come down on your side and then back up 

down the alley. This'll give you more room to maneuver or you can run 

past the Winged Knight and head back up the stairs, since he'll often 

get stuck on the stairs trying to spin attack you while you perform 

ranged attacks. You can now check the area where the Winged Knight 

entered for a Sniper Crossbow and some Sniper Bolts and then head 

back toward the alley and turn left to drop down and return to the 

bonfire. 
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Head back up to the bridge and this time drop onto the ledge on the 

bonfire's side for a Titanite Chunk. Follow the ledge to a set of stairs 

leading to a courtyard with a crossbow Hollow Soldier, which you can 

defeat before you enter the courtyard, and then deal with the two Large 

Hollow Soldiers. The path straight ahead leads to a dead end with two 

Lothric Knights, so enter the building on the right to find a Large Soul 

of a Nameless Soldier and Raw Gem. 

 

The stairs lead down to a cellar with a Boreal Outrider Knight that'll 

demolish you in the close quarters, so back up the stairs before you 

fight it. If you don't want to run the risk of melee combat it is possible 

to fire a few ranged attacks at the Boreal Knight and then run away 

until it loses you. Do this a handful of times and you should bring the 

enemy down to obtain the Irithyll Rapier and then head downstairs to 

open the chest with Twinkling Titanite x3, a Titanite Scale, and the 

Spirit Tree Crest Shield. 

 

Head back upstairs and turn right to return to the courtyard with the 

dead wyverns and then cross the area to enter another doorway on the 

opposite side. This area is full of explosive barrels with two Hollow 

Soldiers to the upper left and upper right that toss firebombs at you. 

Take out the one to the upper left first and then enter the area and roll 

through the barrels to the left to find Black Firebomb x3. You can now 

kill the hollow hiding nearby and use ranged attacks to deal with the 

other Hollow Soldier throwing firebombs across the way. There is 

another hollow on the same ledge as the one that was throwing 

firebombs, hidden in the dark to the left of the ladder straight ahead, 

and then climb the ladder to collect the Large Soul of a Nameless 
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Soldier. Wait and make sure no more enemies are following you up the 

ladder and then use ranged attacks to defeat the Pus of Man in the 

corner. This will cause the corpse of the wyvern to disappear and grant 

you the Titanite Chunk x2 and Ember x2. Exit through the arch 

opposite the Pus of Man to encounter some more Hollow Soldiers and 

then check the area for a Titanite Chunk and Titanite Scale before 

heading back inside. 

 

Take the stairs to deal with more Hollow Soldiers before you grab the 

Pale Pine Resin and then kill the lantern carrying Hollow Soldier 

entering through the arch on the right. Exit and clear the outside patio 

of the remaining Hollow Assassins and collect the Titanite Scale and 

then return inside. The chest inside is a Mimic with Titanite Scale x3, so 

deal with it and then enter the adjacent room and pull the lever to raise 

the gate and create a shortcut. Stand on the corpse with the Large Soul 

of a Weary Warrior and use ranged attacks to defeat the Lothric 

Knight and then drop down and head up the opposite stairs. 

This leads to the courtyard outside the boss arena with a Sunlight 

Medal next to the lift that create a shortcut back to the beginning of 

Lothric Castle. 

 

Look away from the lift for bearings and then turn left and circle around 

the building to find a ladder up to the rooftop. Defeat the two Hollow 

Soldiers with crossbows and the Large Hollow Soldier and then take the 

ladder down to the study for a Knight's Ring. You can now defeat the 

Lothric Knight down the hall and enter the room to find the Sunlight 

Altar, which you can examine for the "Praise the Sun" gesture, and 

then open the chest with Titanite Scale x3. 
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Head across the courtyard and enter the arch to find a Rusted Coin x2 

and a chest with a Titanite Scale and then exit onto the balcony. Make 

sure to grab the Red Tearstone Ring and then find the gap in the 

railing to drop down and collect the Caitha's Chime. The two Lothric 

Knights below are the ones near the Boreal Outrider Knight, so you can 

ignore them and use a Homeward Bone to return to the bonfire and 

take the lift back up to the courtyard. 

 

This time head left to find a gap in the wall overlooking the white 

wyvern and use ranged attacks to kill the Pus of Man for the Titanite 

Chunk x2 and Ember x2. Drop down and collect the Soul of a 

Crestfallen Knight and then head inside the building to defeat the 

Mimic for a Sunlight Straight Sword. This is the last Mimic in the game 

and should also drop the Symbol of Avarice, but you may need to 

reload for it to spawn. You can now grab the Braille Divine Tome of 

Lothric and make your way back to the boss arena. 

 

Boss: Dragonslayer Armour 

Stage 1 

The Dragonslayer uses a greataxe and large shield that give an 

intimidating presence, but his attacks are slow and heavily telegraphed. 

The trick to the first half of the fight is to lure the Dragonslayer to 

attack and roll around his side to attack, but prepare to roll more than 

once if he is performing a combo. Both his axe and his shield can be 

used as weapons and make sure you stay in the center of the bridge 

when avoiding him, since his attacks can break through the railing and 

leave an area for you to be pushed off. The deadliest attack at this 

stage is when he puts his shield away and raises the axe into the sky, 

slamming down with lightning strike that does AOE damage. 
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Stage 2 

The transformation to Stage 2 occurs when the Dragonslayer takes a 

knee and raises his axe, slamming it into the ground to create a vortex 

around him. At this point he'll become much more aggressive and the 

dragons overlooking the battle have the ability to toss in some damage 

of their own with blood-like rain. Play defensively whenever the 

Dragonslayer is two-handing his axe, as he'll either charge or perform a 

sweeping attack that can kill you. The rest of the fight is similar to 

before, although his aggressive nature gives you little time to use an 

Estus Flask. Don't be afraid to use the fountain at the center of the area 

for cover and keep moving to avoid any incoming fire from the 

dragons. 

 

Stage 1 

Shield Bash Short Bashes forward with the shield, creating a shockwave effect 

Shield Charge Long Charges forward with his shield raised, bashing it into the ground at the end 

Shield Slam Short Arcs the shield up and slams it straight down into the ground 

Horizontal Sweep Medium Raises his axe and sweeps across the air at medium height 

Backhand Sweep Medium Sweeps through the air with his axe with his backhand 

Downward Slam Medium Slowly pulls the axe up into an arc and slams it into the ground 

Lightning Strike Medium Two-hands his axe, slamming it into the ground to create a lightning AOE 

Stage 2 

Two-handed Sweep Long Sweeps his axe across the area in a 180 degree arc 

Raking Uppercut Long Rakes his axe across the ground as he charges forward in an uppercut 

Drops: 64,000 Souls, Soul of Dragonslayer Armour 

 

Now that you have all the Braille Tomes you can purchase all of Irina's 

light Miracles, everything except the last five, and then refresh the area. 

She'll move to the base of the tower that Patches locked you in and 

leave the two dark tomes on the ground. 
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Grand Archives 
Head down the stairs from the Dragonslayer Armour bonfire and then 

check the area to the right to find a Titanite Chunk down another set 

of stairs. You can now continue to the bonfire and collect the Grand 

Archives Key and Gotthard Twinswords from the corpse. Enter the 

building and rush up the stairs straight ahead to attack the Crystal Sage 

when it appears and it'ill eventually teleport higher up the library. 

Return to the main hall and take the stairs to the left to kill two Hollow 

Slaves and then grab the Titanite Chunk up another set of stairs. You 

can now backtrack and cross the area to take the other set of stairs that 

lead to a Crystal Lizard (Crystal Gem, Twinkling Titanite). 

 

Follow the path to the left of the stairs, if you didn't accidentally drop 

down it while chasing the Crystal Lizard, and then turn right and attack 

the Grand Archives Scholar straight ahead. These enemies have low 

health pools and are relatively weak, but the version with a lit candle 

have the ability to cast spells and toss wax to limit your movement. This 

will leave without the ability to even roll and you'll find yourself 

vulnerable to other enemies that often appear near them.  

 

Grand Archives Scholar - There are two versions of the scholar: the 

dagger carrying one that isn't much of a threat and the caster, which 

use their wax to limit your movement ability and leave you vulnerable 

to other enemies. Use ranged attacks or rush them in an arc to avoid 

walking straight into their wax and then defeat them with a long melee 

combo to the side. Drops: Scholar's Candlestick, Scholar's Robe, Crystal 

Gem 
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Turn right to pick up the Titanite Chunk and kill the Hollow Slave that 

drops from above and then turn around and kill the three Grand 

Archives Scholars. Face away from the tub of wax and head up the 

stairs on the right for a Titanite Scale and then drop down and take 

the stairs, killing the Hollow Slave and grabbing a Soul of a Crestfallen 

Knight. Return to the wax tub again and this time walk through the 

bookshelves on the left to encounter a Lothric Knight near a gap in the 

railing with a Titanite Chunk. You can now check the small study to 

find the Crystal Chime before you return to the wax. 

 

As you may have noticed there are a great deal of bookshelves in the 

Grand Archive and from here on out they will often have ghost arms 

that extend from them whenever you get close, causing Curse build-up. 

To prevent this you'll want to dip you head in any of the number of 

tubs of wax located throughout the archives to prevent damage or 

build-up from these ghost, allowing you to explore freely. Dunk your 

head in the wax and enter the archway to the right and rush either of 

the two Crystal Lizards in the corner, though it is difficult to kill them 

both in one run (Twinkling Titanite x2 / Twinkling Titanite, Chaos 

Gem). The Soul of a Nameless Soldier is located against a bookshelf, 

which will likely be your first experience with the aforementioned 

ghostly arms, and to the right is a lever that opens a nearby doorway. 

Turn left to enter the alcove and collect the Witch's Locks and Power 

Within spell and then take the large set of stairs and kill the Scholar to 

the left near a Titanite Scale. 
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Head for the exit to encounter another Scholar entering the room and 

then turn right as you pass through the archway to grab a Titanite 

Chunk. Turn around and look up to spot the Crystal Sage on the level 

above and use ranged attacks to strike the top of his head, forcing him 

to teleport. You can now kick the ladder to the right down to create a 

shortcut and defeat the Crystal Lizard ahead (Twinkling Titanite x2). 

Exit onto the balcony straight ahead for Homeward Bone x3 and then 

return inside and be mindful of the Crystal Sage's attacks as you pull 

the level across from the balcony. You can now rush up the stairs to the 

left and kill three Hollow Slaves near a Titanite Chunk and another tub 

of wax. 

 

Backtrack and head up the opposite stairs to encounter another Scholar 

and then rush to the balcony and turn around, attacking the two 

Hollow Slaves that drop down from above. Take the stairs to the left to 

encounter another Scholar and two more Hollow Slaves and then turn 

your attention to the Crystal Sage. From this level you should be able to 

use ranged attacks on the Crystal Sage to force him to teleport, but 

when he returns he'll appear on the same bridge that he left. This 

means you can keep firing arrows at him until you defeat him for the 

Crystal Scroll. With the area now clear of the Crystal Sage it's much 

easier to explore without the worry of incoming magic. 

 

Head back down the stairs, but instead of continuing to the previous 

floor follow the bookshelves along the wall to a gap in the railing where 

you can drop to find a Titanite Scale. Roll off this bookshelf into the 

center of the area to land on another bookshelf below, near the Avelyn, 

and then drop to the first floor. Return toward the area with the large 
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tub of wax up the stairs, but turn right instead of left to enter a new 

alcove and collect the Titanite Slab. You can now dip your head in wax 

again and return to the fourth floor, where you killed the Crystal Sage. 

Continue forward and kill the Scholar on the left before you grab the 

Titanite Scale and then head to the opposite wall and strike it to reveal 

a hidden path with a Boreal Outrider Knight. Defeat the Boreal Knight 

with melee or ranged attacks to obtain the Outrider Knight Armor Set 

and then pass through the room to find the Soul Stream spell. 

 

Backtrack and turn left to find a ladder, with a Titanite Scale in the 

corner, and then take the ladder down to grab a Shriving Stone. The 

arch to the left is a dead end with a Lothric Knight and the bridge to 

the left is where you killed the Crystal Sage, but before you go 

anywhere you'll want to pull the lever next to the stairs. This will create 

a shortcut by moving the two bookshelves, while also revealing the well 

hidden Scholar Ring. You can now head across the bridge and look for 

a gap in the railing on the left that drops you down onto a Crystal 

Lizard (Titanite Scale x2). 

 

Return to the bridge and continue across it and then take the lift inside 

to find another lever that creates a shortcut to the first floor of the 

Grand Archives. Head back up the lift and exit the doorway to reach a 

library section with three Scholars on the ground and another on the 

level above that overlooks the area and then collect the Titanite Scale 

x3 from the chest and Large Soul of a Crestfallen Knight near the 

bookshelves. You can now rush up the stairs to find a Crystal Lizard 

(Twinkling Titanite, Refined Gem) and then grab the Fleshbite Ring 

before heading outside. 
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Take the ladder down and turn the corner, but instead of heading over 

the rooftops look down to the right to spot a ledge between the roof 

and the buttress. Drop down and collect the Titanite Chunk near the 

Lothric Knight, which is the same knight near the bridge at the top of 

the archives, and then follow the ledge to enter a passage with a 

Hollow Gem. This path leads to a Corvian Storyteller with three other 

Corvians that you'll want to handle with care and then walk onto the 

roof straight ahead make your way to the left corner. From here you 

can jump to the adjacent roof with Titanite Scale x3 and then roll onto 

the balcony of the archives. 

 

Make your way back up to the rooftops and this time follow the path 

down the ladder and onto a flat roof, where a Stone Gargoyle attacks 

as you approach the Titanite Chunk. Continue across the roofs and 

around the building, but watch out for another Stone Gargoyle that 

charges you when round the corner. Once defeated you can head up 

the slanted roof to grab the Soul of a Weary Warrior and then turn 

the corner to spot two more Crystal Lizards (Twinkling Titanite, Heavy 

Gem / Twinkling Titanite, Sharp Gem). Once again you'll likely only be 

able to defeat one of the lizards, but don't be to concerned if they run 

off because they have a habit of falling to their death.A Stone Gargoyle 

will swoop down from above after you've dealt with the Crystal Lizards, 

so defeat it and follow the rooftops until it drops you onto another roof 

with a Titanite Chunk. There are two more Stone Gargoyles on this roof 

that you'll need to fight, but it is possible to run past them and drop 

onto the balcony to the right. You can now enter the building through 

the broken window to collect the Ember and Undead Bone Shard and 

then kick down the ladder. 
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Continue around the inside of the archives and ignore the doorway 

leading outside and then make your way to the dead end with Titanite 

Chunk x2, defeating the Hollow Slaves and Lothric Knight on the way. 

You can now backtrack to the doorway and head outside, but be careful 

as you enter the courtyard because there are three unkindled up ahead. 

Defeating these enemies can be difficult because they'll all attack at 

once, even if you only pull one with an arrow, so you'll need to out 

maneuver them. 

 

There are two melee unkindled, one with a greataxe and the other with 

a katana and arbalast, and the other is a pure mage. This means that 

the greataxe unkindled is likely going to be the one that will rush in 

first while the other two hang back and use ranged attacks, so breaking 

line of sight is the key to avoiding damaged from the other two 

unkindled. If need be you can back up into the archives in the hopes 

that the other two will lose interest, but don't be afraid to be 

aggressive. Once you are left with the katana and mage you shouldn't 

have too much of an issue avoiding the arrows while you defeat the 

mage and then finish off the other (Golden Wing Crest Shield, Sage's 

Crystal Staff, Onikiri and Ubadachi). Head up the stairs and grab the 

Large Soul of a Crestfallen Knight and then activate the lift that leads 

all the way down to the Grand Archives bonfire. 

 

Exit through the doorway and veer right straight away to find a 

staircase leading to the dome of the building with a Soul of a 

Crestfallen Knight and then cross the rooftops to the top of the Grand 

Archives. When you head up the stairs to reach the peak of the dome a 

group of Winged Knights will fly in, so rush back down the stairs before 
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they spot you and turn aggressive. 

 

These golden versions have full blown wings and can use jumping 

attacks, but they aren't very different from their un-winged counterparts 

other than that. Wait for the one Winged Knight that patrols around the 

rooftop to walk off to the right and then enter and take on the one 

with the halberd. You have a decent amount of room to maneuver to 

the right, following the patrolling Winged Knight, but don't wander too 

far to the left because there is another Winged Knight nearby. You need 

to finish the first one quickly, as the patrol will eventually make its way 

all the way around the dome and will join the fight. Provided you finish 

the first one off before the second one comes back round you should 

be able to finish off the other two without any issues to obtain a 

Titanite Slab. 

 

Check the rooftop area for an Estus Shard and then head up the stairs 

and climb the tower to collect the Hunter's Ring. Make your way back 

down and enter the tower to find a hole in the floor that drops you 

onto a beam and then drop into the cage to find the Divine Pillars of 

Light spell. Exit the cage onto the wooden beam and turn your camera 

to spot the caster Man-grub and kill it with ranged attacks, or it will 

end up knocking you off the beams, and then turn around to spot a 

Blessed Gem. You can now roll onto the metal beams below and 

search for the ladder that leads to two chest with a Divine Blessing and 

Twinkling Titanite x3. 
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Make your way back to the top of the Grand Archives, either by using a 

Homeward Bone and taking the lift or by running there from your 

current location, and then time take the stairs straight ahead as you 

exit. All that lies between you and the boss ahead is a bunch of Hollow 

Slaves and a few Lothric Knight, but don't miss the lift to the right at 

the top of the stairs. This will lead to the area near the Dragonslayer 

Armor boss arena in Lothric Castle, but the much more interesting part 

is the fact that this is a two platform lift. This means that if you ride the 

lift down and activate it to head back up, rolling off so you don't take 

it, another platform will take its place that goes down to a well hidden 

Titanite Slab. 

 

If you purchase all of Orbeck's spells he will be available to summon for 

the upcoming boss fight: his sign appears on the right platform of the 

top of the large stairs. 

 

Boss: Lothric and Lorian 

Stage 1 

For the first half of the battle you'll be dealing with Lorian and as the 

cutscene shows he lacks the ability to walk, but that doesn't stop him. 

Lorian teleports around the arena in a white light, either to get closer or 

as part of his attack, and you'll want to roll the moment this occurs 

because he does so extremely fast. Once you understand this part of 

the fight the rest of Stage 1 becomes much easier, with your priority 

being to roll under his attacks and then strike. Watch out for when he 

rises onto his legs and slams his blade down in a massive strike and 

don't be afraid to back up a few feet to use an Estus Flask, just don't go 

too far or he'll teleport and slap you mid heal. 
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Stage 2 

When you bring Lorian to his knees his brother will come down and 

resurrect him, riding his back for the remainder of the fight. This is were 

the fight gets really nasty because not only will Lorian get addition 

deadly moves, but Lothric will now use magic to deal ranged damage. 

The battle has become a race to see if you run out of Estus Flasks 

before you can defeat Lothric. 

 

Focus your attacks on the side or back of Lorian, as this will damage 

both twins and the objective is to kill Lothric, and keep moving. You'll 

want to try and dodge Lorian's attacks and then attack aggressively in 

the small window you have before Lorian strikes back. If you bring 

Lorian down again you'll want to wail on Lothric while he resurrects his 

brother, even though you'll take some damage from the blast of energy 

released when he is revived. If all else fails you might want to consider 

bringing Orbeck into the fight to distract the twins and give you a 

chance to heal, but that is totally up to you. 

 

Stage 1 

Horizontal Sweep Medium Sweeps his blade in a horizontal arc 

Backhand Sweep Medium Sweeps his blade with his backhand in a horizontal arc 

Downward Slam Medium Raises the blade and slams it into the ground 

Lunging Attack Medium Lunges forward with the top of his blade to pierce through you 

Flame Wave Medium Slashes upwards, creating four trails of flame that spread across the floor 

Raised Slam Medium Rises to his feet and slams down with a blade of light 

Stage 2 

Holy Flame Medium Teleports away and charges his blade, releasing a beam of holy flame across the ground 

Soul Spear Long Shoots a spear of fast magic straight ahead 

Magic Soulmass Long Summons a number of small homing soulmasses that fly toward you 

Drops: 85,000 Souls, Cinders of a Lord (4), Soul of the Twin Princes 
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Now that the Twin Princes are dead you can return to the Grand 

Archives and enter the section of library just before you enter the 

rooftops to find Orbeck's Ashes. Since there is no point in giving these 

to the Shrine Handmaiden, since you purchased all of his inventory, you 

should give these to Yuria in Firelink Shrine for the Morion Blade. 

 

Archdragon Peak (2) 
To summon Th Nameless King, travel to the Great Belfry bonfire in 

Archdragon Peak and use the lever between the bonfire and the 

summoner to ring the large bell. This'll cause a storm to pass over the 

area and you can now fall off the ledge to enter the boss fog. 

 

Boss: Nameless King 

Stage 1 

The Nameless King rides on his bird-like dragon, the King of the 

Storms, for the first half of the battle. While this may seem intimidating 

you can equip any bow or crossbow and lock-on to the King of the 

Storms to use ranged attacks, while giving yourself plenty of room to 

predict and evade any attacks. 

There are only four attacks you'll have to deal with using this strategy: 

• The KotS will jump into the sky and lunge forward to cover the 

distance while the Nameless King strikes with his lance 

• The Nameless King will charge his lance with lightning and lunge 

forward, striking into the ground 

• The KotS will fly into the sky and circle as the Nameless King tosses a 

lightning bolt before swooping down in a charge attack 

• The KotS will breath an arc of fire from the right to the left 
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Stage 2 

After depleting the King of the Storms health the Nameless King will 

dismount and charge his weapon with lightning. This is the difficult part 

of the fight because the Nameless King uses fast sweeping combos that 

are extremely hard to avoid. You can try and fight him with melee 

combat if you want, but a 100% proven method of dealing with this 

stage is to back up and fire arrows at his face. It's slow and boring, but 

after dying 30+ times you'll be thankful there is a way to cheese this 

boss. Drops: 80,000 Souls, Soul of the Nameless King 

 

After the fight the sky will clear and you'll be at a new bonfire on the 

bridge, inside the previously locked section. Turn around from the 

bonfire and check the area near the gate to find an Ember and then 

make sure to bridge for a Titanite Slab and the Dragonslayer Armor 

Set. 

 

Endings 
You can now advance to the end of the game by placing each of the 

"Cinders of a Lord" on the thrones in Firelink Shrine and then examine 

the bonfire to travel to the Kiln of the Flame. Depending on the course 

you've taken up to this point you can obtain 1 of 4 endings: 

Ending 1: You must have no Dark Sigils or heal the Dark Sigil at the 

Firekeeper After defeating the Soul of Cinder lit the bonfire to receive 

the ending "To Link the First Flame" 

Ending 2: You must have given the Fire Keeper Soul and Eyes of a 

Fire Keeper to the Firekeeper After defeating the Soul of Cinder 

summon the Firekeeper to receive the the ending "The End of Fire" 

Ending 3: You must have given the Fire Keeper Soul and Eyes of a 

Fire Keeper to the Firekeeper After defeating the Soul of Cinder 
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summon the Firekeeper, but strike her before she finishes the ritual 

Ending 4: You must have gained all 8 Dark Sigils After defeating the 

Soul of Cinder lit the bonfire to receive the ending "The Usurpation of 

Fire" 

 

Boss: Soul of Cinder 

Stage 1 

The Soul of Cinder is an interesting boss because it has four distinct 

movesets and weapons, switching between each as the battle 

progresses. 

Standard Melee:This is the most basic version of the group, with 

sweeping sword attacks that are fairly easy to dodge. Stay at a medium 

distance from the Soul of Cinder and circle around to the right, rolling 

under any attacks that make you nervous, and then strike when he 

recovers. The trick to this stage is to learn which attacks have a slow 

charge to them, meaning you'll want to roll later, and be aggressive 

when he is recovering from his attacks. 

Sorcerer: This moveset is probably the easiest because you can hug the 

Soul of Cinder to avoid the majority of his spells. There are only two 

attacks you need to deal with in this stage: Homing Soulmass, which 

can easily be avoided by rolling when the orbs activate, and the deadly 

Soul Stream, which you avoid by getting behind him and going all out 

during the long attack. 

Lance: The majority of attacks in this moveset are piercing attack or 

sweep attacks that are pretty easy to avoid if you stick close and roll. 

Strike after he does a heavy attack and you'll get through this phase 

without a hitch, except possibly taking a Wrath of the Gods to the face. 
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Curved Sword/Pyromancy: The curved blade offers the Soul of Cinder 

with quick attacks that are difficult to avoid, but they are much weaker 

than the attacks in other forms. Lure him to perform an attack and roll 

under them to strike or back off and use ranged attacks to get you 

through this aggressive stage. 

 

Stage 2 

When the Soul of Cinder reaches zero health he'll pause and hold his 

sword at waist height before thrusting it into the ground in a huge 

explosion. This will refresh his health and he'll enter a new moveset with 

a greatsword. This is an extremely dangerous stage simply because of 

one move: a 5-hit combo that will juggle you in the air and tear 

through you health. Because this move will surely kill you, unless you've 

pumped a ton of points into Vitality, you'll want to keep your distance 

from the Soul of Cinder and focus on using ranged attacks for the final 

stage. Drops: 100,000 Souls, Soul of the Lords 
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NPC Quests 
Hawkwood the Deserter 
Hawkwood can be found in Firelink Shrine when you first arrive, sitting 

on the steps near the bonfire, and you can speak with him to obtain 

information and the "Collapse" gesture. 

After defeating the Curse-rotted Greatwood: 

Speak to in Firelink Shrine to obtain a Heavy Gem. 

After defeating the Abyss Watchers: 

Speak to in Firelink Shrine to obtain the Farron Ring. 

Defeat the Curse-rotted Greatwood, Crystal Sage, and Abyss 

Watchers: 

Exhaust his dialogue in Firelink Shrine and then refresh the area to find 

Hawkwood's Shield outside, near the Starved Hound, in front of a 

gravestone. 

After reaching Archdragon Peak: 

To reach Archdragon Peak you'll need the "Path of a Dragon" gesture, 

found after beating Oceiros, the Consumed King. Make your way to 

the Great Belfy bonfire in Archedragon Peak and head past the bonfire 

to a cliff peak and an altar. Use the Path of Dragon gesture again to 

obtain the Twinkling Dragon Torso Stone and then return to Firelink 

Shrine. Andre the Blacksmith will receive a message from Hawkwood 

and you can then head to the Abyss Watchers bonfire to duel 

Hawkwood and obtain the Twinkling Dragon Head Stone. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Heavy Gem or Farron Ring (If not obtained already) 
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Ringfinger Leonhard 
Leonhard will appear in Firelink Shrine, leaning against the highest 

throne, after reaching the Tower on the Wall bonfire in High Wall of 

Lothric. Speak with him to gain the Cracked Red Eye Orb x5. 

After obtaining a Pale Tongue: 

Speak to in Firelink Shrine to obtain the Lift Chamber Key. This can be 

used to access the gate in High Wall of Lothric, at the bottom of the 

Tower on the Wall bonfire area, where you can defeat a Darkwraith for 

the Red Eye Orb. You can now return to Firelink and speak with 

Leonhard for the "Applause" gesture. 

After joining Rosaria's Fingers and offering a Pale Tongue: 

Exhaust his dialogue at Rosaria's Bed Chamber in Cathedral of the 

Deep. 

After reaching the Profaned Capital: 

Return to Rosaria's Bed Chamber to obtain the Black Eye Orb and then 

make your way to the highest room in Anor Londo, above Aldrich, 

Devourer of Gods' boss area. Use the Black Eye Orb to invade 

Leonhard's world and defeat him to complete his quest. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Lift Chamber Key (If not obtained already) 

• Silver Mask 

• Soul of Rosaria, Crescent Moon Sword (Invasion only) 

 
Greirat of the Undead Settlement 
Greirat is locked in a cell in High Wall of Lothric that requires the Cell 

Key. You can find the key in the building that overlooks the Winged 

Knight's courtyard and return to the cell to release Greirat, who'll give 

you the Blue Tearstone Ring and ask you to find a woman names 
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Loretta in the Undead Settlement. At this point he'll move to Firelink 

Shrine and become a merchant, located to the left of Andre the 

Blacksmith. 

After finding Loretta's Bone: 

Speak to in Firelink Shrine to officially obtain the ring and then refresh 

the area and speak with him again for the "Curl Up" gesture. You can 

now refresh the area and he'll offer to pillage the Undead Settlement, 

which will expand his inventory - he'll return after defeating any boss. 

After reaching Irithyll of the Boreal Valley: 

He'll offer to pillage again, but make sure you've been working on the 

the quest lines for Unbreakable Patches and/or Siegward of Catarina 

before doing this. 

• If you've recruited Patches, and not Siegward, you'll need to inform 

him that of Greirat's location, before you beat the next boss. 

• If you've been following Siegward's quest you'll need to exhaust his 

dialogue in Irithyll of the Boreal Valley before you beat the next 

boss. 

After reaching Lothric Castle: 

He'll offer to pillage again, but this time he'll die no matter what you do 

to try and save him. If you want to keep him alive refuse to send him 

and he'll remain in Firelink Shrine. On the other hand, sending him and 

retrieving his ashes at the Grand Archives will result in additional items 

being sold by the Shrine Handmaiden when you turn them in to her. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Greirat's Ashes 
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Yoel of Londor 
Yoel is located under the first bonfire of the Undead Settlement, in a 

dead end with a bunch of other pilgrims. Speak with him to accept his 

service and he'll move to Firelink Shrine, at the dead end to the left of 

Andre the Blacksmith, where you can speak with him to obtain the 

"Beckon" gesture and purchase Sorceries. Yoel will offer to "Draw Out 

True Strength" in exchange for a Dark Sigil, which causes hallowing 

upon death - decreasing your max HP each time you die, equal to the 

number of Dark Sigils you have. 

WARNING: Do not heal the Dark Sigils or you'll void the 

"Usurpation of Fire" Ending 

After obtaining 5 Dark Sigils: 

After obtaining five free levels via the "Draw Out True Strength" option, 

Yoel will appear dead in Firelink Shrine and Yuria will appear. This MUST 

be done before defeating the Abyss Watchers, as he'll die at this point 

no matter how many Dark Sigils you have obtained and possibly ruining 

the ending. 

Drops: 

• Hollow's Ashes 

 
Yuria of Londor 
Yuria will appear in Firelink Shrine after using Yoel of Londor's ability to 

"Draw Out True Strength" in exchange for a Dark Sigil five times. She'll 

gain access to all of Yoel's inventory, as well as expanding it with her 

own inventory, and hand over the "Dignified bow" gesture. From this 

point on you can follow the quest line of Anri of Astora to complete 

her quest. WARNING: Do not heal the Dark Sigils or she will refuse 

service and void the "Usurpation of Fire" Ending 

After arriving in Firelink Shrine she'll suggest that you should kill 
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Orbeck of Vinheim. Follow his quest line to receive Orbeck's Ashes or 

kill him in Firelink Shrine and hand them over to obtain the Morion 

Blade. 

Drops: 

• 3,000 Souls 

• Darkdrift and Yuria's Ashes 

 
Holy Knight Hodrick 
Hodrick in unkindled form is a well hidden secret with a very limited 

window and must be done before encountering the Curse-rotted 

Greatwood in Undead Settlement. From the burning tree near the 

Undead Settlement bonfire, take the bridge and then pass along the 

right side of the buildings to reach the rooftops. This path leads to an 

area with a Hollow Manservant, who has a cage attached to his back. 

Sneak up behind him and examine the cage to be teleported to the Pit 

of Hollows, where you can encounter Hodrick for the Mound-makers 

covenant and a Homeward Bone. 

Drops: 

• Vertebra Shackle (Mad Spirit) 

 
Cornyx of the Great Swamp 
Cornyx is trapped in a cage above the Cliff Underside bonfire in Undead 

Settlement. At this point he'll move to Firelink Shrine and become a 

merchant, located to the right of Andre the Blacksmith, and can be 

spoken to for the "Welcome" gesture. He accepts Pyromancy tomes 

and will expand his inventory for each that he accepts. 

After reaching Smouldering Lake: 

While not directly part of Cornyx's quest line, the following is linked to 

Cornyx: Summon the White Phantom, Great Swamp Cuculus, outside 
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the Old Demon King fog wall and defeat the boss with him surviving. 

You can now return to the cage where Cornyx was trapped to find the 

Spotted Whip and Cornyx's Armor Set. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Cornyx's Armor Set and Cornyx's Ashes 

 
Irina of Carim 
Irina is located in a cell at the bottom of the sewers in Undead 

Settlement that requires the Grave Key. Purchase the key from the 

Shrine Handmaiden after handing over the Mortician's Ashes found in 

the graveyard of Undead Settlement. Head through the sewer system in 

Undead Settlement and speak with her to obtain the "Prayer" gesture 

and she'll move to Firelink Shrine, located at the dead end to the right 

of Andre the Blacksmith. She accepts Miracle tomes and will expand her 

inventory for each that she accepts. 

After purchasing any Dark Miracles: 

Irina will slowly fall into darkness after purchasing any Dark Miracles 

and Eygon of Carim will kidnap her. You can find him near the boss 

bonfire in Firelink Shrine and defeating him will send her back to 

Firelink Shrine, though she will not speak with you unless you are 

wearing Morne's Gauntlets. 

After purchasing all Light Miracles, without any Dark Miracles: 

Irina moves to the tower behind Firelink Shrine and become a Fire 

Keeper, leveling your up just like the normal Fire Keeper. If you gave 

her the Londor Braille Divine Tome or Deep Braille Divine Tome she'll 

drop them at her new location. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls & Tower Key and Irina's Ashes 
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Eygon of Carim 
Eygon is located outside the church with the lift leading to Road of 

Sacrifices in Undead Settlement. He'll move to Firelink Shrine after 

defeating the Abyss Watchers, provided you've already recruited Irina 

of Carim. 

After purchasing any Dark Miracles from Irina: 

Eygon kidnaps Irina to protect her from darkness and become hostile, 

located near the boss bonfire in Firelink Shrine. 

After summoning to Dragonslayer Amour boss: 

Appears dead in the cell where you recruited Irina in Undead 

Settlement with the Morne's Great Hammer and Moaning Shield. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Morne's Great Hammer and Moaning Shield 

 
Siegward of Catarina 
Siegward is encountered by the lift that leads to Road of Sacrifices in 

Undead Settlement. Speak with him and he'll move halfway up the 

tower, on a wooden platform that you must roll to while the elevator is 

moving. Speak with him again and then defeat the Demon in the plaza 

behind the church with the aid of Siegward for a Siegbrau, "Toast" 

gesture, and "Sleep" gesture. 

After reaching Cathedral of the Deep: 

Follow the steps to recruit Unbreakable Patches and then purchase the 

Catarina armor from him. You can now speak with Siegward in the well 

outside of the Cleansing Chapel in Cathedral of the Deep and hand him 

the armor to obtain the "Rejoice" gesture. 

After reaching Irithyll of the Boreal Valley: 

Exhaust his dialogue in the kitchen, accessed by the sewers near the 
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Distant Manor bonfire, to obtain a Siegbrau and the Emit Force 

miracle. 

After reaching the Profaned Capital: 

Make your way to the church surrounded by a toxic swamp and defeat 

the unkindled on the rooftop, near the Logan's Scroll. Face the stairs to 

find an open window and jump across the gap to find a cell with 

Siegward, which can be opened with the Old Cell Key found in Irithyll 

Dungeon. Exhaust his dialogue to obtain a Titanite Slab and he'll move 

appear in a cutscene upon entering the fight against Yhorm the Giant. 

After defeating Yhorm the Giant: 

Exhaust his dialogue to obtain a Siegbrau and he'll perish upon leaving 

the area. You can then return to the boss arena to obtain the Storm 

Ruler, Pierce Shield and Catarina Armor Set. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Storm Ruler, Pierce Shield and Catarina Armor Set 

 
Anri of Astora 
Anri is an important NPC that changes gender based on your own 

characters gender, always appearing as the opposite gender. The reason 

for this is that their quest line revolves around a marriage that is a 

crucial part in achieving the "Usurpation of Fire" Ending. In fact, if you 

wish to gain all four ending variations in one playthrough you MUST 

follow the steps to complete Anri's quest. 

Upon reaching the Halfway Fortress bonfire in Road of Sacrifices you'll 

encounter Anri and Horace the Hushed. Speak with them both to 

exhaust their dialogue and obtain the Blue Sentinels covenant. 

After defeating the Deacons of the Deep: 

Speak with Anri and Horace in Firelink Shrine to exhaust their dialogue. 
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WARNING: You must obtain 5 Dark Sigils from Yoel of Londor before 

defeating the Abyss Watchers to spawn Yuria of Londor in Firelink 

Shrine before you continue. 

After reaching Catacombs of Carthus: 

Speak with in the tunnel before the skeleton ball trap to learn that 

Horace has gone missing. 

After reaching Smouldering Lake: 

Find Horace the Hushed in a side tunnel near the lake entrance and 

defeat him for the Llewellyn Shield. Anri is now located in a path 

through the stalagmites outside High Lord Wolnir's boss arena, but 

you should NOT tell him what happened to Horace. 

After reaching Irithyll of the Boreal Valley: 

Speak with at the Church of Yorshka bonfire and exhaust his dialogue 

to obtain the Ring of the Evil Eye. DO NOT kill the Pilgrim in the 

church that is disguised as a statue. 

After reaching Anor Londo: 

Speak with Yuria of Londor in Firelink Shrine to exhaust her dialogue. 

She'll inform you that Anri awaits in the Temple of the Darkmoon, 

located behind the illusionary wall in the room at the base of the 

rotating tower that leads to Anor Londo. Speak with the Pilgrim to gain 

the Sword of Avowal and then enter the chamber and perform the 

ritual to obtain the final 3 Dark Sigils. You can now refresh the area to 

obtain Anri's Straight Sword where you performed the ritual and the 

Chameleon spell near the Pilgrim's location. 

Drops: 

• Anri's Straight Sword 
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Horace the Hushed 
Horace is the companion of Anri of Astora, an important NPC whose 

quest line is crucial in achieving the "Usurpation of Fire" Ending. Upon 

reaching the Halfway Fortress bonfire in Road of Sacrifices you'll 

encounter Horace and Anri of Astora. Speak with them both to exhaust 

their dialogue and obtain the Blue Sentinels covenant. 

After reaching Smouldering Lake: 

Enter the side tunnel to the right of the lake's entrance, where you'll 

find he has gone mad and must defeat him. 

Drops: 

• 2,000 Souls 

• Llewellyn Shield 

 
Sirris of the Sunless Realms 
Sirris appears in Firelink Shrine after speaking with Anri of Astora at the 

Halfway Fortress in Road of Sacrifices. Speak with her to learn that she 

has her own duty to fulfill, but she won't offer anything else at this 

time. WARNING: Joining Rosaria's Fingers will automatically end her 

quest. 

After obtaining the Dreamchaser's Ashes in Farron Keep: 

Speak to in Firelink Shrine to obtain the "Darkmoon Loyalty" gesture. 

After reaching Irithyll of the Boreal Valley: 

Defeat the Sulyvahn Beast on the bridge at the entrance of the area 

and then cross the bridge and activate the bonfire on the other side. 

Refresh the area and return toward the Catacomb of Carthus side of the 

bridge to find Sirris' summon sign. Activating this will summon you to 

Sirri's world, where you can defeat Creighton the Wanderer. You can 

then speak with her in Firelink Shrine to obtain the Silvercat Ring and 

Blessed Mail Breaker. 
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After defeating Aldrich, Devourer of Gods: 

A unique Budding Green Blossom will appear in the inventory of the 

Shrine Maiden, informing you that Sirris has returned to the Pit of 

Hollows in Undead Settlement. Travel to this location and activate the 

summon sign to aid her in defeating Holy Knight Hodrick and then 

collect the Sunset Armor Set in the Pit of Hollows. Speak with her in 

Firelink Shrine and she will pledge her loyalty, though she will still be 

angered if you join Rosaria's Fingers. You can now find the Sunset 

Shield on Hodrick's grave outside of Firelink Shrine, near the Grave 

Warden overlooking the cliffs edge. 

At any point after this you can join Rosaria's Fingers to force her to 

appear in Firelink Shrine and then defeat her. This will get you the 

Sunless Talisman much earlier than waiting to finish her quest line. 

After defeating Lothric and Lorian: 

Return to Hodrick's grave in Firelink Shrine to obtain the Sunless 

Talisman. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Sunless Talisman 

 
Orbeck of Vinheim 
Orbeck is located on the upper level of the room the leads to the 

Crystal Sage in Road of Sacrifices. If you have 10 Intelligence and 

promise to bring him more scrolls he'll move to Firelink Shrine and 

become a merchant, located to the right of Andre the Blacksmith. He 

accepts Sorcery scrolls and will expand his inventory for each that he 

accepts. 

After purchasing three spells: 

Speak to in Firelink Shrine to obtain the Young Dragon Ring, provided 
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you did not start as the Sorcerer class. 

After purchasing multiple spells: 

Speak with him to obtain the "Silent Ally" gesture and Slumbering 

Dragoncrest Ring. 

After reaching the Grand Archives: 

Orbeck will appear as a White Phantom for the boss if you purchase all 

his spells. If you do this, Orbeck's corpse can be found near the 

bookshelves at the top of the Grand Archives' mansion. These can be 

turned into the Shrine Handmaiden to gain access to his inventory, 

though this is pointless since you bought all his spells, or given to Yuria 

of Londor for the Morion Blade. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Orbeck's Ashes 

 
Unbreakable Patches 
Unbreakable Patches is located behind the main doors to the cathedral 

in Cathedral of the Deep, disguised as Siegward of Catarina. To reach 

him you must make your way through the cathedral to the waterway 

with Giant Slaves, just outside the Deacons of the Deep boss arena, and 

then take the archway near the Cathedral Knights. WARNING: This 

must be done before heading up the lift near the shortcut to the 

Cleansing Chapel. 

After being betrayed in Cathedral of the Deep: 

Head through the rafter towards Rosaria's Bed Chamber to find Patches. 

If you forgive him he'll give you the "Prostration" gesture and a 

Rusted Coin and become a merchant at this location. You can then 

purchase the Catarina armor from his inventory to continue Siegward 

of Catarina's quest line. 
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After purchasing the Tower Key: 

Head up the tower behind Firelink Shrine to find the Fire Keeper Soul 

and then return down the lift to find Patches has locked you inside. Fall 

down the tower to exit the other side of the tower and then return to 

Firelink Shrine, near the Tower Key gate, to speak with Patches. If you 

forgive him again he will become a permanent merchant at this location 

and will give you the "Patches Squat" gesture after reloading the area. 

After sending Greirat to pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley: 

Patches will ask where Greirat has gone and will no longer sell items. 

Inform him and he will disappear from Firelink Shrine until you defeat 

the next boss, as he has gone off to save Greirat from death. This event 

will only occur if you have not pursued Siegward of Catarina's quest. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Patches' Ashes 

• Winged Spear, Pierce Shield, and Horsehoof Ring 

 
Karla 
Karla is located in the locked cell at the bottom of the Irithyll Dungeon 

that requires the Jailer's Key Ring. This is located by making your way 

through Irithyll Dungeon to the roof of the church in the toxic swamp 

of the Profaned Capital. Once freed she'll move to Firelink Shrine, 

located in the alcove under Andre the Blacksmith. She accepts dark 

tomes, basically anything the other NPCs won't accept, and will expand 

her inventory for each that she accepts. 

Drops: 

• 1,000 Souls 

• Karla's Armor Set and Karla's Ashes 
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Covenants 
Covenants are factions that largely focus on multiplayer aspects of Dark 

Souls 3, either through co-operative or PvP elements. Pledging yourself 

to a covenant will gain you a covenant key item, which you can equip in 

the menu to allow you to take actions specific to that covenant. 

Performing actions specific to each covenant, while the covenant is 

equipped, will grant you items that can then be turned into the 

covenants for rewards. 

 
Way of Blue 
Way of the Blue is the first covenant that can be gained by speaking 

with Emma, High Priestess of Lothric Castle in High Wall of Lothric. 

A defensive covenant for new players, Way of the Blue helps protect 

players from invaders by allowing members of the Blue Sentinels or 

Blade of the Darkmoon to join your world when you are invaded by a 

Red/Blue Phantom. Unlike many of the other covenants, Way of the 

Blue offers no rewards for their members since it is actual a tool for 

other covenants to gain rewards by helping members of this covenant. 

 
Warrior of Sunlight 
Warrior of Sunlight is a covenant that can be found in the Undead 

Settlement. 

Primarily a co-operative covenant, Warriors of Sunlight can be 

summoned as White-Gold Phantoms with the White Sign Soapstone to 

help others defeat area bosses or summoned as Red-Gold Phantoms 

with the Red Sign Soapstone to challenge the host. Performing either 

action will result in obtaining a Sunlight Medal, which can be turned 

into the shrine at Lothric Castle. 
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Items Offered Reward 

10 Sacred Oath 

30 Great Lightning Spear 

 
Mound-makers 
Mound-makers is a covenant that can be gained in the Undead 

Settlement by speaking with Holy Knight Hodrick before encountering 

the Curse-rotted Greatwood. Reaching Hodrick alive can only be done 

by approaching the Hollow Manservant with a cage on his back, on the 

south end of the town before the Cliff Underside bonfire. If you fail to 

do this you'll have to work on Sirris of the Sunless Realms quest line 

to get this much later in the game. 

Mad spirits, Mound-makers can be summoned with a White Sign 

Soapstone or Red Sign Soapstone, though being summoned with either 

does not prevent the crazed spirits from turning on hosts or other 

phantoms. Defeating the host, phantoms, or players defeating Mound-

makers will result in a Vertebra Shackle, which can be turned into the 

shrine at the Pit of Hollows in Undead Settlement. 

Items Offered Reward 

10 Bloodlust 

30 Warmth 

 
Blue Sentinels 
Blue Sentinels is a covenant that can be gained by speaking with Anri 

of Astora and Horace the Hushed in Road of Sacrifices. 

A defensive covenant, Blue Sentinels can automatically be summoned to 

the world of any member of the Way of Blue covenant when they are 

invaded by a Red/Blue Phantom. Defeating the invader or leading the 
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Host of Embers to the boss arena will result in a Proof of a Concord 

Kept. These are not turned in for a Blue Sentinels reward and must be 

turned into the Darkmoon Covenant in Anor Londo. 

 
Watchdogs of Farron 
Watchdogs of Farron is a covenant that can be joined by speaking with 

the Old Wolf in the high tower of Farron Keep. 

A defensive covenant, Watchdogs of Farron can automatically be 

summoned to the world of any interlopers that seek to defeat the 

Abyss Watchers in Farron Keep. Defeating the Host of Embers will result 

in a Wolf's Blood Swordgrass, which can be turned into the Old Wolf 

in Farron Keep. 

Items Offered Reward 

10 Old Wolf Curved Sword 

30 Wolf Knight's Greatshield 

30 Wolf Ring 

 

Rosaria's Fingers 
Rosaria's Fingers is a covenant that can be joined by speaking with 

Rosaria in the upper levels of Cathedral of the Deep. To reach her, take 

the lift behind one of the shortcuts to the Cleansing Chapel and make 

your way through the rafters. WARNING: Joining Rosaria's Fingers will 

result in losing out on Sirris of the Sunless Realms quest line. 

A PVP covenant, Rosaria's Fingers can invade worlds with a Red Eye Orb 

or be summoned with a Red Sign Soapstone with the sole purpose of 

defeating the Host of Embers. Defeating a host or a Blue Phantom will 

result in a Pale Tongue, which can be turned into Rosaria in Cathedral 

of the Deep. 
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Items Offered Reward 

10 Obscuring Ring 

30 Man-grub's Staff 

Pale Tongues can also be used to change your stats and appearance up 

to five times each as well. 

 
Aldrich Faithful 
Aldrich Faithful is a covenant that can be joined by speaking with the 

Archdeacon McDonnell in the hidden area beneath the second half of 

Irithyll of the Boreal Valley. A defensive covenant, the Aldrich Faithful 

can automatically be summoned to the world of any interlopers that 

seek to defeat Aldrich, Devourer of Gods in Anor Londo. Like the 

Watchdogs of Farron, defeating the Host of Embers will result in a 

Human Dregs, which can be turned into the Archdeacon in Irithyll of 

the Boreal Valley. 

 

Items Offered Reward 

10 Great Deep Soul 

30 Archdeacon's Great Staff 

 
Blade of the Darkmoon 
Blade of the Darkmoon is a covenant that can be joined by speaking 

with the Company Captain Yorshka in Anor Londo (requires the 

"Darkmoon Loyalty" Gesture). To reach the tower, raise the circular 

elevator so that it is connected to Anor Londo and then take the stairs 

down and cross an invisible path that links to the Prison Tower bonfire. 

A defensive covenant, Blade of the Darkmoon can automatically be 

summoned to the world of any member of the Way of Blue covenant 
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when they are invaded by a Red/Blue Phantom. Defeating the invader 

or leading the Host of Embers to the boss arena will result in a Proof 

of a Concord Kept, which can be turned into the Company Captain 

Yorshka in Anor Londo. 

 

Items Offered Reward 

10 Darkmoon Ring 

30 Darkmoon Blade 

 
Merchants 
Merchants are located throughout Firelink Shrine, with the Shrine 

Handmaiden being the only default merchant. There are a total of 10 

merchants, but other than the Shrine Handmaiden you'll need to unlock 

each of the remaining through the NPC Quests and they can die if you 

take certain actions. 

 
Shrine Handmaiden 
The Shrine Handmaiden is located under the main entrance of Firelink 

Shrine and will offer a basic inventory. As you progess through the 

game you can find the ashes of unkindled throughout Lothric, each of 

which can be given to expand the Shrine Handmaidens inventory. In 

addition, if any of the other NPC merchants is killed through their quest 

line, or voluntarily killed by yourself, you can turn their ashes into the 

Shrine Handmaiden to become a one-stop shop. 

WARNING: Ashes from NPC Merchants will only offer what they had 

available at the time. Therefore, if you have not provided the NPC with 

Tomes or Scrolls to expand their inventory you'll never have access to 

those items, since you can't give them to the Shrine Handmaiden. 
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Tools 

Name # Costs Available 

Ember 3 2500 Default 

Ember 3 2500 Mortician's Ashes 

Ember 3 2500 Grave Warden's Ashes 

Ember 6 2500 Dragon Chaser's Ashes 

Hidden Blessing 1 1000 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Green Blossom - 1000 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Budding Green Blossom 1 10 Part of Sirris of the Sunless Realms quest 

Repair Powder - 600 Default 

Blue Bug Pellet - 1500 Excrement-covered Ashes 

Yellow Bug Pellet - 1500 Grave Warden's Ashes 

Black Bug Pellet - 1500 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Mossfruit - 1500 Easterner's Ashes 

Purple Moss Clump 6 500 Default 

Purple Moss Clump - 500 Paladin's Ashes 

Blooming Purple Moss 

Clump 
4 1000 Paladin's Ashes 

Blooming Purple Moss 

Clump 
- 1000 Excrement-covered Ashes 

Rime-blue Moss Clump - 500 Prisoner Chief's Ashes 

Kukri - 50 Grave Warden's Ashes 

Firebomb - 100 Default 

Dung Pie - 50 Excrement-covered Ashes 

Stalk Dung Pie - 50 Excrement-covered Ashes 

Charcoal Pine Resin - 500 Mortician's Ashes 

Charcoal Pine Bundle - 300 Mortician's Ashes 

Gold Pine Resin 3 1000 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Gold Pine Resin - 1000 Xanthous Ashes 

Gold Pine Bundle 6 600 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Gold Pine Bundle - 600 Xanthous Ashes 

Pale Pine Resin - 1000 Prisoner Chief's Ashes 
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Human Pine Resin 3 1500 Mortician's Ashes 

Rotten Pine Resin - 500 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Carthus Rouge - 1000 Grave Warden's Ashes 

Alluring Skull 6 500 Mortician's Ashes 

Undead Hunter Charm - 500 Paladin's Ashes 

Duel Charm - 500 Paladin's Ashes 

Young White Branch 1 1000 Xanthous Ashes 

Prism Stone - 10 Default 

Homeward Bone - 500 Default 

White Sign Soapstone 1 500 Default 

Dried Finger 1 2000 Default 

Materials 

Name # Costs Available 

Titanite Shard - 800 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Large Titanite Shard - 4000 Easterner's Ashes 

Titanite Chunk - 13000 Dragon Chaser's Ashes 

Twinkling Titanite - 15000 Dragon Chaser's Ashes 

Titanite Scale - 20000 Dragon Chaser's Ashes 

Key Items 

Name # Costs Available 

Grave Key 1 1500 Mortician's Ashes 

Tower Key 1 20000 Default 

Spells 

Name # Costs Available 

Soul Arrow 1 2000 Default 

Farron Dart 1 1000 Default 

Heal Aid 1 500 Default 

Weapons 

Name # Costs Available 

Dagger - 300 Default 

Shortsword - 600 Default 

Scimitar - 600 Default 
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Washing Pole 1 7500 Easterner's Ashes 

Morning Star - 2500 Paladin's Ashes 

Halberd - 1500 Default 

Crescent Axe - 4000 Paladin's Ashes 

Composite Bow - 3500 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Sorcerer's Staff - 500 Default 

Talisman - 500 Default 

Canvas Talisman - 3000 Paladin's Ashes 

Torch - 300 Default 

Leather Shield - 500 Default 

Crimson Parma - 500 Default 

Warrior's Round Shield - 600 Default 

Eastern Iron Shield - 3000 Easterner's Ashes 

Large Leather Shield - 800 Default 

Armor 

Name # Costs Available 

Leather Armor - 800 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Leather Gloves - 500 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Leather Boots - 500 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Chain Helm - 500 Default 

Chain Armor - 800 Default 

Leather Gauntlets - 500 Default 

Chain Leggings - 500 Default 

Undead Legion Helm 1 7000 Defeat the Abyss Watchers in Farron Keep 

Undead Legion Armor 1 10000 Defeat the Abyss Watchers in Farron Keep 

Undead Legion Gauntlet 1 7000 Defeat the Abyss Watchers in Farron Keep 

Undead Legion Leggings 1 7000 Defeat the Abyss Watchers in Farron Keep 

Elite Knight Helm 1 3000 Complete Anri of Astora's quest 

Elite Knight Armor 1 4500 Complete Anri of Astora's quest 

Elite Knight Gaintlets 1 3000 Complete Anri of Astora's quest 

Elite Knight Leggings 1 3000 Complete Anri of Astora's quest 

Faraam Helm 1 4000 Defeat Lion Knight Albert in the Grand Archives 
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Faraam Armor 1 6000 Defeat Lion Knight Albert in the Grand Archives 

Faraam Gauntlets 1 4000 Defeat Lion Knight Albert in the Grand Archives 

Faraam Boots 1 4000 Defeat Lion Knight Albert in the Grand Archives 

Sunless Veil 1 5000 Defeat Sirris of the Sunless Realms or complete her quest 

Sunless Armor 1 8000 Defeat Sirris of the Sunless Realms or complete her quest 

Sunless Gauntlets 1 5000 Defeat Sirris of the Sunless Realms or complete her quest 

Sunless Leggings 1 5000 Defeat Sirris of the Sunless Realms or complete her quest 

Helm of Favor 1 7000 Find the Ring of Favor in Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Embraced Armor of Favor 1 10000 Find the Ring of Favor in Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Gauntlets of Favor 1 7000 Find the Ring of Favor in Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Leggings of Favor 1 7000 Find the Ring of Favor in Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Eastern Helm 1 5000 Easterner's Ashes 

Eastern Armor 1 8000 Easterner's Ashes 

Eastern Gauntlets 1 5000 Easterner's Ashes 

Eastern Leggings 1 5000 Easterner's Ashes 

Dancer's Crown 1 7000 
Defeat the Dancer of the Boreal Valley in High Wall of 

Lothric 

Dancer's Armor 1 10000 
Defeat the Dancer of the Boreal Valley in High Wall of 

Lothric 

Dancer's Gauntlets 1 7000 
Defeat the Dancer of the Boreal Valley in High Wall of 

Lothric 

Dancer's Leggings 1 7000 
Defeat the Dancer of the Boreal Valley in High Wall of 

Lothric 

Smough's Helm 1 7000 Defeat Aldrich, Devourer of Gods in Anor Londo 

Smough's Armor 1 10000 Defeat Aldrich, Devourer of Gods in Anor Londo 

Smough's Gauntlets 1 7000 Defeat Aldrich, Devourer of Gods in Anor Londo 

Smough's Leggings 1 7000 Defeat Aldrich, Devourer of Gods in Anor Londo 

Lorian's Helm 1 10000 Defeat Lothric and Lorian in the Grand Archives 

Lorian's Armor 1 15000 Defeat Lothric and Lorian in the Grand Archives 

Lorian's Gauntlets 1 10000 Defeat Lothric and Lorian in the Grand Archives 

Lorian's Leggings 1 10000 Defeat Lothric and Lorian in the Grand Archives 

Golden Crown 1 8000 Defeat the Nameless King in Archdragon Peak 
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Dragonscale Armor 1 12000 Defeat the Nameless King in Archdragon Peak 

Golden Bracelets 1 8000 Defeat the Nameless King in Archdragon Peak 

Dragonscale Waistcloth 1 8000 Defeat the Nameless King in Archdragon Peak 

Black Iron Helm 1 5000 Defeat Knight Slayer Tsorig in Smouldering Lake 

Black Iron Armor 1 6500 Defeat Knight Slayer Tsorig in Smouldering Lake 

Black Iron Gauntlets 1 5000 Defeat Knight Slayer Tsorig in Smouldering Lake 

Black Iron Leggings 1 5000 Defeat Knight Slayer Tsorig in Smouldering Lake 

Executioner Helm 1 4000 Defeat Horace the Hushed in Smouldering Lake 

Executioner Armor 1 6000 Defeat Horace the Hushed in Smouldering Lake 

Executioner Gauntlets 1 4000 Defeat Horace the Hushed in Smouldering Lake 

Executioner Leggings 1 4000 Defeat Horace the Hushed in Smouldering Lake 

Exile Mask 1 3000 Defeat the Watchdogs of Farron in Road of Sacrifices 

Exile Armor 1 4500 Defeat the Watchdogs of Farron in Road of Sacrifices 

Exile Gauntlets 1 3000 Defeat the Watchdogs of Farron in Road of Sacrifices 

Exile Leggings 1 3000 Defeat the Watchdogs of Farron in Road of Sacrifices 

Gundyr's Helm 1 8000 Defeat Champion Gundyr in Untended Graves 

Gundyr's Armor 1 12000 Defeat Champion Gundyr in Untended Graves 

Gundyr's Gauntlets 1 8000 Defeat Champion Gundyr in Untended Graves 

Gundyr's Leggings 1 8000 Defeat Champion Gundyr in Untended Graves 

Black Hand Hat 1 3000 Defeat Black Hand Gotthard in the Grand Archives 

Black Hand Armor 1 4500 Defeat Black Hand Gotthard in the Grand Archives 

Leonhard's Garb 1 4500 Defeat Ringfinger Leonhard or complete his quest 

Leonhard's Gauntlets 1 3000 Defeat Ringfinger Leonhard or complete his quest 

Leonhard's Trousers 1 3000 Defeat Ringfinger Leonhard or complete his quest 

Clandestine Coat 1 4000 Defeat Orbeck of Vinheim of complete his quest 

Karla's Pointed Hat 1 5000 Prisoner Chief's Ashes 

Karla's Coat 1 8000 Prisoner Chief's Ashes 

Karla's Gloves 1 5000 Prisoner Chief's Ashes 

Karla's Trousers 1 5000 Prisoner Chief's Ashes 

Xanthous Overcoat 1 10000 Xanthous Ashes 

Xanthous Gloves 1 7000 Xanthous Ashes 

Xanthous Trousers 1 7000 Xanthous Ashes 
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Sage's Big Hat 1 10000 Defeat the Crystal Sage in Road of Sacrifices 

Wolnir's Crown 1 15000 Defeat High Lord Wolnir in the Catacombs of Cartus 

Arrows/Bolts 

Name # Costs Available 

Wood Arrow - 5 Default 

Feather Arrow - 100 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Dark Arrow - 200 Easterner's Ashes 

Onislayer Greatarrow - 600 Easterner's Ashes 

Wood Bolt - 10 Default 

Rings 

Name # Costs Available 

Life Ring 1 1500 Dreamchaser's Ashes 

Wood Grain Ring 1 3000 Easterner's Ashes 

Lloyd's Shield Ring 1 2500 Paladin's Ashes 

 
Ludleth of Courtland 
Ludleth is the only Lord of Cinder that sits on his throne when you 

reach Firelink Shrine. Once you hand over the Tranposition Kiln, earned 

by defeating the Curse-rotted Greatwood, he will offer items in 

exchange for boss souls. Note that each soul can only redeem one item, 

meaning that you will need to NG+ to obtain all items that he offers. 

Note that killing Ludleth will grant you the Skull Ring and he will return 

unphased. He also provides Anri's Straight Sword after defeating 

Aldrich, Devourer of Gods if you choose not to sacrifice Anri for the 

Dark Sigils. 
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Spells 

Name Costs Boss Soul 

Crystal Hail 1500 Soul of a Crystal Sage 

White Dragon Breath 10000 Soul of Consumed Oceiros 

Deep Soul 0 Soul of the Deacons of the Deep 

Chaos Bed Vestiges 5000 Soul of the Old Demon King 

Boulder Heave 0 Soul of a Stray Demon 

Black Serpent 0 Soul of High Lord Wolnir 

Soothing Sunlight 6000 Soul of the Dancer 

Bountiful Sunlight 0 Soul of Rosaria 

Sunlight Spear 10000 Soul of the Lords 

Lightning Storm 5000 Soul of the Nameless King 

Lifehunt Scythe 5000 Soul of Aldrich 

Weapons 

Name Costs Boss Soul 

Cleric's Candlestick 0 Soul of the Deacons of the Deep 

Lothric's Holy Sword 5000 Soul of the Twin Princes 

Hollowslayer Greatsword 1000 Soul of the Rotted Greatwood 

Wolnir's Holy Sword 0 Soul of High Lord Wolnir 

Greatsword of Judgement 3000 Soul of Pontiff Sulyvahn 

Wolf Knight's Greatsword 10000 Soul of the Blood of the Wolf 

Moonlight Greatsword 10000 Soul of Consumed Oceiros 

Profaned Greatsword 3000 Soul of Pontiff Sulyvahn 

Lorian's Greatsword 0 Soul of the Twin Princes 

Farron Greatsword 0 Soul of the Blood of the Wolf 

Storm Curved Sword 5000 Soul of the Nameless King 

Dancer's Enchanted Swords 0 Soul of the Dancer 

Crystal Sage's Rapier 0 Soul of a Crystal Sage 

Demon's Greataxe 0 Soul of a Demon 

Dragonslayer Greataxe 0 Soul of Dragonslayer Armour 

Yhorm's Great Machete 0 Soul of Yhorm the Giant 

Vordt's Great Hammer 0 Soul of Boreal Valley Vordt 

Old King's Great Hammer 0 Soul of the Old Demon King 

Arstor's Spear 1000 Soul of the Rotted Greatwood 

Dragonslayer Swordspear 10000 Soul of the Nameless King 
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Gundyr's Halberd 0 Soul of Champion Gundyr 

Demon's Fist 0 Soul of a Demon 

Darkmoon Longbow 5000 Soul of Aldrich 

Dragonslayer Greatshield 0 Soul of Dragonslayer Armour 

Yhorm's Greatshield 0 Soul of Yhorm the Giant 

Rings 

Name Costs Boss Soul 

Havel's Ring 5000 Soul of a Stray Demon 

Prisoner's Chain 0 Soul of Champion Gundyr 

Pontiff's Left Eye 0 Soul of Boreal Valley Vordt 

 
Yoel (Sorcery) 
Yoel is located below the first bonfire in High Wall of Lothric and can 

be talked to so he'll move to Firelink Shrine. While serving as an early 

sorcery merchant, Yoel's fate is inevitable and will result in his death. 

Make sure to purchase his items before this, unless you plan to recruit 

Yuria - his inventory will transfer to her and become expanded (see the 

NPC Quests section for more information). 

Spells 

Name # Costs Available 

Soul Arrow 1 1000 Default 

Heavy Soul Arrow 1 2000 Default 

Soul Greatsword 1 5000 Default 

Magic Weapon 1 4500 Default 

Magic Shield 1 4500 Default 

 
Greirat 
Greirat is located in a cell of High Wall of Lothric and must be released 

before he'll move to Firelink Shrine. He can expand his inventory twice 

by pillaging areas you visit, but doing so can pose a risk (see the NPC 

Quests section for more information). WARNING: Do not send him to 

pillage a third time, as this will result in his death. 
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Tools 

Name # Costs Available 

Ember 3 2000 Default 

Ember 3 2000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Divine Blessing 1 8000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Divine Blessing 1 8000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Hidden Blessing 1 8000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Repair Powder - 300 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Bloodred Moss Clump - 500 Default 

Throwing Knife - 20 Default 

Firebomb - 50 Default 

Rope Firebomb - 50 Default 

Lightning Urn 6 700 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Materials 

Name # Costs Available 

Twinkling Titanite 3 12000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Titanite Scale 3 16000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Weapons 

Name # Costs Available 

Bandit's Knife - 1500 Default 

Scholar's Candlestick - 3500 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Long Sword - 1000 Default 

Lothric Knight Sword - 4000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Bastard Sword - 3000 Default 

Zweihander - 6000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Lothric Knight Greatsword - 7000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Pontiff Knight Curved Sword - 6000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Estoc - 3000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Mace - 600 Default 

Warpick - 1500 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Spear - 600 Default 

Lothric Knight Long Spear - 4500 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Glaive - 3500 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Short Bow - 1000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Light Crossbow - 1000 Default 
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Knight's Crossbow - 3000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Priest's Chime - 4000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Buckler - 2000 Default 

Target Shield - 2500 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Elkhorn Round Shield - 1500 Default 

Round Shield - 1000 Default 

Kite Shield - 4000 Default 

Knight Shield - 1500 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Lothric Knight Shield - 3000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Pontiff Knight Shield - 3000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Lothric Knight Greatshield - 5000 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Armor 

Name # Costs Available 

Standard Helm - 1500 Default 

Hard Leather Armor - 2500 Default 

Hard Leather Gauntlets - 1000 Default 

Hard Leather Boots - 1000 Default 

Knight Helm - 2000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Knight Armor - 3000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Knight Gauntlets - 2000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Knight Leggings - 3000 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Assassin Hood - 1500 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Assassin Armor - 1500 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Assassin Gloves - 1500 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Assassin Trousers - 1500 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Thief Mask - 400 Default 

Arrows/Bolts 

Name # Costs Available 

Standard Arrow - 10 Default 

Large Arrow - 50 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Fire Arrow - 100 Default 

Moonlight Arrow - 500 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Dragonslayer Greatarrow - 500 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Dragonslayer Lightning Arrow - 750 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Standard Bolt - 30 Default 
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Heavy Bolt - 100 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Sniper Bolt - 150 Pillage the Undead Settlement 

Lightning Bolt - 300 Pillage Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

 
Yuria (Sorcery) 
Yuria will appear in Firelink Shrine only if you use the "Draw Out 

Strength" option from Yoel five times before his death. Be careful when 

dealing with the Dark Sigils, as healing them will result in Yuria leaving 

Firelink (see the NPC Quests section for more information). 

 

Tools 

Name # Costs Available 

Purging Stone - 4500 Default 

Poison Throwing Knife - 100 Default 

Key Items 

Name # Costs Available 

Londor Braille Divine Tome 1 50 Default 

Spells 

Name # Costs Available 

Soul Arrow 1 1000 Default 

Heavy Soul Arrow 1 2000 Default 

Soul Greatsword 1 5000 Default 

Magic Weapon 1 4500 Default 

Magic Shield 1 4500 Default 

Weapons 

Name # Costs Available 

Dark Hand 1 12000 Default 

Rings 

Name # Costs Available 

Untrue Dark Ring 1 5000 Default 

Untrue White Ring 1 5000 Default 

Ring of Sacrfice 3 5000 Default 
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Cornyx (Pyromancy) 
Cornyx is trapped in a cage in Undead Settlement and must be released 

before he'll move to Firelink Shrine. He can expand his inventory by 

handing over tomes (see the NPC Quests section for more information). 

 

Spells 

Name # Costs Available 

Fireball 1 1000 Default 

Fire Orb 1 3000 Great Swamp Pyromancy Tome 

Bursting Fireball 1 5000 Great Swamp Pyromancy Tome 

Great Chaos Fire Orb 1 10000 Izalith Pyromancy Tome 

Fire Surge 1 1000 Default 

Chaos Storm 1 12000 Izalith Pyromancy Tome 

Great Combustion 1 3000 Default 

Poison Mist 1 2000 Great Swamp Pyromancy Tome 

Acid Surge 1 6000 Carthus Pyromancy Tome 

Flash Sweat 1 1500 Default 

Profuse Sweat 1 2000 Great Swamp Pyromancy Tome 

Carthus Beacon 1 8000 Carthus Pyromancy Tome 

Carthus Flame Arc 1 10000 Carthus Pyromancy Tome 

Armor 

Name # Costs Available 

Pyromancer Crown - 500 Default 

Pyromancer Garb - 800 Default 

Pyromancer Wrap - 500 Default 

Pyromancer Trousers - 500 Default 

 
Irina (Miracles) 
Irina is located in the sewers of Undead Settlement and must be 

released from her cell, which can only be reached by purchasing the 

Grave Key from the Shrine Handmaiden, before she'll move to Firelink 

Shrine. She can expand her inventory by handing over tomes, but be 

careful about purchasing any Dark Miracles from her (see the NPC 
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Quests section for more information). 

Spells 

Name # Costs Available 

Heal 1 1000 Default 

Med Heal 1 3500 Braille Divine Tome of Carim 

Replenishment 1 1000 Default 

Bountiful Light 1 5000 Braille Divine Tome of Lothric 

Caressing Tears 1 1500 Default 

Tears of Denial 1 10000 Braille Divine Tome of Carim 

Homeward 1 3000 Default 

Force 1 1000 Braille Divine Tome of Carim 

Blessed Weapon 1 8000 Braille Divine Tome of Lothric 

Magic Barrier 1 5000 Braille Divine Tome of Lothric 

Dark Blade (Dark Miracle) 1 10000 Londor Braille Divine Tome 

Vow of Silence (Dark Miracle) 1 15000 Londor Braille Divine Tome 

Dead Again (Dark Miracle) 1 5000 Londor Braille Divine Tome 

Deep Protection (Dark Miracle) 1 4000 Deep Braille Divine Tome 

Gnaw (Dark Miracle) 1 2000 Deep Braille Divine Tome 

Rings 

Name # Costs Available 

Saint's Ring 1 300 Default 

 
Orbeck (Sorcery) 
Orbeck is located in the ruins of Road of Sacrifices and can be talked to 

so he'll move to Firelink Shrine. Hhe can expand his inventory by 

handing over scrolls, but make sure to purchase them all before the 

Grand Archives if you want the Morion Blade from Yuria (see the NPC 

Quests section for more information). 

Spells 

Name # Costs Available 

Soul Arrow 1 1000 Default 

Great Soul Arrow 1 3000 Default 

Heavy Soul Arrow 1 2000 Default 

Great Heavy Soul Arrow 1 4000 Default 
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Farron Dart 1 500 Default 

Great Farron Dart 1 2000 Sage's Scroll 

Farron Hail 1 5000 Sage's Scroll 

Homing Soulmass 1 6000 Logan's Scroll 

Homing Crystal Soulmass 1 18000 Crystal Scroll 

Soul Spear 1 5000 Logan's Scroll 

Crystal Soul Spear 1 15000 Crystal Scroll 

Soul Greatsword 1 5000 Default 

Farron Flashsword 1 3000 Default 

Magic Weapon 1 3000 Default 

Crystal Magic Weapon 1 10000 Crystal Scroll 

Magic Shield 1 3000 Default 

Spook 1 2000 Default 

Aural Decay 1 2000 Default 

Pestilent Mercury 1 1000 Sage's Scroll 

Cast Light 1 1000 Golden Scroll 

Repair 1 2000 Golden Scroll 

Hidden Weapon 1 1500 Golden Scroll 

Hidden Body 1 3000 Golden Scroll 

Twisted Wall of Light 1 6000 Golden Scroll 

 

Patches 

Patches is located in the Cathedral of the Deep, but his recruitment can 

be easily messed up by heading the wrong way and result in 

eliminating him until NG+ (see the NPC Quests section for more 

information). 

Tools 

Name # Costs Available 

Ember 4 5000 Recruit to Firelink Shrine 

Red Bug Pellet - 1000 Default 

Black Firebomb - 300 Default 

Rope Black Firebomb - 300 Default 

Human Pine Resin - 1500 Default 

Alluring Skull - 800 Default 

Rusted Coin - 200 Default 
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Rubbish - 200 Default 

Weapons 

Name # Costs Available 

Parrying Dagger - 2000 Default 

Shotel 2 4000 Default 

Winged Spear - 1500 Default 

Pierce Shield 1 3000 Default 

Armor 

Name # Costs Available 

Catarina Helm 1 3500 Default 

Catarina Armor 1 4500 Default 

Catarina Gauntlets 1 3500 Default 

Catarina Leggings 1 3500 Default 

Black Leather Armor - 2500 Default 

Black Leather Gloves - 2000 Default 

Black Leather Boots - 2000 Default 

Arrows/Bolts 

Name # Costs Available 

Poison Arrow - 120 Default 

Rings 

Name # Costs Available 

Horseproof Ring 1 500 Recruit to Firelink Shrine 

 

Nestling 

The Nestling is an NPC on the roof of Firelink Shrine that will exchange 

items depending on the items you leave for him. To do this, stand in 

the nest and "Leave" and item and them pick up the item that is there 

after the dialogue. 

Item Given Exchanged Item 

Alluring Skull Hello Carving 

Hidden Blessing Thank you Carving 

Divine Blessing Very good! Carving 

Shriving Stone I'm Sorry Carving 

Yorshka's Chime Help me! Carving 
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Cleric'c Sacred Chime Help me! Carving 

Priest's Chime Help me! Carving 

Saint-tree Bellvine Help me! Carving 

Caitha's Chime Help me! Carving 

Crystal Chime Help me! Carving 

Lightning Urn Iron Helm 

Siegbrau Armor of the Sun 

Homeward Bone Iron Bracelets 

Seed of a Giant Tree Iron Leggings 

Firebomb Large Titanite Shard 

Rope Firebomb Large Titanite Shard 

Black Firebomb Titanite Chunk 

Rope Black Firebomb Titanite Chunk 

Undead Bone Shard Porcine Shield 

Blacksmith Hammer Titanite Scale 

Avelyn Titanite Scale 

Prism Stone Twinkling Titanite 

Large Leather Shield Twinkling Titanite 

Xanthous Crown Lightning Gem 

Moaning Shield Blessed Gem 

Eleonora Hollow Gem 

Vertebra Shackle Lucatiel's Mask 

Loretta's Bone Ring of Sacrifice 

Coiled Sword Fragment Titanite Slab 

Mendicant's Staff Sunlight Shield 

 

Karla (Dark Magic) 

Karla is located in a cell of Irithyll Dungeons and must be released by 

finding the Jailer's Key Ring, which is found by passing through the 

Profaned Capital, before she'll move to Firelink Shrine. She can expand 

her inventory by handing over tomes, including the Dark Tomes that 

can also be handed to Irina (see the NPC Quests section for more 

information). 
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Spells 

Name # Costs Available 

Affinity 1 15000 Default 

Dark Edge 1 8000 Default 

Fire Whip 1 10000 Quelena Pyromancy Tome 

Firestorm 1 15000 Quelena Pyromancy Tome 

Rapport 1 7000 Quelena Pyromancy Tome 

Black Flame 1 10000 Grave Warden Pyromancy Tome 

Black Fire Orb 1 10000 Grave Warden Pyromancy Tome 

Dark Blade 1 10000 Londor Braille Divine Tome 

Vow of Silence 1 15000 Londor Braille Divine Tome 

Dead Again 1 5000 Londor Braille Divine Tome 

Deep Protection 1 4000 Deep Braille Divine Tome 

Gnaw 1 2000 Deep Braille Divine Tome 

 

NPC, Summons & Invaders 
As you progress through the game you'll encounter a number of NPC, 

White Phantom signs, Dark Spirits, and aggressive Unkindled. The 

following covers each of the different types of encounters with them by 

location and any relevant information. 

Cemetery of Ash 

Sword Master Unkindled 

Uchigatana 

- Master's Attire 

Master's Gloves 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 
NPC Sunless Talisman 

Found dead near Holy Knight Hodrick's grave (See NPC 

Quests) 

Eygon of Carim Unkindled 

Morne's Great 

Hammer Near Iudex Gundyr's boss arena (See NPC Quests) 

Moaning Shield 

Firelink Shrine 

Firekeeper NPC - - 

Shrine 

Handmaiden 
NPC - Increases prices if killed 
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Andre the 

Blacksmith 
NPC - No longer provides services if killed 

Hawkwood the 

Deserter 
NPC Heavy Gem - 

Greirat of the 

Undead Settlement 
NPC Greirat's Ashes After rescuing from a cell in High Wall of Lothric 

Ringfinger 

Leonhard 
NPC 

Silver Mask 

After reaching the second bonfire in High Wall of Lothric 
Lift Chamber Key 

Cracked Red Eye 

Orb x5 

Yoel of Londor NPC Hollow's Ashes After accepting services in Undead Settlement 

Cornyx of the 

Great Swamp 
NPC 

Cornyx's Ashes 

After rescuing from a cage in Undead Settlement 

Cornyx's Armor 

Set 

Pyromancy 

Flame 

Irina of Carim NPC 
Irina's Ashes 

After rescuing from a cell in Undead Settlement 
Tower Key 

Eygon of Carim NPC 

Morne's Great 

Hammer After rescuing Irina from a cell in Undead Settlement 

Moaning Shield 

Yuria of Londor NPC 
Yuria's Ashes 

Gain 5 Dark Sigils from Yoel of Londor (See NPC Quests) 
Darkdrift 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 
NPC Sunless Talisman After reaching Farron Keep 

Orbeck of Vinheim NPC Orbeck's Ashes After making a promise in Road of Sacrifices 

Unbreakable 

Patches 
NPC 

Patches' Ashes 
After forgiving him twice (See NPC Quests) 

Horsehoof Ring 

Anri of Astora NPC 
Anri's Straight 

Sword 
After defeating the Deacons of the Deep (See NPC Quests) 

Horace the 

Hushed 
NPC 

Llewellyn Shield 
After defeating the Deacons of the Deep (See NPC Quests) 

Blue Sentinels 

Karla NPC Karla's Ashes After rescuing from a cell in Irithyll Dungeon 

High Wall of Lothric 

Greirat of the NPC Greirat's Ashes Requires Cell Key 
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Undead Settlement Blue Tearstone 

Ring 

Sword Master Phantom - Summon sign: Outside Vordt's boss arena 

Lion Knight Albert Phantom - Summon sign: Outside the Winged Knight's plaza 

Undead Settlement 

Yoel of Londor NPC - - 

Holy Knight 

Hodrick 

Dark 

Spirit 
Vertebra Shackle Invades near the Dilapidated Bridge bonfire 

Holy Knight 

Hodrick 
NPC Homeward Bone 

Examine the back of the caged Hollow Manservant, before 

Curse-rotted Greatwood 

Cornyx of the 

Great Swamp 
NPC 

Cornyx's Ashes 

- 

Cornyx's Armor 

Set 

Pyromancy 

Flame 

Irina of Carim NPC Irina's Ashes Requires Grave Key 

Eygon of Carim NPC 

Morne's Great 

Hammer - 

Moaning Shield 

Siegward of 

Catarina 
NPC 

Storm Ruler 

- 
Pierce Shield 

Catarina Armor 

Set 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 

Summon 

as Host 
- 

Appears outside the Curse-rotted Greatwood boss arena (See 

NPC Quests) 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 
Unkindled Sunless Talisman 

Appears in the Pit of Hollows if you refuse her allegiance 

(See NPC Quests) 

Eygon of Carim NPC - 
Appears dead in Irina's cell if summoned to the Dragonslayer 

Armour fight 

Road of Sacrifices 

Anri of Astora NPC 
Anri's Straight 

Sword 
- 

Horace the 

Hushed 
NPC 

Llewellyn Shield 
- 

Blue Sentinels 

Isabella the Mad Unkindled Butcher's Knife - 
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Holy Knight 

Hodrick 

Dark 

Spirit 
Vertebra Shackle Summon sign: Near the Crucifixion Woods bonfire 

Yellowfinger 

Heysel 

Dark 

Spirit 

Heysel Pick 
Invades in the deep water near the Giant Crabs 

Xanthous Crown 

Watchdog of 

Farron - Exile 
Unkindled Exile Greatsword - 

Watchdog of 

Farron - Cleric 

Exile 

Unkindled Great Club - 

Orbeck of Vinheim NPC Orbeck's Ashes - 

Eygon of Carim Phantom - Summon sign: By a pillar before the Crystal Sage 

Farron Keep 

Yellowfinger 

Heysel 

Dark 

Spirit 

Heysel Pick 
Invades near the second flame 

Xanthous Crown 

Yellowfinger 

Heysel 
Phantom - 

Summon sign: Near the Old Wolf's tower, requires the Abyss 

Watchers to be alive and join Rosaria's Fingers 

Londor Pale Shade 
Dark 

Spirit 
Manikin Claws Invades near the Basilisks, if you've angered Yuria 

Londor Pale Shade Phantom - 
Summon sign: Near the Keep Perimeter bonfire, if Yuria is 

friendly 

Black Hand 

Gotthard 
Phantom - Summon sign: Near the Abyss Watchers arena 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 
Phantom - 

Summon sign: Outside Abyss Watchers arena, must be 

friendly (See NPC Quests) 

Hawkwood the 

Deserter 
Unkindled 

Twinkling 

Dragon Head 

Stone 

Appears in the Abyss Watchers boss arena (See NPC Quests) 

Cathedral of the Deep 

Brigand Unkindled Spider Shield - 

Fallen Knight Unkindled - - 

Longfinger Kirk 
Dark 

Spirit 

Barbed Straight 

Sword Invades near the Giants waterway 

Spiked Shield 

Unbreakable 

Pacthes 
NPC 

Patches' Ashes 
Must not head through the rafters (See NPC Quests) 

Horsehoof Ring 

Ringfinger NPC Silver Mask Appears after joining Rosaria's Fingers and offering a Pale 
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Leonhard Lift Chamber Key Tongue 

Cracked Red Eye 

Orb x5 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 
Phantom - 

Summon sign: Near Deacons of the Deep boss arena, must 

be friendly (See NPC Quests) 

Anri of Astora Phantom - Summon sign: Near Deacons of the Deep boss 

Horace the 

Hushed 
Phantom - Summon sign: Near Deacons of the Deep boss arena 

Anri of Astora Unkindled 
Anri's Straight 

Swrod 

Must save Anri, but not tell him about Horace (See NPC 

Quests) 

Catacombs of Carthus 

Anri of Astora NPC 
Anri's Straight 

Sword 

In the tunnel near the first skeleton ball trap and later by the 

stalagmites near High Lord Wolnir 

Knight Slayer 

Tsorig 

Dark 

Spirit 

My thanks! 

gesture 
Invades in the tunnel near the second skeleton ball trap 

Knight Slayer's 

Ring 

Smouldering Lake 

Horace the 

Hushed 
Unkindled 

Llewellyn Shield 
Appears in the tunnel to the right of the lake entrance 

Blue Sentinels 

Knight Slayer 

Tsorig 
Phantom - Summon sign: In the room with the Demon Ruins bonfire 

Great Swamp 

Cuculus 
Phantom - 

Summon sign: On the steps outside the Old Demon King 

boss 

Knight Slayer 

Tsorig 
Unkindled 

Fuma Ultra 

Greatsword Appears near the lava pit beneath the stairs, near the 

basilisks Black Iron 

Greatshield 

Anri of Astora NPC 
Anri's Straight 

Sword 

Appears dead if you do not kill Horace and told Anri his 

location 

Anri of Astora Unkindled 
Anri's Straight 

Sword 

Appears in Horace's location if you killed Horace and told 

Anri of his fate 

Irithyll of the Boreal Valley 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 

Summon 

as Host 
- 

Appears on the bridge after activating the second bonfire 

(See NPC Quests) 

Creighton the Dark - Invades Sirris' world (See NPC Quests) 
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Wanderer Spirit 

Anri of Astora NPC 
Anri's Straight 

Sword 
Appears in the Church of Yorshka (See NPC Quests) 

Creighton the 

Wanderer 

Dark 

Spirit 

Dragonslayer's 

Axe 
Invades in the graveyard near the Church of Yorshka 

Siegward of 

Catarina 
NPC 

Storm Ruler 

Appears in the kitchen near the sewer (See NPC Quests) 
Pierce Shield 

Catarina Armor 

Set 

Anri of Astora Phantom - Summon sign: Near the right statue across from the boss fog 

Black Hand 

Gotthard 
Phantom - Summon sign: Across from the boss fog 

Londor Pale Shade Phantom - Summon sign: Near the left statue across from the boss fog 

Greirat of the 

Undead Settlement 
NPC Greirat's Ashes 

Appears dead in the sewer with Sewer Centipedes, near the 

kitchen 

Drang Hammer 

Knight 
Unkindled - - 

Drang Spear 

Knight 
Unkindled 

Drang 

Twinspears 
- 

Anri of Astora NPC 
Anri's Stright 

Sword 

Appears in the hidden darkmoon chamber near Anor Londo 

(See NPC Quests) 

Irithyll Dungeon 

Alva, Seeker of the 

Spurned 

Dark 

Spirit 
Murakumo Invades in the tunnel leading to the dungeon cell blocks 

Profaned Capital 

Court Sorcerer 

Eamon 
Unkindled Logan's Scroll - 

Siegward of 

Catarina 
NPC 

Storm Ruler 

Locked in the cell near the toxic swamp (See NPC Quests) 
Pierce Shield 

Catarina Armor 

Set 

Anor Londo 

Anri of Astora Phantom - Summon sign: On the steps if Anri is alive (See NPC Quests) 

Consumed King's Garden 

Hawkwood the 

Deserter 
Phantom - 

Summon sign: In the circle platform before the Cathedral 

Knights 
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Archdragon Peak 

Champion: 

Drakeblood Knight 
Summon 

Drakeblood 

Greatsword 

Has a chance to be summoned by the Serpent-man 

Summoner 

Champion: 

Vagabond Prince 
Summon Ricard's Rapier 

Has a chance to be summoned by the Serpent-man 

Summoner 

Havel Knight Unkindled 

Dragon Tooth 

- Havel's 

Greatshield 

Hawkwood the 

Deserter 
Phantom - Summon sign: Sound the stairs from the Great Belfy bonfire 

Untended Graves 

Daughter of 

Crystal Kriemhild 

Dark 

Spirit 
- 

Invades just before Champion Gundyr's, where the bonfire 

used to be 

Sword Master Phantom - Summon sign: Outside Champion Gundyr's boss arena 

Lothric Castle 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 
Phantom - Summon sign: In front of the boss arena 

Eygon of Carim Phantom - Summon sign: In the building to the right of the boss arena 

Grand Archives 

Black Hand 

Gotthard 
Unkindled 

Onikiri and 

Ubadachi 
 

Lion Knight Albert Unkindled 
Golden Wing 

Crest Shield 
- 

Daughter of 

Crystal Kriemhild 
Unkindled 

Sage's Crystal 

Staff 
- 

Orbeck of Vinheim Phantom - 
Summon sign: On the right platform at the top of the stairs 

to the boss 

Sirris of the 

Sunless Realms 
Phantom - 

Summon sign: On the left platform at the top of the stairs to 

the boss 

Orbeck of Vinheim NPC Orbeck's Ashes 
Appears dead at the top of the library, if you purchased all 

his spells 

Greirat of the 

Undead Settlement 
NPC Greirat's Ashes Appears dead in near the Corvian Storyteller on the rooftops 

Kiln of the First Flame 

Londor Pale Shade Phantom - Summon sign: On the steps to the boss, if Yuria is friendly 

Yuria of Londor Phantom -  
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Name & Icon Wgt Effect Location 

Life Ring  

0.3 

Increases HP by 7%. 

+1 Version : 8% 

+2 Version : 9% 

+3 Version : 10% 

Can be selected as a Burial Gift during character 

creation. Can be bought from the Shrine Handmaid in 

the Firelink Shrine for 1500 souls after aquiring the 

Dreamchaser's Ashes.   

+1 Version (NG+): Located in the Undead 

Settlement. Behind Siegward while he is waiting to 

battle the fire demon. 

+2 Version (NG+): Lothric Castle. From the dark room 

where you fight the pus of man in the wyvern's hand, 

head outside from the back exit. Turn right and drop 

down off the ledge. The ring is on a corpse. This 

version can be picked up here starting in NG+. 

+3 Version (NG++): In Untended Graves behind Holy 

King Lothric's throne. 

Sun Princess Ring 

 0.6 
Gradually restores HP (2 per 

second) 

Found in Gwynevere's chamber after Aldrich's boss 

room. 

Estus Ring 

   0.8 
Increases HP restored with 

Estus Flask by 20% 

Found at the bottom of the Tower on the left side of 

the Firelink Shrine. Requires the Tower Key, sold by 

the Shrine Handmaid in Firelink Shrine for 20,000 

Souls. 

Ashen Estus 

Ring 

0.8 
Increases FP restored with 

Ashen Estus Flask by 20%. 

Located in the Untended Graves. From the first bonfire 

head to the left most path. The ring is in the coffin 

surrounded by Corvians. 

Chloranthy 

0.7 

Raises stamina recovery speed 

+7 stamina per second 

+1 Version : +8 stamina per 

second 

+2 Version : +9 stamina per 

second 

 

Found in Undead Settlement. After defeating the Demon 

alongside Siegward of Catarina, scale the nearby building and 

exit onto the adjacent tower by jumping from the roof. 

Maneuvering down the tower, the ring will be located under 

several wooden boxes near the Mirrah Armor Set. 

+1 Version (NG+) Irithyll of the Boreal Valley. Behind the 
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Chloranthy Ring 

pedestal with the Ring of the Sun's First Born on top of it. 

Easily accessible by falling from the ledge near Pontiff 

Sulyvhan's fog gate or walking from the Church of Yorshka.  

+2 Version (NG++) From the first Road of Sacrifices bonfire, 

head to the wagon with the two Corvians. To the left is a 

crow mage. To the left of him there's a ledge that you can 

drop down to that has the ring. 

Havel's Ring 

1.5 

Increases maximum equip 

load by 15% 

+1 Version : +17% 

+2 Version : +18% 

Created with the Soul of a Stray Demon 

+1 Version (NG+): Archdragon Peak. From the altar 

that gives you the Twinkling Dragon Torso Stone, go 

back down the steps. The ring is to the right of the 

doorway. 

+2 Version (NG++): On a wooden beam below the 

Prison Tower bonfire in Irithyll of the Boreal 

Valley/Anor Londo, after Painting Guardian Curved 

Sword and the Painting Guardian Set. 

Ring of Favor 

 1.5 

Increases max HP by 3%, 

stamina by 8.5% and equip 

load by 5% 

+1 Version : Increases max 

HP by 4.5%, stamina by 9.5% 

and equip load by 6% 

+2 Version : Increases max 

HP by 5%, stamina by 10.5% 

and equip load by 7% 

 Defeat Sulyvhan's Beasts near Archdeacon McDonnell 

+1 Version (NG+): Can be found in the room 

of Pontiff Sulyvahn's bonfire, but is located upstairs. It 

can be either accessed by the shortcut in the room or 

taking the path around. 

+2 Version (NG++): Located in the Cathedral of the 

Deep. From the Cleansing chapel bonfire, while facing 

the bonfire. go through the left shortcut, head up the 

elevator, climb the ladder behind the tower, drop 

down to the ledge, and follow the path to the top 

part of the chapel. To the left there is a hollow with a 

giant axe. behind him is this ring. 

Prisoner's 

Chain 

0.8 

Increases VGR (5), END (5), 

and VIT (5), but damage 

taken is increased by 10% 

Soul Transposition using Soul of Champion Gundyr 
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Ring of Steel Protection 

 0.8 

Decreases incoming physical 

damage by 10% 

+1 Version : 13% 

+2 Version : 15% 

Found in the boss arena where you fight the Ancient 

Wyvern. After entering through the fog gate, head up 

the stairs until you locate the bell. Then proceed to 

the right, downstairs. There are three items lying on 

the ground. Next to the items is a thin ledge that 

players can walk along. At the end of the path is the 

ring. 

+1 Version (NG+): Untended Graves behind the tower 

that is unlocked by the Tower Key 

+2 Version (NG++): Located in the Catacombs of 

Carthus. From the Abyss Watchers Bonfire go down 

and head left until you find a bridge to your right. The 

bridge will be defended by a large skeleton carrying a 

sword and shield. Look down to the left and you will 

notice an item on a pillar. Drop down from the bridge 

onto the pillar to obtain this ring. Turn around to find 

the Carthus Pyromancy Tome. 

Magic Stoneplate Ring 

0.6 

Increases Magic Absorption 

by 13% 

+1 Version : +17% 

+2 Version : +20% 

Dropped from the greatsword-wielding Consumed 

King's Knight guarding Oceiros, the Consumed King 

+1 Version (NG+): Farron Keep bonfire before the 

swamp. From that bonfire, make a right and proceed 

to where the Basilisks are. The ring will be in this area. 

+2 Version (NG++): Start from the Profaned 

Capital Bonfire.  Take the ladder down into the tower 

and head through the hole in the wall. From there, 

turn right and go down the stairs. The ring is at the 

end of the stairs, on the edge of a cliff. 

Flame Stoneplate Ring 

0.6 

Increases Fire Absorption 

by  13% 

+1 Version : +17% 

+2 Version : +20% 

Found on a corpse hanging at a tree overlooking the 

entrance of the tower with the giant in it at Undead 

Settlement (the same area where you enter the cage 

to join the Mound Makers). 

+1 Version (NG+): Located in the Profaned Capital. In 

the area with the toxic swamp, climb up the building's 

ladder and walk along the curved part of roof until 

you see a hole in the wall to your right.  Look down, 

directly across from the broken section of wall is 

a small ledge to drop onto and the ring will be on a 

corpse. 

+2 Version (NG++): Located in the Demon 

Ruins. From the Old King's Antechamber bonfire, go 

down the immediate stairs and follow the path until 
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you come to a fork in the path. Left will be an illusory 

wall where there will be a Black Knight fighting a 

Ghru. The ring will be on a corpse near a wall, along 

with a Black Knight Sword. 

  

Thunder Stoneplate Ring 

0.6 

Increases 

Lightning Absorption by 13% 

+1 Version : +17% 

+2 Version : +20% 

Archdragon Peak: From the second bonfire, proceed 

through the area until you get outside, then near the 

wooden scaffold there is a ladder which leads to the 

ring 

+1 Version (NG+) Can be found near the Carthus 

Milkring, among the many pots in the Catacombs of 

Carthus 

+2 Version (NG++): Can be found before the 

Dragonslayer Armour Boss in Lothric Castle. Before the 

boss fight there's a door lit by torches. Proceed 

trough the door and up the stairs. Turn left trough 

another door then left again to find a hole in the 

stone railing. Drop down to the ledge below and turn 

right. Follow the ledge to find this ring. The ring is on 

the same small rooftop that you would drop down to 

get Caitha's Chime, it's just on the opposite end. 

Dark 

Stoneplate Ring 

 0.6 

Increases Dark Absorption by 

13% 

+1 Version : +17% 

+2 Version : +20% 

In Anor Londo, following the Pontiff Sulyvahn 

bonfire. The ring will be guarded by Irithyllian Slaves 

in an area beneath the Deacons casting Fireball. 

+1 Version (NG+) : Lothric Castle Before entering the 

fog gate for the Dragonslayer Armour, head left and 

drop down to fight the Pus of Man on the white 

Wyvern. Next to the Wyvern is a room with a mimic 

and a doorway out to a balcony. This ring is located 

on right side the balcony. 

+2 Version (NG++): Farron Keep, the Keep Ruins 

bonfire. Leave the room where you find 3 Ghru 

enemies on a bridge. Cross the bridge, you can find a 

dilapidated wall to your left. In front of the wall is a 

flame you need to extinguish to reach the Abyss 

Watchers. The ring is behind this wall, you'll need to 

roll through some crucifixes to reach it. 
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Speckled Stoneplate Ring 

0.9 

Increases Magic, Fire, 

Lightning and Dark 

Absorption by 5% 

+1 Version : +7% 

Found on a corpse in Smouldering Lake, behind a 

destructible wall on the other side from which you 

enter. Lure a ballista shot to break the wall apart. 

+1 Version (NG+) Cemetery of Ash. In the arena 

where you find the first Ravenous Crystal Lizard. 

Bloodbite 

Ring 

0.6 

Increases Bleed Resistance 

by 90 points 

+1 Version : +140 

Undead Settlement, in the sewers below Cliff 

Underside bonfire or beside the Dilapidated Bridge 

bonfire. The Large Hound-Rat will drop the ring. 

+1 Version (NG+): Smouldering Lake, make your way 

through the Demon Ruins to find it in front of 

the ballista. 

Poisonbite 

Ring 

0.6 

Increases Poison Resistance 

by 90 points 

+1 Version : +140 

  

Near the first short cut at Cathedral of the Deep 

behind the Ravenous Crystal Lizard. 

+1 Version (NG+): Undead Settlement In the 

graveyard beside the white birch tree (Where the giant 

is throwing spears at you/enemies nearby) you'll find a 

well hidden in a corner. The ring is on a corpse behind 

the well. 

Cursebite 

Ring 

0.6 
Increases Curse Resistance 

by 150 points 

Profaned Capital, toxic swamp in the cave under the 

wooden bridge 

Fleshbite 

Ring 

0.9 

Raises Poison, Bleed, 

Frost and Curse resist by 40 

points 

+1 Version : +60 

  

Grand Archives, near the top floor of building just 

beyond the area with a balcony overhead and multiple 

Scholars, there will be a set of bookcases to the right 

of the stairs which lead you to the room. The ring will 

be located in the corner past the Clawed Curses. 

+1 Version (NG+): From the Tower on the 

Wall bonfire, head down to the roof with the 

transforming undead on it. Before descending the 

ladder to progress further, look to the nearby rooftop 

with fencing. Jumping will allow you access the 
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rooftop and the ring will be on a corpse. (The item 

should be visible before jumping to the rooftop if you 

need confirmation) 

Knight's 

Ring 

0.8 
Increases Strength by 5 

points 
Lothric Castle, near the Sunlight Shrine. 

Hunter's 

Ring 

0.8 
Increases Dexterity by 

5 points 

Grand Archives- Found at the top of a tower 

surrounded by three golden Winged Knights before 

the stairs to Prince Lothric. 

Scholar 

Ring 

0.6 
Increase Intelligence by 

5 points 

Grand Archives - Get to the wooded bridge in the 

middle of the room 

where the crystal sage/mage mini boss ends up after 

attacking it, and on the side where you drop down 

onto the bridge there is a lever beside it where the 

brige starts that opens a shortcut + Ring. 

Priestess 

Ring 

0.6 Increases Faith by 5 points 

Sold by the Shrine Handmaid in Untended Graves. 

Dropped by the Shrine Handmaid in Untended Graves, 

even if you've already purchased it from her. 

Covetous 

Gold Serpent Ring

1.2 

Increases item discovery +50 

+1 Version : +75 

+2 Version : +100 

Found next to Siegward of Catarina when he is 

trapped in Irithyll Dungeon. 

+1 version (NG+): From the Church of Yorshka bonfire 

in Irithyll of the Boreal Valley, proceed beyond the 

graveyard to the dark room with the Irithyllian Slaves. 

As you're exiting the room through the wide arched 

doorway, scan the right side for a broken section of 
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Covetous 

Gold Serpent Ring 

railing where you can drop down. The ring will be on 

a corpse wedged in the corner of the ledge. 

+2 Version (NG++): Archdragon Peak, in a large area 

that appears on defeating the Nameless King, on the 

right side of the arena from the gateway that the 

bonfire is under, the ring rests at the top of the 

second stairway. You can also find the Dragonslayer 

Set and a Titanite Slab in this area. 

Covetous Silver Serpent 

Ring 

1.2 

Fallen foes yield +10% more 

souls 

+1 Version : +20% 

+2 Version : +30% 

In a chest behind an illusory wall at the top of Firelink 

Shrine. Located behind Picklepum's indoor nest. 

+1 Version (NG+): While progressing through Irithyll 

Dungeon, you'll find an elevator shortcut that heads 

to the first bonfire of the area. This ring is located in 

the elevator's room. 

+2 Version (NG++): Undead Settlement. In the area 

after meeting Siegward with the Fire Demon, located 

on the roof of a shack in the far back of the area. 

Drop off the wooden ledge outside the room with two 

Cathedral Evangelists to access it. 

Saint's Ring 

0.5 
Allows attunement of 

additional spells. 
Sold by Irina of Carim for 300 souls. 

Deep Ring 

 0.5 
Allow attunement of 

additional spells 

Drops from a Deacon in a tower outside the Cathedral 

of the Deep. 

Darkmoon Ring 

0.8 
Gives 2 extra attunement 

slots. 
Rank 1 covenant reward: Blade of the Darkmoon. 
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Young 

Dragon Ring 

 0.7 
Boosts sorcery damage by 

+15%. 

Starting equipment for the Sorcerer 

Given by Orbeck of Vinheim after purchasing several 

spells. 

Bellowing 

Dragoncrest Ring 

1.0 
Boosts sorcery damage by 

+25%. 

From the Irithyll Dungeon bonfire, head straight into 

the large room and then turn right, proceed until the 

end of the corridor and open the gate with the 

Jailbreaker's Key. The ring is on the rocks below. 

Great 

Swamp Ring 

0.7 
Boosts pyromancy 

damage by +12%. 

Starting equipment for the Pyromancer 

Dropped by the Great Crab, up the ladder near the 

Farron Keep bonfire in the Road of Sacrifices. 

Witch's 

Ring 

1.0 
Boosts pyromancy 

damage by +20% 

Catacombs of Carthus after destroying the rope 

bridge and climbing down the far end of the broken 

bridge and continue to the left of the bonfire, the ring 

is on a corpse at the end of the hall 

Morne's 

Ring 

 0.7 
Boosts miracle damage by 

12% 

Under the bridge between the 1st and 2nd bonfires of 

Road of Sacrifices. There is an area to the right of the 

bridge's beginning where players may drop down into 

the cave. 
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Ring of the 

Sun's First Born 

 1.0 
Boosts miracle damage by 

20% 

In Irithyll of the Boreal Valley. From Pontiff Sulyvahn's 

room, head back out towards the railing and fall 

straight onto the altar below. 

Lingering Dragoncrest Ring 

 0.5 

Extends length of spell effect 

by 30% 

+1 Version : +35% 

+2 Version : +40% 

Farron Keep, Keep Ruins bonfire. Drops from the Great 

Crab patrolling a white birch tree. 

+1 Version (NG+): Found next to the giant crab just 

below the Crucifixion Woods bonfire in the Road of 

Sacrifices. 

+2 Version (NG++): Located in Lothric Castle. Before 

the Lothric Prince Boss fight, there is a dome shaped 

roof with three golden Winged Knights. Go up the 

spiral staircase at the center of the dome shaped roof. 

You'll encounter a ladder, don't go up the ladder, 

instead go around the ledge to find this ring on a 

corpse hidden in an alcove. 

Sage Ring 

0.7 

Spell casting speed increased 

as if you had +30 higher 

dexterity 

+1 Version : +35 

+2 Version : +40 

Found to the left of the swamp area of Road of 

Sacrifices inside a room with an enemy.  

+1 Version (NG+): found in the rafters above the 

Archives. Drop down from the roof where the golden 

winged knights are located. 

+2 Version (NG++): Located in the Consumed King's 

garden. When initially taking the elevator down, get 

off halfway to a ledge. Turn left and drop down onto 

some broken stairs. Pick up the item here and look to 

the left to find the ring on another set of broken 

stairs. You can get over there with a well timed roll. 

Dusk Crown 

Ring 

0.6 

Reduces consumption of FP 

by 25% at the cost of 20% 

less max HP 

Located in the Irithyll Dungeon. The ring is in a cell 

beside the open area with six patrolling Jailers. 
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Leo Ring 

 0.5 
Strengthens thrust weapon 

counter attacks by 15% 

Found in a chest on the second floor of the room with 

Gwynevere's painting in Irithyll of the Boreal Valley. 

Just beyond where either Siegward of Catarina is 

located during his questline or, more commonly 

notable, the Estus Soup is placed. 

Wolf Ring 

0.5 

Increases poise by +12.5 

+1 Version : +17.5 

+2 Version : +20 

 Rank 2 covenant reward: Watchdogs of Farron. 

+1 Version (NG+) Can be found on a corpse 

immediately outside the Keep Ruins bonfire building. 

+2 Version (NG++): Can be found in Cemetery of Ash, 

after the Iudex Gundyr boss fight. It's lying behind the 

golden door, on the left. 

Hawk Ring 

 0.7 Extends the range of arrows 
Dropped from the Giant of the Undead Settlement in 

Undead Settlement. 

Hornet Ring 

 1.1 
Increases Critical Damage by 

30% 

Found in Untended Graves, behind a Black Knight 

standing guard where the Starved Hound is found 

when at the Firelink Shrine. 

Knight 

Slayer's Ring 

 0.9 

Enemies lose 10% more 

stamina when guarding 

attacks. 

 Defeating the dark phantom of  Knight Slayer 

Tsorig at Catacomb of Carthus. Location to summon 

him is in a barred area beside the Skeleton Ball's path 

or the Hound-Rats. 

  OR if the invasion was skipped, 

 gained from killing Knight Slayer Tsorig at 

Smouldering Lake.  After the basilisks, turn left at the 

bottom of the stairs. 

Ring of the Evil 

Eye 

 1.0 

Absorb +30 HP from each 

defeated foe. 

+1 Version : +33 HP 

+2 Version : +35 HP 

Quest Reward: Anri of Astora. Obtained when Anri 

relocates to the Church of Yorshka. 

+1 Version (NG+): Can be found just before Deacons 

of the Deep fight, at the back of the altar. 

+2 Version (NG++): Located in the High Wall of 

Lothric. From the second bonfire, head down to the 

roof with the first crystal lizard and the enemy that 
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morphs. Climb the ladder down. Run past the spear 

wielding Lothric knight. Head down into the room 

with the estus shard on the mantle. The ring will be 

on the wall to the left, hidden behind a barrel. 

Farron Ring 

 0.8 
Reduces Skill 

FP consumption by 30% 

Acquired by talking to Hawkwood after defeating the 

Abyss Watchers  

Dragonscale 

Ring  

1.1 
Reduced damage taken from 

backstabs by 30% 

Found in the Consumed King's Garden. When taking 

the second elevator in the area which grants a 

shortcut, get off early to reach a ledge with a Lothric 

Priest. The ring will be beside him. 

Horsehoof 

Ring 

 0.6 

Enemies lose 30% more 

Stamina when guarding 

against your kicks 

Sold by Unbreakable Patches after you open the main 

door to Cathedral of the Deep. (also drops on death) 

Wood Grain 

Ring 

 0.5 

Increases weapon durability 

by 20% 

+1 Version : +30% 

+2 Version : +40% 

Purchased from the Shrine Handmaid after Easterner's 

Ashes is turned in. 

+1 Version (NG+): Behind the first elevator in the 

Consumed King's Garden, at the bottom. 

+2 Version (NG++): Irithyll of the Boreal Valley- Run 

past the room with the three Silver knights (room that 

contains Gwynevere's painting and Smough's hammer 

in a chest), go outside, turn right and the ring is 

located in an alcove 
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Flynn's Ring 

0.9 

Lowering equip load 

increases attack power up to 

15% 

Looted from a corpse on the top of a roof at Undead 

Settlement: In the area where you fight the Fire 

Demon with Siegward of Catarina 

Magic 

Clutch Ring 

 0.8 

Increases magic attack by 

15% 

Increases incoming physical 

damage 10% 

Irythyl of the Boreal Valley- From the 3rd bonfire, go 

back the way you came from. In the semi circular hall, 

there is a illusory wall to the right. The ring is behind 

it 

Lightning 

Clutch Ring 

0.8 

Increases lightning attack by 

15% 

Increases incoming physical 

damage by 10% 

On a corpse in Archdragon Peak, to the left of the 

gate that leads to the Ancient Wyvern. 

Fire 

Clutch Ring 

0.8 

Increases fire attack by 15% 

Increases incoming physical 

damage by 10% 

On a corpse in the Undead Settlement. Behind the 

gallows and on a deadend wooden bridge, an area 

directly above the Cliff Underside Bonfire. 

Dark 

Clutch Ring 

 0.8 

Increases dark attack by 15% 

Increases incoming physical 

damage by 10% 

Dropped by a mimic in the Profaned Capital. After 

passing the giant there is a hallway with rats. The 

mimic is at the end of the hallway on the left side. 
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Red 

Tearstone Ring 

1.4 
Increases attack by 20% 

when HP is below 20% 

Lothric Castle- Facing away from the Dragonslayer 

Armour Boss, to the left there is an elevator. Beside 

the elevator is a door to the balcony. Follow the 

balcony to the right to find this ring 

Blue 

Tearstone Ring 

1.1 

Decreases incoming damage 

by 20% when HP is below 

20% 

Given by Greirat of the Undead Settlement 

Lloyd's 

Sword Ring 

 0.9 
Boosts Attacks by 10% when 

HP is full (over 99%) 

On a corpse inside Cathedral of the Deep, near the 

entrance on a ledge next to the Giant who attacks you 

when running by. 

Lloyd's 

Shield Ring 

0.9 

Boosts Damage Absorption 

by 25% when HP is full (over 

99%) 

Can be bought from the Shrine Handmaid, after 

Paladin's Ashes are given to her. 

Carthus 

Milkring 

 0.8 

Grants 3 points of 

Dexterity and obscures the 

wearer while rolling. 

Found within the Catacombs of Carthus just after the 

first bonfire in a room with many vases. 
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Carthus 

Bloodring 

 0.8 

Boosts rolling invincibility, at 

the cost of defense. (Minus 

15% Absorption) 

Found at Catacombs of Carthus, from the second 

bonfie past the wheel skeletons. 

Pontiff's 

Right Eye 

1.4 

Boosts attacks to a 

maximum of +15%, as long 

attacking persists. 

Located in the Irithyll of the Boreal Valley. The giant 

crocodile/dragon enemy you face the first time. 

Defeating this enemy rewards you this ring. 

Pontiff's 

Left Eye 

0.9 

Restores 60 HP after a 

certain amount of successive 

attacks. 

Soul Transposition using Soul of Boreal Valley Vordt 

Aldrich's 

Ruby 

0.8 
Recovers 85 HP from critical 

attacks 
Dropped by the Deep Accursed in Anor Londo. 

Aldrich's Sapphire 

 0.8 
Recovers 15 FP from critical 

attacks 

Dropped by the Deep Accursed in the Cathedral of 

the Deep. 

Silvercat Ring 

0.6 

Removes fall damage, but 

falling a lethal distance still 

kills you 

Given by Sirris of the Sunless Realms after helping her 

defeat Creighton in Irithyll of the Boreal Valley. 

Slumbering 

0.7 

Movement and rolling make 

no sound, enemies won't 

react to your movement 

Given by Orbeck of Vinheim after you have purchased 

15 Sorceries, along with the 'Silent Ally' gesture. 
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Dragoncrest Ring sounds 

Obscuring Ring 

0.9 

Enemies need to be closer to 

notice you with sight, and 

you are invisible to other 

players beyond a certain 

distance 

Rank 1 covenant reward: Rosaria's Fingers. 

Note: in order to get this ring and the Silvercat 

Ring  in one playthrough, only offer the Pale Tongues 

to Rosaria  after getting the Silvercat ring from Sirris 

of the Sunless Realm. 

Untrue Dark Ring 

0.7 

Retain human appearance 

while hollow and disguise as 

a host in other worlds 

Purchased from Yuria of Londor 

Untrue White Ring 

0.7 
Take the appearance of a 

white phantom at all times 
Purchased from Yuria of Londor 

Reversal Ring 

0.5 

Use the animations of the 

opposite gender (run and 

walk animations, emotes, 

etc.) 

Found in the Darkmoon Tomb in Anor Londo to the 

right of the altar. For references, the Darkmoon Tomb 

is hidden behind an illusory wall in the circular room 

before the lever which controls the platform leading 

to the Anor Londo bonfire. 

Skull Ring 

0.6 
Easier to be detected by 

enemies 

Dropped from Ludleth of Courland when killed or can 

be obtained by visiting his throne before beginning 

the next Journey. 

Calamity Ring 

0.8 
Causes the wearer to take 

double damage. 

Archdragon Peak. Use the 'Path of the Dragon' 

gesture at the altar near the Dragon-Kin Mausoleum 

bonfire. The Drakeblood Knight spawns just next to 

this altar. 

Ring of Sacrifice 

1.0 

Its wearer will lose nothing 

upon death, but the ring 

itself breaks 

High Wall of Lothric: On an awning reachable by a 

minor jump in the courtyard. This area is patroelled by 

a Winged Knight and the stairs that lead to the 

platform which players must jump from is guarded by 

a Hollow Soldier. 

Three of them can be bought from Yuria of Londor, 

for 3000 souls each. 

One can be found on a corpse hanging on a ledge 

overlooking the cruxification woods 
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Class LvL Vgr Atnmnt End Vtl Str Dex Int Fth Luck 

Assassin 10 10 14 11 10 10 14 11 9 10 

Cleric 7 10 14 9 7 12 8 7 16 13 

Deprived 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Herald 9 12 10 9 12 12 11 8 13 11 

Knight 9 12 10 11 15 13 12 9 9 7 

Mercenary 8 11 12 11 10 10 16 10 8 9 

Pyromancer 8 11 12 10 8 12 9 14 14 7 

Sorcerer 6 9 16 9 7 7 12 16 7 12 

Thief 5 10 11 10 9 9 13 10 8 14 

Warrior 7 14 6 12 11 16 9 8 9 11 

 

Starting Items 

These are the items that can be chosen at the start of the game. All gifts aside from the Life Ring 

are consumable. All gifts can be obtained after the start of the game. The Sovereignless Soul is 

not unique; it becomes a Soul of a Nameless Soldier worth 2,000 souls when the game begins. 

Details of Burial Gifts 

      

 

Life Ring                                      Raises maximum HP by 7%. 

 

Divine Blessing 

Fully restores HP and cures ailments. 
You receive 1. 

 

Hidden Blessing Fully restores FP. You receive 1. 
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Black Firebomb 

Causes damage when it explodes. You 
start with 5 Black Firebombs. 

 

Fire Gem 

Material used to perform infusion on a 
weapon. This infusion gem will make it 
into a Fire-infused weapon. You receive 
1. 

 

Sovereignless Soul 

Used to acquire 2,000 souls. Becomes 
the Soul of a Nameless Soldier when the 
game begins. 

 

Rusted Gold Coin 

Greatly increases Item Discovery by 100 
for 60 seconds. You receive 7. 

 

Cracked Red Eye Orb  

Used to become a Dark Spirit and invade 
another world. You receive 4. 

 

Young White Branch 

Can be used to blend into the 
environment (like Chameleon) for a 
short while. This branch also allows you 
to pass safely around the white trees in 
Undead Settlement, Farron Keep, and 
Cathedral of the Deep without 
befriending the Undead Settlement 
Giant. 
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Attributes 
Attribute Icon Summary 

Vigor 

 

Attribute governing HP. 
Also governs resistance to Frost. 

Attunement  

 

Attribute governing Focus Points. 
Also determines number of attunement slots. 

Endurance 

 

Attribute governing stamina. 
Also governs lightning defense and bleeding resistance. 

Vitality 

 

Attribute governing physical defense, though this is also affected by other 
attributes. 
Also governs maximum equip load and poison resistance. 

Strength  

 

Attribute required to wield powerful and heavy weapons. 
Also governs fire defense and improves attack strength. 

Dexterity 

 

Attribute required to wield advanced weapons. 
Also improves attack strength, reduces spell casting time and reduces 
damage taken when falling. 

Intelligence  

 

Attribute required to cast sorceries and pyromancies. Increases spell 
potency. 
(Pyromancy is affected by both faith and intelligence.) 
Magic defense is also calculated from this attribute. 

Faith 

 

Attribute required to cast miracles and pyromancies. Increases spell 
potency. 
(Pyromancy is affected by both faith and intelligence.) 

Luck  

 

Attribute governing item discovery. 
Increases bleeding and poison capabilities. 
Also governs resistance to curses. 

HP  

 

You die if this reaches zero. 

FP  

 

Weapon Arts and spells consume this, you cannot use them when FP runs 
out. 

Stamina  

 

Actions deplete stamina, which automatically recovers. 

Equipment Load 

 

Maximum weight that can be equipped. 

Poise 

 

Boosts the ability to withstand the impact of attacks. 

Item Discovery 

 

Increases the chance of drops. 

Attunement Slots  

 

The maximum number of Attunement Slots your character has. 

Hollowing  

 

Your level of Hollowing. 
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Diminishing Returns 
Stat Soft Cap 

Vigor 27, 40 

Attunement 35 

Endurance 40 

Vitality 99 

Strength 40 

Dexterity 40 

Intelligence 60 

Faith 60 

Luck 40 

 Stat gain graphs from 11 to 99:  

Notes 

 As of Patch 1.03, Defenses are determined by the character Level and the 
stated Attribute value, so a higher level character with a given Attribute value 
will have greater Defense than a lower level character with the same 
Attribute value. Similarly, Resistances are primarily determined by the 
character Level and secondarily by the stated Attributes but only when those 
Attributes are above 30. So, for example, Luck only increases Curse 
Resistance when Luck is greater than 30. 

Stat-Affecting Items 
Item Name Stat Effect 

Carthus Milkring  +3 Dexterity 

Prisoner's Chain  +5 Vigor, Endurance and Vitality 

Knight's Ring  +5 Strength 

Hunter's Ring  +5 Dexterity 

Scholar Ring  +5 Intelligence 

Priestess Ring  +5 Faith 

Havel's Ring  +15/16.5/18% Equipment Load for the base, +1 and +2 variants. 

Ring of Favor  

+3/4/5% HP, +8/9/10% Stamina, +5/6/7% Equip Load for the 
base, +1 and +2 variants. 

Life Ring  +5.5/6.5/7.5/8.5% HP for the base, +1, +2, and +3 variants. 
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Boss Soul Transposition  

The souls of the bosses you slay can be used to create weaponry, armor, spells and rings. 

By bring the Transposing Kiln to Ludleth of Courland in Firelink Shrine, he will enable 

you to craft these unique items from the essence of the Boss souls. 

Soul Equipment 

Soul of Boreal Valley Vordt 

Vordt's Great Hammer  

Pontiff's Left Eye  

Soul of the Rotted Greatwood  

Hollowslayer Greatsword 

Arstor's Spear 

Soul of a Crystal Sage  

Crystal Sage's Rapier 

Crystal Hail 

Soul of the Blood of the Wolf 

Farron Greatsword 

Wolf Knight's Greatsword 

Soul of the Deacons of the 

Deep 

Deep Soul 

Cleric's Candlestick 

Soul of Pontiff Sulyvahn  

Greatsword of Judgment  

Profaned Greatsword 

Soul of the Dancer 

Soothing Sunlight 

Dancer's Enchanted Swords  

Soul of Yhorm the Giant 

Yhorm's Great Machete 

Yhorm's Greatshield 

Soul of Aldrich 

Lifehunt Scythe 

Darkmoon Longbow 

Soul of the Old Demon King  

Old King's Great Hammer  

Chaos Bed Vestiges 

Soul of Consumed Oceiros 

Moonlight Greatsword 

White Dragon Breath 

Soul of the Nameless King 

Storm Curved Sword 

Dragonslayer Swordspear 

Lightning Storm 
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Soul of the Twin Princes 

Lorian's Greatsword 

Lothric's Holy Sword 

Lothric's Holy Sword & 

Lorian's Greatsword Twin Princes' Greatsword 

Soul of Champion Gundyr 

Gundyr's Halberd 

Prisoner's Chain 

Soul of Dragonslayer Armour 

Dragonslayer Greataxe 

Dragonslayer Greatshield 

Soul of the Lords 

Firelink Greatsword 

Sunlight Spear 

Soul of a Stray Demon 

Boulder Heave 

Havel's Ring  

Soul of a Demon 

Demon's Great Axe 

Demon's Fist  

Soul of Rosaria Bountiful Sunlight 
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